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ABSTRACT

The Conference on Early Childhood Education was held
during Early Childhood Education Week (March 1968) in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. Conference participants included Bureau of Indian
Affairs, (BIA) school personnel responsible for the establishment and
coordination of proposed BIA kindergartens, representatives of
National, public, and voluntary organizations and agencies, colleges
and universities, State Departments of Education, and other school
and community representatives who are concerned and involved in
Indian education. The conference provided an opportunity for
participants to consider, explore, and exchange ideas about the
objectives and factors involved in planning, establishing, and
implementing comprehensive early childhood education programs and to
give participants the opportunity for continued dialogues to help
assure the development of these programs. The conference repert
presents speeches, discussions, and question and answer periods
considering early childhood education from the perspective of: the
conference objectives; anthropology; the structure of the learning
process; a staff development program using a college, teachers,
aides, administrators, and program assistants; health and nutrition;
social services; parent and community roles; curriculum development;
and the next steps for BIA implementation. Symposium chairmen and
discussion coordinators are listed in the front of the publication;
speakers are listed by section. (KM)
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A STATEMENT of OBJECTIVES

The purpose of the conference on "Human Development, Comprehensive Early Childhood Education," is to provide:

n opportunity for participants to consider, explore?,
and exchange ideas about

the. objectives and factors
involved in planning, establishing, and implementing comprehensive early childhood education programs.
iin opportunity far continued dialogues to help assure
development of these programs.

The task of a "comprehensive" program is one of educating for
living to help prepare the child to cope with the world as it is and
seems likely to be.
The broad objectives of a comprehensive program involve meeting
the physical, psyco-social, and instnictional needs of children.

Community and parents, together with health, psychological,
guidance and social services for total child growth and development,

are irittgral parts of the program. Gains made in earlier home and
group experiences will be sustained by developing the area of early
childhood education which builds on the child's past and articulates
with what is ahead in the school experience. High quality programs
will be advanced by cooperation of all relevant individuals and
agencies in program development and implementation.
Conference participants include 13!,reati of Indian Affairs' school
personnel who will be responsible for the establishment and coordination of proposed 131A kindergartens, representatives of national,
public and voluntary agencies and organizations, colleges and univer-

sities, state departments of education, and other school and community representatives who are concerned and involved in Indian
education.
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TUESDAY, MARCH 5, 1968
MORNING SESSION
INTRODUCTION
Chairman:

Mr. Tom Hopkins, Acting Chief, Branch of
Curriculum, Division of Education, Bureau of
Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C.

Governor Cargo has si:!ned a proclamation making this Early Childhood Education Week in
the State of New Mexico. I would like to think that we are participating in this act as well as

contributing to it. Perhaps knowing about this proclamation will help to get us eff tc a good start
for this conference on Early Childhood Education for American Indians.
Without further ado, I would like to introduce Dr. Chester .Frave !stead, Dean of the College of
Education, University of Nov Mexico, Albuquerque, New Mexico, who is our official greeter:
Dean fraveistead.
Greetings:

Dr. Chester Travelstead, Dean, College of
Education, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque,
New Mexico.

On behalf of the President and faculty of the University 1 do, indeed, welcome you to the
campus. We consider this a significant occasion, a conference of great value, and are glad you
chose this campus as the location in which to carry on your deliberations.
Was just thinking about the announcement made by Mr. Hopkins, of this being Early
Childhood Education Week. For Governor Cargo, in this particular week, to put such a proclamation on the top of the list is significant, because the Lobos here have just accomplished a
conference crown in basketball. That is all people in this area right now are thinking about,
including Governor Cargo; but instead of his declaring this Lobo Week, which he might very well
have done, he put early childhood education ahead of basketball, and I think such a decision is
both appropriate and quite understandable.
I just read last night the first of a series of articles on Indians and I would like to take just a
minute to call your attention to it as I think it's quite relevant to this conference. This series of
articles appearing in the Christian Science Monitor on American Indians, Indian Education, and
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, is sure to be very well done. Most of you know of the serious and
meticulous way that the Christan Science Monitor handles such a topic, and it' you are not
already aware of this series I should like to call y our attention to it. This series promises to be
:,nalytical and informational. The fact that this subject is being given this kind of spotlight is
most significant. I would like to read the first two or three paragraphs of the first article which
seems to me to provide a good basis for this conference and the activities of those of you here
and your colleagues who are trying and will continue to try to accomplish much of value for
I

young children.

This article was written by Kimmis Hendrick, a staff correspondent of The Christian Science
Monitor:

For the first time
more than a century, American Indians stand a chance to deal with
the federal government on something like equal terms. They know it. Washington knows it.
Fur several decades, key people in the national government have wanted the nation's
Indian rninority to be fairly dealt with. Their best efforts often have been frustrated by

bureaucracy, and by the complexity of Indian interests. Besides, as a small minority(U0,000 people Indians are short on political power.

foday, though, their new sophistication seems to be matched by an awakened national
conscience. Further, Congress sees that solvine, the so-called "Indian problem- will be less
expensive than letting it get more aggravated than it is.
Indians, with a sort of grim humor, call it "the white man's problem.' It consists of such
concerns as these: civil rights, employment, resource development, self-eovernment, education ( this is w hat you're concerned with right now), land, the future of Indian-federal
relationships.

In this series of articles it will be seen that Indians are taking a new initiative on all these
fronts. The series also w ill report the federal government's growing encouragement for them
to do so.
I t seems to me this serves as a good background for your deliberations today, probably a new

day for young Indian children, and the efft.)rts you can put into making their educational
opportunities broader and richer, Again.
want to say on behalf of our university, we are
honored that you are here and want to let you know 'hat we are at your disposal. If there are
things that you need or want we hope you will feel free to ask for them. We hope that as you
I

continue your deliberations you will discover that they arc so worth while that you will want to
come back to this campus periodically for other sessions. [his university does know about the
problems of Indian education; it is deeply concerned about these and all problems in early
childhood education. see several of our staff people from the University in the audience this
morning and I hope you feel that they are not only interested in these problems but are making
contributions to the efforts that you are making towards the improvement of Indian education.
1

Welcome again to this campus.
Chairman: Mr. Tom Hopkins.

cer,ainly have received from Dean Travt.2Istead and the University of sew Mexico wholehearted support and cooperation. Every problem we have had regarding facilities has been given
most efficient consideration. We find this almost frightening because sometimes in Washington,
1). C. when something happens it takes a little while to get a response. We appreciate such quick
acti(m very. much.

Our first itein of business on the agenda concerns the overall objectives of the Conference on
Early Childhood Education. We are fortunate to have with us today the key person in the early
childhood education movement in the Bureau of Indian Affairs. He has a long and illustrious
background in educational leadership and has worked with the District of Columbia Schools,
Pittsburgh I. niversity and the United States Office of Education. At his last job with the United
States Office of Education he received a Superior Service Award for being the person who could
get things started. get programs moving, and get them off the ground, Ile received his Bachelor's
Degree at Youngstown University in Ohio, an M.A. from the School of Business and Finance at
the University of Pennsylvania. and a second M.A. from liarvard University.
Personally it has been a great pleasure and an intellectually stimulating experience to have
been associated with him since September of this last year. The leadership of the Di;ision of
Education of the bureau of Indian Affairs, i think, has indeed been placed its good hands. By
good hands. I mean that Indian education is taking on new dimensions, incorporating the good
of the past and assuming new and vigorous directions fur the future. Mr. Zellers has already mnaue
far reaching changes in the brief six months he Etas been with the Bureau of Indian Affairs. which
is only the beginning of what is in store in the months and years to collie. It is with a great deal
introduce to you Mr. Charles Zellers. the Assistant Commissicner for EducaIll pleasure that
tion. United States Bureau of Indian Affairs,
I

CONFERENCE OBJECTIVES
FOR COMPREHENSIVE
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Speaker: NIr. Charles N. Zellers, Assistant Commissioner
(Education), Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Washington, D. C.

Dean Uravelstead, may I extend our gratitude for the fine hospitality in having this conference

at the University of New Mexico. We look, of course, to the University for a lot of help and
assistance in our problems of Indian education. The Dean mentioned, as we stood in the wings
here, that he wasn't sure he should be here because the university seems to be in the throws of
sonic sort Of budget hearings this morning and I assured him that we probably share the same
experience. The last thne that t came out here the 13tireau's budget was cut S1,400,000 but they
took S900,000 out of education. That was while I was out of town, so anytime you feel you have
to return to the wars, Dean Traveistead, feel free to do so.
To paraphrase some paraphrasing, I would say that greater comfort hith no executive than to
have a staff in whom he has complete confidence. I want to tell you why am saying this so early
in the deliberations. When Tom Hopkins was preparing the agenda for this conference over a
period or several weeks, he frequently came into my office with an item or a question.
I would usually say, "Well, Torn, do you have a Inefffence for the way you'd like to do it?"
and usually he would say, yes."
Hn I would usually say. "Well, let's do it that way."
So I didn't pay much attention to the layout of the agenda because I knew it was in good
hands.

Last night at the reception we had here. Tom handed me a pack of material which was pretty,

thick, saying, "Here is some material you might want to look at before you get up in the
morning." So I took the packet back to the motel and I read it. Because my watch is still set for
eastern standard time. having set my alarm for five this morning, I went to bed. I got up at five
intending to prepare a two-hour speech. Being a little brighter this morning than before I went to
bed last night I decided to look at the agenda again and when l did I saw that there were five
people to speak between 9:00 a.m. and 10:30 a.m. this morning. In fact, I think a couple of them
are going to get paid for it. Well. I made my remarks shorter thim 1 intended ard went back to
bed.

I want to give you a little example of how Tom Hopkins and I think quite a bit alike, and I'm
quite proud of the work that Tom has done in the six months that we've been associated with
each other. In the material which Tom gave me last night, he had an anecdote which he suggested
1 miht want to use. Tom doesn't know that I had planned to use that same anecdote because it
happens to relate to a personal experience that I've had.

Back at that institution know n as the 011R2k.- 01 I tikkfatioll I happ.ned one time to draw the
st vas:, I, r \%ho v,ou1,1
till, to t,ths MAO a tialtIrda speech that might help one

or out tt:endly Democratic t_ on:nessmen who happened to have the education conference in his

,Iisttict on Friday and Saturday of that patticula' week. Well,

I

made the appearance, he

subsequently. lot the eicetion, and since that time l've goric into that state as a Republietm.
liut when I got Oil the plane tools the -Intelligi.nice Folder- for that state with me and in it
I

was one of the earlier esaluation reports of the Head Star t program and one element of it
Wsturbed me. While this is an anecdote. I dont think it's serS
It quoted a first grade

svho hail been inters
ed with respect to her appraisal of the Head Start program Ninle
`, he Thad inherited a little group of fcad Start alumni. her statement was that it took her almost
ill of the first semester to eons ince those little kids from the Head Start program that e
v,asn't fun. that disturbed inc so much that I checked further and ictually found out oho this
teacher 1k as. think this points up one of the man\ shortcoillings in
education torla Here k
teaCllLl 5\110 had taught for thirty-five years. never felt the need for and never submitted to an
in-serviee training program of any sort. th,., only teacher: whom site had ever observed had been
those who taught her when she was a student and she hadn't changed one hit si ice.
There is another anecdote that I would like to tell you. Its something I read on the plane
comin,i. out here. I hadn't heard it before but I suppose you all Lave because that's the way my
reading material reaches ine. It seems that there was a harrassed teacher who had 30 students
assigned to her and at the end of a particular day site pulled on 30 pairs of last year's galoshes
over 30 pairs of this year's shoes. bless 15 noses and did all of the other necessary things in miler
to get this little group ready to go their various ways at the end of the day. When she finished, she
I

looked up at the front of the room and there waS a little boy With her pay. envelope. When site went
to see if she could extricate it from him. he said. "What is that'''

She said. "It's my pay check, Johnny.lie said, "Oh, do you work some place'''.
Speaking of my mail. two or three days ago I received this orange hook which I would like to
mention to you briefly. The title of it is Education: The flatly Year.: It is the result of proceed-

of a conference sponsored jointly by the National Committee on Education and the
\ssociation of American Indian Affairs. Many of the participants in this conference will be or are
participants in the one we have here this week. wh;ch speaks well, incident's', for both conferences. "I he reason I mention this particular book is that the report contains much of which I
think is of interest to us here in these three days and which I think will he of interest to its here
in the Bureau of Indian Affairs as it goes forward with the development of an early childhood
education program. I don't know how you get copies of i t , but i f you hAven't seen i t , I recommend i t to everyone here today. I t well done. It contains most of the dialogue of the various
participants of the earlier conference and there were some real experts in attendance.
his particular conference brought together quite a mi,-nre of people from a variety of
bachlrOtintls. It's the type of thing I like to see in an educa ion conference. We have quite a fess
people here ss ho represent the Office of Economic Opportunity, Col munity Action Programs,
State agency people and I'm very happy to say we have several members of the Commissioner's
Advisor.: Committee on Education and several alternates for other members who couldn't attend.
We have people from several of the institutions of higher education, particularly front the
Southwest. We have a good representation from the public sclv.-.0i systems. Iron professional
associations, regional laboratories, Division of Indian Health, somehow the Office of Education
got in, and quite a choice of Indian leaders and finally, of course. Oh Bureau of Indian Affairs. 1
thought when I signed all the travel orders the only ones that would be here siouli be my own
staff. But I see that isn't true.

flaying personally served at all levels of education, I would like to say for the henefit of those
of you who don't know me yet, that part of my policy has been and will continue to be in the
Bureau of Indian .Ailairs that of trying to bring together in groups of this type or for purposes of
this type, as broad and as wide a representation as possible. think that all levels of education
have something to contribute. One of the things that used to disturb me most at the Office or
Education was the way e.ltication seems to be lir.'ered and how frequently one level or layer
doesn't seem to like to communicate with the others. I think sometimes the only way you can
appreciate the problem is to serve on all of them and their you find out they have real people on
I

each one of them.
In relation to this Conference of Early Childhood Education, I would like to say first that we
haven't actually decided anything so we are starting from scriach at this meeting..f he closest we
have come to making a program decision is to say to ourselves that what we think we want in an
early childhood education program is a comprehensive program. 1 don't think they think we are,
but we think we are learning a little bit from [lead Start experience and from community action
programs. So we do want tribal involvement; we do want community involvement; we want the
rigencies in respective areas involved: 'rind if we don't have anything else to say as our piece today,
we do want to say that we are interested in a comprehensive early childhood program.
This particular conference is the forerunner of a series of work sessions which Tom and his
staff have charted out for the next few months. It's during this time that we hope to be able to
capitalize upon the experiences of !lead Start, Community' Action, and the various insitiutions

and organizations which have already involved themselves in early childhood activities. It is
fantastic that we have gone this far and this long in the field of education before this much
emphasis has been placed upon the very key years of childhood development. It is not expected,
therefore, that this conference, itself, will end 'p dictating what our early childhood program is
supposed to be. Rather this one should he exploratory and should help to identify some of the
problems and some of the next steps towards their solution. I think we can say then that we are
actually beginning here.
We have some excellent speakers lined up here for you and they have a variety of contrasting

points of view. They come from a variety of disciplinary backgrounds, which rilso is another
principle of mine, I don't like to see us limited to merely schools of education, with all due
deference to the Dean.
We need to draw upon a variety of disciplines for the development of our programs, and this
conference, I think, is well-balanced in this reglid. I hope. therefore, that you don't strive for
consensus at any particular point. I don't think this conference is designed to end up with a set of
answers, much less a consensus. In fact, think it seems to us, as Tom and I talked about it, that
part of our danger lies in man's temptation to remain locked in an ordering of things which might
have been established personally or professionally sometime in the past. What we need to do is
shake ourselves up a little hit. Part of the purpose of the conference is to take what many of you
already know about Indian educat..in and attempt to translate it for use into an early childhood
I

education program.

I want to thank you all for coming and I hope you have it very good conference. thank you
very much,

Chairman: N1r. Tom Hopkins
__

had the pleasure during our social hum last evening of meeting our next speaker, Dr. Milton
Akers, for the ;first time, and may I encourage all of you who can meet him to do so because
think that you will find the exchange of ideas with him to be unusual and exciting. I n fact we got
off on one tangent, that of the new technology, which 1 think is rather important to us when we
cons'kler the incredibly rapid rate of technological development taking place around the world. If
you want to think about something real wild, get into a lively discussion on that topic. It isn't
:;1 rly childhood education per w but then :Wain it does have a relationship, for we have discovered that children are learning more at an earlier age, much earlier than we have ever before
considered possible. 1 don't want to get off on a digression of a treatise on the new technology
and earlier maturity; we've got enough coming at us without my doing that,
1)1.. Akers brings to us an extremely rich background in early childhood education, having
directed several programs designed for the early years of the life of children. lie earned his
Doctor's Degree from Teachers College, Columbia. Ile is currently the Executive Director of the
National Association for the Education of Young Children. 1 understand that this association is
trying to start a chapter in the New Mexico area for those persons interested in a professional
organiration devoted to the education of young children. Perhaps he can give us a word or two
on the possibilities of this.
I was very much interested in the outline of l)r. Aker's talk which he forwarded to our office.
In it he expressed the necessity for emphasis on the dignity of the individual and the respect due
I

each one. All too often our schools. as institutions, do not reflect this, particularly for the
so-called American middle class by behavior. This is an important concern in developing our early

childhood education program. You will be interested in hearing him develop his ideas on this
subject. It is with great pleasure that I present l)r. Milton Akers.

AN OVERVIEW OF A
COMPREHENSIVE EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION PROGRAM

Speaker: Dr. Nlilton Akers, Executive Director, National
Association for the Education of )(thing Children,
Washington, D. C.

if you will AoW a personal digression, I think rd better warn Torn it he's expecting Inv to talk
about what I gave in that outline, the man's in for a terrible shock. I am comfortable because
have just been exonerated from the need, the obligation to give you answers about programs for
young children. In the first place we've gut three two-hour speeches and I haven't time to do it.
In the second place, Mr, fellers says were not after answers 'tore, we're trying to dig in. So in my
two hotir. I would hope that I can bring out in the open some of the questions that we find are
being raised not only in relation to Indian children but to young children everywhere.
I want to start off by talking with you about a shattered illusion and about an exploded myth.
I t was a neat and a tidy myth because i t gave us a great deal of security. I t SerVCd as a basis for a
whole structure for the organiiation of this institution we call education. Now central to that
myth we live b, is the idea that learning could be equated with reading and writing. We had the
notion that a child could not !earn to read until he had reached something called a mental age of
six years.

Now that mental age of six involves certain physiological maturation, psychological readiness,

and the development of certain neurological structures. With the myth of that fact in mind, it
was very easy for us to draw the conclusion to let the little kid go on his merry way until he
reached that age where he could begin the very serious business of learning. We chose to waste no
energy, no time nor concern on him during his earlier years: but when he became six, we got him
in school, we sat him down, we shut him up and we began to teach him what we decided he
needed to know.
Now one of the fun things of living in 196S is that this is the time when a lot of myths are
being challenged. Tliis is the time when we want to know the what. the why, and the wherefore.
And so some industrious young people got together and began to study the nature of learning, the
nature of the development of intellect: and the results coinpletely. New (his myth. As a result of
their fihdings, c e rind ourselves with a new wide-eyed kind of respect when looking at the young
child. While we have been sitting by, waiting for him to get ready to learn, this little fellow has
been quite productive and effectively engaged in learning for himself.
We have discovered. for example, that the child has by the age of eight, the end of the third
grade, acquired 50'; of all the knowledge he is going to have by the end of high school, at the age
of eighteen. Now five of these eight years and this is what is shocking to us educators and
teachers in which he has gained half of what he is going to know, were spend outside the formal
domain of the school. At th: same time it's been quite clearly demonstrated that most four-yearolds can be taught to read.

icdthrics, A Itik.MtA ,ort.' of six hj,
\plotic,'d AS a matter of fact.
of us have been quite startled and shocked to see t\\o -yeat -olds reading calmly. Now those

)ni in% th

to 01E1,11C Ieailing A1Itl1 1C.111101,.!, W 110 believe that reading and listening are the
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recently have been playing mound with assembling as hi-fi stereo set ind running all kinds or
speakers upstairs and into different rooms. I didn't have to do this. I could have gone to the shop
;inkl bought ;1 complete set. Its possible that I could have bought a more efficient machine than I
did, but I did it because l wanted to. It has contributed N'ku \ little to my professional job. I don't
think I function any better at my job because I put together a
set. Vet I 101:11d it very
fasted it very. fulfilling. My own self-esteem went up. When 1 got through with my
machine. I said, "1 ook, I did thisllearned from my own play. I lie play
talking about was play appropriate to my own level
of development.
have a hunch that the play of children is very much the same thing. It's
purposeful. its satisfying, and its full of rich learning;. Now out obligation to kids is to create
the environment for them in which they are surrounded by materials and appropriate problems
and to free them to capitalise on their on natural drives for play.
I want to talk about another area closely related but separate. but about which we're learning
a erect deal. 1:tat is the importance Of a child's feelings about himself. We count his self-image,
feeling.: of self-worth. We don't have as Uinta evidence to document this as we have in some of
the Other areas, ;111(1 yet those of us who have had a chance to work with disadvantaged kids and
other kids become much more aware of it. In order to learn effectively, in order to develop
effectively. a child needs to feel a pride in himself, a pride in his family, and pride in his cultural
identification. I'm not suggesting that it would be nice if we could afford these kinds of things.
I'm saying that it is absolutely essential that we allow children these feelings (that we give them
these feeling's). Ve're not talking aholit a mere acceptance of, we're talking about a deep genuine
respect for a child's identification as being basic to his ability to learn. Because of this we conic
to look carefully at a tot of things we do normally in schools to see what effect they might have
I

I

I

I

on a child's feelings.

don't know a thing about Indian children. I do know something about kids and on the basis
of what I know about kids, I would like to throw out some questions. Do we bring an Indian
child to school, speaking another language at home'? l)o we, when we get him in school, demand
that he speak Lnglish? I've seen this done with Spanish-speaking people. Now, our intentions are
good, w, want the child to learn to speak rnglish, we know that he is going to have to. I have a
hunch that probably parents \vill go along with this because they feel it is a need. But what does
this say to a child? It ways to him, I want to respect you and I will, but at this point I can give
you only a qualified. only a kind of a limited respect until you learn to speak my language. I
wonder if this kind of a thing could come across as a kind or rejection of a child.. rejection of
lUin personally. Could it be a rejection Of Ins family because his family speaks in that language
which he brought with him to school?
I sugg.esting that some of the kindergartens in BIA
programs should be taught in the language ut the child? I think maybe I am. as a beginning point.
It ce really Lire concerned with a child's feelings of pride. Ins identification, and it we're willing
to meet him where lie is, maybe then this is the base point from which to operate.
Look at some of the things we provide for children to play with. l)o we surround him with
materials that are familiar to him, that are a pact of hint home'? to give kids all opportunity to
play house. for e \ample. do we provide materials that are familiar so that the little girl can play
It vein, mother and keeping house? Or do we once again very subtly reject het and the things
from which she came? I'll never forget visiting in a very rural school in the south where the kids
came from really terrible and dilapidated homes. They went into a [lead Start ('enter. l)o you
know what they had for housekeeping equipment? Nice, neat creative playthings: refrigerator,
electric stove. sink, etc. Now what a subtle kind of rejection that is. What we're saying to those
kid: is that the %va your mother works at honic isn't worthy of even your play. We won't even
allow vou to play with the kinds of material that are
I
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What do we do with boys? Do we provide play opportunities for them where they can he
policemen. firemen, housemen, people that they've never even seen? Or do we try to establish
roles which youngsters re familiar with and can identify with? I don't know what they are, but
I'm sure that they vary tremendously. But I'd stall looking around for them, I want to give a
little guy a chance to be a fisherman. If fishing is a very important part of his culture, then devise
play opportunities whereby he can he a fisherman. If the men in the area are Hitters, then give
the youngster a chance to identify with the male role within his community.
I'm not suggesting at all that we restrict the materials in a child's environment to those that
are known to him at home or in his area, but I mn saying that this is a beginning point. We need
to start there. We expand a child's liori/ons by introducing new things. I can even imagine a room
where We have the most primitive kinds of cooking devices. l don't know what they can he, but
terribly primitive. but in that Sante room I can see an electric typewriter. We are building on what
is know n and familiar, We are respecting what is right and known to that child but we're also
owanding his horlions.
What do you do about books and stories for Indian children? Do you read him stories about a
Westchester middle-class family, where daddy carries a briefcase and wears a tie and white shirt?
don't know. Brit if we are concerned and really committed to demonstrating to that child that we
respect him and his cultural heritage, then we're going to find and use stories and hooks which
dignify and show our respect for that heritage. We're going to have books which are part of his
own life. I am certain that there are stories, myths and legends which are fascinating. suspect
that they must have a special kind of intrigue to a young Indian child. We are going to have to
develop sonic of these hooks because they simply don't exist. there are marvelous was to make
books. the kids are going to have to make their own books. They can draw the pictures. 1 would
wonder how we could ever expect an Indian child at a reservation school to he motivated to learn
to read by reading about Tom, Dick. and Spot or these middle-class people somewhere back
yonder. On the other hand, if we had doiens of books we had made ourselves which had real
meaning for this child which he could identify with and which he had helped prepare, I can't
think of a better Way to motivate kids to want to learn how to read.
Very closely akin to our feelings about self-worth, self-respect, pride and identification is what
1

we're learning about the need for models with which the children can identify. Ideally that
person would be his teacher, but I'M not at all sure it's going to he possible for you to do this in
establishing kindergartens in WA schools. I wonder how many of you had the same reaction I did

last night. How many of you would like to have taken that group of senior girls, absolutely
delightful and charming, and put them in as teachers in your kindergartens? We happen to have

throughout the nation a rather critical shortage of people who arc equipped to work with
kindergarten children. I have a hunch that it may exist in the same ratio or even a little more
within the Indian population. But the provision of a model with which the child can identify
with is of utmost importance. 'You're anticipating doing it here by adding assistant teachers or
aides who collie from the child's community.
In a way
very sorry that that person whom I want to be a model, can't be the number one

person in the room. Because you're kind of saying to the child, ..Your model is a little hit
inferior, your model doesn't have the same status that the white classroom teacher has.On the other hand, it could he if we decided to work with these children in their own
language. then that person from the community would certainly then become the number one
person. I lien the teacher would be in a different kind of role of guiding that assistant teacher. I
can't help wishing that this would happen in some cas,2s,

hope that in sonic way fairly soon we are able to get some men involved as classroom
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teachers working with young children, It's a critical need everywhere. In the outside world, we're
making a little bit of progress. it's now beginning to he a little hit respectable for a young man to
work with lour and five-year-old children. I think your goal here should he exactly the same as
elsewhere.

I just spent some time trying to point out some of the areas on which we need to locus our
thinking in developing comprehensive programs. I wonder if you've noticed that \viten I've been
talking about learning. I've not mentioned once preparing a child for something.. haven't been
preparing him for first grade by having him sit still and to follow directions in a workbook. That's
much too restricted a concept of learning for any part in your kindergarten classes. I don't think
we're getting them ready for anything. On the other hand l think maybe in what we are doing if
we are helping the child lead a fully effective, fully functioning life, we are getting him ready for
next year and all the 'ears that follow.
If any change is involved, it may be that the first grade is going to have to get ready for a
different kind of a child. For a child who is curious, for a child who is eagerly motivated to learn,
and for a Link' who knows how to go about learning on his OM), I might even be so bra/en as to
suggest the possibility that as we send forward new generations of children who have been
worked with in this way, we may be able to change the looks, to change the face and the nature
of the whole first grade program and the second and third grade program and even the sixth and
1

seventh grade programs.

In trying to identify kinds of significant areas that I think are important I want to suggest that
we have a new kind of respect for the child's ability to learn and for his patterns of learning on
his own: and that we have an opportunity afforded us, at this early age, to increase with lifelong
benefits the level
a human being's intellectual functioning.
We've been talking about the importance of a child's feelings about himself, self-respect,
confidence, competence, pride and identification and about the importance of having adult
models in the environment with whom a child can identify with whom he can identify his own
being and his own behavior. If we have a real commitment to afford the richest, fullest learning
opportunities, two things arc clear. Learning is not something that is turned on at nine o'clock in
the morning when a child passes through a door into a very special rarefied kind of atmosphere
and ends when he leaves that atmosphere in the afternoon. Learning is something that goes on
during all of his waking hours, seven days a week. Learning is something that takes place
wherever he may he. School affords a certain kind of opportunity, but the child is learning just as
much and maybe more effectively outside the walls of the school.
It's pretty clear that the task of attending to the total growth, total learning development of a
child, simply cannot be accomplished by a teacher and the administrators of a school. It demands
the help and the special contribution of many of us. This is what leads us to the concept of
comprehensive programs for kindergarten children.
A comprehensive program is a carefully thought-through, all-inclusive, coordinated kind of
program, involving all faeets of serviees and activities that impinge upon a child. We're not
assigning a lot of new tasks to a school, rather we are saying that the school take a new role as
being the leader and coordinator of all of the efforts and energies which are directed toward a
child.

Now the way it works is beautifully illustrated by the nature and design of this meeting.
You've got here assembled. those people who arc studying and experimenting with a special
interest, each working in a special direction, but contributing to the life of a child and his
Each one brings his own unique ideals and contributions. special know-how and experience that
is going to lead us to the accom plishment of what we're trying to do for kids. We have health
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people, both physical and mental, psychologists and M.S.'s, we have nutrition people who are
going to talk to us about the effect of diet on children's health, we've got social services people.
We're going to find a way to mesh together their services with all of the others. We've got an
anthropologist who brings us a special kind of knowledge about the cultural differences. I'm
certain he's going to tell us how to keep them alive and make living richer by recognizing and
using the differences constructively rather than by trying to smooth them away. We've got a
number of people here who are experienced in developing new designs for working with both
children and adults to the end of more effective learning.
All of these people present, incidentally, have been working all along and making their contributions, but they've been working in a kind of unrelated isolation. What's new here is the process
of working together: the process of pooling skills and resources to the end of a consistent unified
experience for a child. Now the process goes on, it's not just this one meeting, which ends on
Thursday afternoon. There is a continuing periodic dialogue in which all of these people have a
contribution to make; together take a look where we are, and together make plans as to where we
will go. Now there are some dividends from using this kind of a process; we don't know much
about them yet and we haven't much evidence to give you, but something happens. As we begin
to concentrate on the learning of a child and enabling and facilitating the learning of a child, the
adult may learn just as much or more than a child does. As adults work together sharing purposes
and techniques, new kinds of ideals emerge. We find ourselves free to function much more
creatively, and much more effectively. We may find additional uses to which we can put our
professional competencies.
I [night even give you a little bit of a caution on another side of it. If you work together on a
team whose goal is the development of children who are fulfilled, well-functioned; if you are not

careful something may happen to you. You may find that you are becoming a little bit more
fulfilled: you may find yourself enjoying some new kinds of satisfactions, you jus_ might find
yourself working a little more sensitively, a little more respectfully, a little more effectively with
other people. What I'm getting at is there is a totally new concept as we begin to look at learning
and education. The goal becomes that of human effectiveness for all people, children and adults.
We know that if we work with children and with all adults (Ern not talking about only parents
but also myself, a teacher), we know 'hat if this is an essential goal which promotes all of our
activities, then the most effective thing is going to happen to the child who happens to be our
particular focus.
I found this stated so beautifully by John Gardner that I will quote from the message he gave
as he left his post. lie said he had been trying to define the mission of HEW and in assessing the

background situation he described it in this way: "Too many children and too many adults in
this free society still live under the subtle but powerful tyrannies of ignorance, disease, want,
discrimination, physical handicap and mental illness. These tyrannies keep them dependent; we
want them to be free and strong."
Our mission is to strive toward the elimination of all the conditions that stunt individual
growth or impair human dignity. It is to foster the strengths and capabilities that enable individuals to function as free and responsible citizens. It is to create the institutional arrangements that
enable individuals to have greater freedom of choice. I can't think of a better goal to describe the
aims, the purposes of our comprehensive program. This is uot a dream, this is not an ambition,
this is not a wish, this is a mission. And we now have at our disposal the means to accomplish
that mission. No one of us can do it alone. Yet if we find was to pool our thinking, pool our
efforts. tiler_ is going to come a day, and you and I may live to see it, when we can sign that
report ":MISSION ACCt)NIPLISIIED". Good Luck.
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Chairman: Tom Hopkins.

out the exploratory nature of this conference to what Dr.
If you relate ,'hat NI r. Zellers sa,L. about
Akers said, you can begin to formulate ideas, and to see what contributions you may make in the
group discussions. Many of the comments made by Dr. Akers with regard to teacher training and
language development are in agreement with !Or. Zellers' thinking. "[he next speaker, certainly
not new to Indian education, has made in his lifetime numerous appearances on behalf of the
Indians. He is an eminent scholar in his own right, having earned the I3.A. and M.A. Degrees here
at the University of New Mexico. He received his Ph.D. from the University of California at Los

Angeles. One cannot do very much studying or reading about contemporary Indian affairs
especially true in the linguistics. Furthermore, some of the more significant statements I've
encountered recently concerning Indian education and cultural transition of the American
Indians have come from his lips and from his pen. We are indeed fortunate to have with us to
discuss American Indians from an Anthropological point of view, Dr. Edward Dozier.
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AN ANTHROPOLOGIST LOOKS AT
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

Speaker: Dr, Edward P. Dozier, Professor of Anthropology and
Linguistics, University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona
'11;!il I first learned about early childhood training, which was only about a year ago, that is
early childhood training for Indians, I was extremely apprehensive about it. In this report which
Mr, Hopkins referred to, The Association of American Indian Affairs Conference in New York, I
was probably a little bit hostile on the whole approach of early childhood training for American
Indians. This is because 1 cherish our cultural differences. think it gives our nation the uniqueness and also the strength that it has. But also there is something more basic which I think I fear
in early childhood training. [hese are some of the points that Dr. Akers has touched on.
That is, we are invading that last strong-hold of the American Indian. We are reaching back
down into the family life, the area which up until now has been left up to Indians to exploit. The
source of personality' development, if we believe the psychologists that the child's personality is
formed or a large portion of it in the first six years of his life, then we have left this up to the
Indians thus far. But now we are getting into that period which has been, at least until now, the
area in which we have left to the Indians to mould the personality of their children. These are the
things which make me apprehensive about early childhood education for Indians, and for that
matter, for other culturally different people of the United States. However, having talked to a
number of people since my participation in that earlier conference, I think that the whole
I

training program is inevitable. People seem to be enthusiastic about it and I don't think the
Indians can do much about it. Many of the Indians themselves are enthusiastic about it. I am also

encouraged by another factor now. It's that by participating in that earlier conference and by
looking over the people that are participating in this particular conference, that the WA and
other organizations interested in early childhood training arc viewing and are approaching this
whole problem with extreme caution, Abu, they are trying to get the help and guidance for a
wide range of educational specialists and social scientists, and they are aware of the problems that
I think arc important or had feared in early childhood training. No this gives me added encouragement and in my report that I will read, I think you will find that it ends in an optimistic point of
view if you are in favor of early' childhood training.
As an anthropologist. I am very much concerned with the social and cultural environment in
which Indian children arc raised, 1. therefore, want to point out some of the common character-

istics of this background, particularly those aspects of the background relating to the socialization process. This is the process by which a child is molded into a participating member of his
society. believe this information is vitally important for teachers, especially those who will be
engaged in programs for preschool education,
I
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We are, I believe, all aware of obvious differences among Indians. One cannot deny linguistic,
socio-political and religious differences among Indian groups. Contact with whites has added
other differences. From the very earliest relations with whites, some mixing of blood took place
and all groups have experienced a disruption of their way of life. No American Indian lives the
way his forebears lived at the time of contact. Some groups hive persisted relatively unchanged,
but all have been subject to modification some more some less. Some Indians no longer speak
their native language; others are partially bilingual; others completely so.
Yet with all this diversity there are common elements which may be found among virtually all
Indian groups. Part of these similarities arise from an essentially common heritage. North
American Indians were all tribal peoples in pre-white contact tittles; none of them had achieved
even chiefdoms or a primitive state organization. Such factors as a money economy or even a
barter system with Markets had not developed. North American Indians were all organized along
kinship lines and expressed the characteristics common to tribal peoples elsewhere in the world.
Although Indians no longer live in the aboriginal past, some of these deeply rooted tribal characteristics persist among them today. They are factors which inhibit their adjustment to our highly
stratified, competitive industrial society. I believe that there are enough common elements among
Indians that we can devise programs which will work for the benefit of all Indians. 'Ibis applies
for programs of education as well as other programs which will enable the Indians to become
successful participants in our dominant society as painlessly as possible and without the need to
surrender completely their own cultural heritage.
Let us now consider some of these common features of Indian society and culture which are
especially relevant to education. Among most American Indian groups, despite the changes and
modifications brought about by white contact, the family has usually remained- and not our
kind of family but the large extended one characteristic of tribal peoples. So the locus of the
early socialization of the child has remained pretty much intact and with the family the important socializing techniques which contrast so sharply from those employed in the dominant white
society. This is the social culture of the Indian and I want to return to it in just a little while.
There are other survivals which contribute toward the formation of personalities different
from those of the greater American society. The Indian languages are perhaps the most crucialfor linguists and psychologists all recognize that much of our thinking and our concept formations are the products of the language we speak as our first language- even though other languages may be acquired in later life. At least half of our American Indian population in the
United States still speaks their native tongue, in most cases their first language, English being an
acquired language, usually imperfectly learned. Since language and thought are so intricately
bound, we cannot expect the Indian who grows up speaking a language so utterly different from
English to think and act in the same way as a person who speaks a European language and is a
product of European culture. All languages are adjusted to the society and culture of its speakers;
American Indian languages arc adjusted to tribal cultures, not to a highly complex culture like
that of the United States. Hence, adjustment to the dominant American society and culture

means mastery of another language as well. But achieving linguistic fa. ility in English alone is not

the answer. The learning of another language and another culture is accomplished only at the
expense of emotional disturbance, In the early days. Indians of high school age were taken- often
almost literally kidnapped from Western reservations and sent to boarding schools in the East.
The idea was to break them completely away from their families and their tribes, forbid any
speaking of their native languages or any manifestation of their native culture. In the process, it
was thought, they would become fully participating members of the dominant society. But the
program of .1e-Inellanization did not work. The products of these schools were essentially misfits
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both in their own tribes and in white society. Those who made the best adjustments were those

who returned to their tribes and after a painful process of restoring contacts with their own
people and the old ways, became leaders among them. Fortunately for the emotional welt -being
of the Indians, not all teachers observed the rule prohibiting Indians from speaking their native
languages outside their home communities. The better teachers chose to ignore the rule. Yet,
guilt, which is an important value of white Americans, always manifested itself among B1A
employees. Sometimes they felt guilty about not enforcing the rules: they then halfheartedly
punished the children even though punitive acts were not a part of their personality. Their own
culture and language negated, Indian school children made only limited effort to learn the life
way of white Americans and the English language. The rather brutal techniques used to sever
them from their backgrounds merely produced negative reactions, a confused notion of white
society tinged with considerable bitterness and resentment toward life in general.
After the 1930's, the organized attack on Indian cultures and languages was abandoned, but a
half century of cultural deprivation made an indelible mark on Indian society and personality.
Bitterness, feelings of inadequacy, and hostility to schools were passed down to later generations.
Let me go back to what I have called the social culture and indicate how this persists among
Indians despite so much disruption of their society and culture. It is amazing how similar family

life and the techniques of socialization are among American Indians. Studies by Professor
Hallowell and the Spindlers have demonstrated that these techniques and the social context in
which they occur are so similar that they tend to produce essentially the same kind of personality
structure among Indians. (See George D. and Luise S. Spindler, American Indians and American
Life, The Annals, Vol. 311, pp. 151-152, 1956.)
The family and socialization techniques of American Indians are undoubtedly tribal characteristics for they are shared by peoples living in the same level of culture throughout the world. I
observed similar family patterns and essentially identical child- rearing practices among the
Kalinga, a group far removed from American Indians in the mountainous region of northern
Luzon in the Philippines.
The first six years of life of an Indian child is highly permissive. The child grows up with a
large number of relatives. Even in urban environments, he often has visitors from home so that
the number of relatives around a child are rather more numerous than in our own society. In such
a context, the child is picked up constantly, and nobody says the child should not be indulged:
Nobody places any rules or restrictions on the movements of the child. It is permitted to explore
its environment freely. Of course, in most American Indian families, there are few things to be
broken. Indians do not value property as much as we do; furniture and possessions are not
elaborate nor expensive.
Toilet training and weaning likewise take place in unstructured and permissive environment.
Both are gradual processes, the child setting the pace with only gentle guidance from parents and
relatives. The child, if there are no close siblings, is permitted to nurse for a considerably longer
time than the white child.
The environment in which the child is reared is closely coordinated with the kinship system.
The kinship system changes from group to group, but among several consistent aspects of the
system is the extended household. rhere are a large number of surrogate or substitute relatives.
1:01- instance, among many groups, the mother's sisters arc also called "mother," and the father's
brothers are also called "father." Not only are they called -father," but the behavior toward
these relatives conforms to the terminological usage, so that if a child refers to the mother's sister
as "mother,- the relationship to that mother's sister is at least similar, if not identical, to a real
biological mother. The same tiring is true with siblings and cousins with the behavior towards
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cousins being similar to that shown to one's brothers and sisters. With so many relatives about
and with the duplication of behaviors, dose identification with any one individual is absent. In
white American culture we are constantly worried about a MO:lel a father or mother model. We
fret that the child is emotionally deprived when, through divorce or death, the mother or the
father is gone. As long as we have the fragmented nuclear family as our basic social group, such a
loss can indeed be traumatic to the child. But in the American Indian family, there is always a
surrogate relative who can move in when close relatives are removed. These substitute parents or
relatives take over the functions of the absent relative. There are, so far as I know, no legal
adoption procedures except today to comply with state laws, but a child is wanted and there are
always relatives eager to raise a child as their own.
I am, of course, talking about general situations. There arc always individual exceptions. For
some Indians, the generalizations about family life and the techniques of socialization that I have
sketched do not apply, But even if a couple no longer live in an extended family setting or have
the permissive techniques of their own parents, the values of the past persist. If we take our own
American family life, we still have, I think, qualms of conscience and guilt when we cannot take

care of an elder grandparent, even though we know that such a relative is going to be well
provided for by Social Security or insurance. We feel guilt primarily because the moral value that
we must care for older relatives is still strong within us. In the same way, then, the American
Indian still feels the values of an older generation, even though he may not he living with such
values at the present time.
I think a related factor in this matter of not forming close emotional ties with individuals is
that American Indians, by and large, do ,,ot have culture heroes like George Washington or
Abraham Lincoln, for example. Their own mythical beings are animals or birdsthe coyote, wolf,
eagle, spider-woman, etc. A lot of the ones that have become part of the romantic literature of
the Indians have been created by white peopleSitting Bull, Cochise, etc. Indians, themselves, do
not have culture models whether living or dead. I do not know, either, of an Indian comunity
where members constantly point to certain individuals and say he is a model man, a symbol of
success in his community. Such exemplary individuals do not exist and I believe that the absence
of models is an aspect of the large extended family where relationships are diffused and strong

ties to specific individuals are lacking. This kind of family background and the socialization
process associated with it pose problems for the child entering the American school situation.
Such a child is placid and unresponsive and lacks the motivation teachers strive so hard to create
among Indian children. But as long as the child must live in the context of a large extended
family where emotional security is valued, then it is an extremely rewarding life. It is unfortunate
that he must be Americanized; and, if he is to succeed in school, emerge as a high-strung, anxious
and often neurotic individual.
We have sketched the char,,,:teristics of the American Indian family unit, the child-rearing
techniques, and have said something about the kind of individual such an environment produces.
Other byproducts of this training which have a bearing on the education of Indian school
children may he quickly summarized. We will make comparisons with white American values in
order to see the differences.
In social interaction, Indians put the emphasis on good relations, good relations with relatives
and good relations with neighbors. They stress the feeling or the emotional component, rather
than the verbal one. Characteristically, Indians are not talkative. They convey their ideas and
feelings largely through behavior rather than speech. Thus, white Americans have characterized
Indians as stoic and impassive, or negatively as sullen and surly. One cannot, however, evaluate
Indian traits or the traits of any people either positively or negatively; they are simply the result
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a dineFent L.111(111-.11 1),k:1';1 111111d Vvitll
dilterent weighing of values. When white addict) are
judged from the Indian's standard. they rate low on those very responses accorded high value in
American culture. In our schools Indian children, of course, ct),npare unfavorably with the quick

ye,

fepoiLm2s and ;unmated reaelion of their white classmates.

Important eontrasts also exist betw...en bites and Indians with respect to attitudes toward
work or activity, Work is, of course, a positive value in .\ineriean culture ;Ind a heritage of the
Protestant l this, skt well characteriied by' the sociologist Max Weber. Americans have their
popular maxims stressing this value: -stri. and sueceed," -idleness is the devil's workshop." ;Ind
iulier such expressions. American Indians., oil the other hand, emphasise a more relaxed attitude
toward work and activity. `access, competition, progress, and the accumulation of wealth and
property. :ill these important values of white Americans are generally absent among Indians. Lir
Aincrican Indians who stress good interpersonal relations and who Creels, exchange properly and
food, these values Jippe,ir
n'e and selfish. For moat Indians. these white .\metican values can
only he achieved by de.troy ing good relations with relatives and neighbors and arousing anxiety
in thVinSdVes: they are, therefore, not worth striving for.
A utilitarian philosophy as against a contemplative one material and::or technological achievements as ,igainst esthetic aecomplishments: the stress on the youth as against wisdom of age and
experience: and many others are also important contrasts between line Americans and Amerlean Indians. Sufficient examples, perhaps, have been cited to indicate the clash of values which
ultimately of course. derive from differences in social culture. Vet it is important to be aware of
these contrasts for they inhibit the adjustment of Indians into our educational system.

tHliortumitcly, to make good Americans out of Indian children responding, animated, striving, ainbitiOUS yOU11;.....!StefS who compete successfully with their peers we must destroy a great

deal of the social culture of the Indian. And the best and most efficient way to remake and
reform the Indian child is thiough preschool or early childhood training.
Psy etiologists tell us that the basic personality of an indvidual is fairly well formed in the first

six years of hie. l'he early schools of the Moreau of Indian Affairs and the efforts of the
missionaries failed
de-Indiatii/C the 111dian because they did not get him young enough. 711e
child as already socialiied when he was snatched from his family and tribe and sent off to a

distant boarding school. hven in reservation schools. in mission schools near the homes of the
Indians, and now in public schools, it has not been possible to take the child under six years of age.
Llueators have not invaded that important social culture of the Indian, so that it has been
possible for Indian groups to produce children who grow into adulthood a, IndiallS or in some
eases in two worlds. half Illclian and hall-American typically lost, misunderstood. and rejected.
we are in a position through preschool education to make major modifications in the
peisonalitv structure of the Indian child before he is completely. Stleliditell.
we cannot escape
the fait that rather tlrastic changes in the values and the behavior or Indian children are essential
before the\ :an make satisfaetory adjustments to the school experience an unhappy one, particularly In ,,chool,, 1.vhefe iltev are outnumbered by white classmates. Iheir soeioeilltural back tut; pros iditPg
satisfactions lot a 111L2 in their own coil munities. do..:S mint equip
tllefii (4, inCli the oiiipctitivc skills necessary' for success in our school system. On the other hand,

'mkt ol the Indians backeround call Ile 3110,1)01-att:d 11110 the school situation.

I

considk.r the

more contemplative and relational Hails learned in the context of the family as factors %Odell our
culture might well adopt. It is also vitally important that the Indian's cultural heritage
is not undermined. Ili) matter hol\ incompanble it may appear by white American cultural
standards. I he tailiire of the early schools, especially the development i+f feelings 01 apathy.,
rcscntrucni ;Ind 1-111cinc. is int: prL(.-Iscl. to Ow attack
IndiAn 1.tro,:tt.i.jcs and cu Itures. Indian

children need to he reassured that their cultural heritage is not inferior, not something to he
ashamed of. -1.1w anthropologists' findings in the comparative study of cultures may he used by

teachers to bolster their own defense of Indian backgrounds. Anthropologists hold that all
cultural systems are valid organitations and cannot he rated in terms of good Or had. While the
negative evaluation or Indian culture was an avowed policy in the early days, it is no longer
sanctioned today. Still, however, many ethnocentric teachers continue to demean the languages
and cultures of the Indians today. Such devaluation of the Indian's background results in the
creation of serious negative self-images and produces deeply seated inferiority complexes. l he
high drop-out rates of Indian students, as we go up the scale of grade levels, is largely the result of
the negative rating given the Indian's hackground as compared to the positive rating attributed to
Furo-American culture. We are all sensitive of our heritage. we have cultural heritage props on
which we lean until, as individuals, we achieve sonic degree of success, independence, and psychic
security. The self-image of Indians ai:(1 other minority groups is shaky; an unkind word, an
unfavorable remark, or even an attitude either expressed or implied is likely to cause the props
that support the Indian's ego to tumble. The search for identity and the all too frequent cases of
alienation are not restricted to Indians- witness, for example, our hippy groups- but Indians are
especially vulnerable. Recently in a number of Indian groups the rates of teen-age suicides have
skyrocketed. Among most Indians, suicide was unheard of in the past, but at present, young
Indians who have lost the roots of their past and who are either unable to adjust or who are not
accepted by their peers give up the struggle; they find life meaningless and hopeless. Excessive
drinking among Indians, now common among high school students, is also frequently related to
this whole problem of cultural and social alienation.
With sincere, patient, and dedicated teachers participating in the program for early childhood
training, Indian children can be assisted to make a positive arhi rewarding adjustment to the
school situation. The challenge of educating Indian children can also be an exciting one for
teachers, but it is a challenge that carries with it tremendous responsibilities. Obviously, the
program must be carried out in the Indian communities with the complete participation of Indian
parents and community leaders. Initially the white teachers and interpreters who must be used
for teacher resources, I imagine, are not abundant in all communities. Ultimately, the Indians
themselves must become fully involved in the program. Both white and Indian teachers need to
he carefully selected. Jim because a teacher is an Indian is no assurance that he or she has the
qualifications and the sympathetic understanding to handle children in their formative years.
Often Indians are as hostile and resentful of Indian cultures as are many whites; having made a
satisfactory adjustment for themselves in the white society, they are intolerant of Indians who
persist in the old ways. It would he disastrous to entrust sensitive and innocent children coming
from traditional homes and families to such teachers. It' the task is handled properly, the program
can be an enriching and rewarding experience for both the child and the teacher.
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Dr, Dozier and Dr. Akers' Question and Answer Period:

Q. Would it he a good idea to use the Indian language as a basis of instruction for pre-school
education?
A. 1 certainly agree with that but where we will run into trouble with that is, where are we going
to find the personnel who know the Indian language that well. We don't find that many Indian
education teachers in the Indian communities or in some communities. There are extremk.
differences here. this is one problem. Initially, at least, before you train a large number of
native Indian, teachers. you are going to have to operate with interpreters and I think you
shouid have an interpreter. I think the language problk.mi is too crucial to ignore.
Q. Now did you react to Dr. Akers' point that the aide might look like a second class person in
the classroom if the aide spoke the language?
A. My only experience in this sort of an experience is with Head Start. 1 don't think the aides

were supporting the teachers in any sort of manner. These aides came from the Indian
communities and they didn't think that they were operating as teachers but in aiding the
general community in working. Now perhaps this is an ideal situation. Perhaps in other schools
the teacher will feel that she is in a supporting position. (Dr. Dozier)
A. Maybe we need to think in terms not of a teacher, white teacher, an assistant who speaks the
language, but maybe we need to think in terms as them being co-teachers. I have a problem
seeing a group of five-year-olds with an interpreter. This just doesn't exist. They are teaching
advisors. You are not telling them. You don't lecture to them. You can't make a set statement
and have them interpret it. When you're five years old you learn by living. You haven't got
time for an interpreter. (Dr. Akers)
A. I came back with this question, Dr. Dozier, because I have seen in a number of Head Start
units, where the aide spoke the children's language, the aide was often used as the disciplinarian. Would you comment On that?
A. Unfortunately, there is still a holdover from the early days when discipline was a very important part of the school situation and very often some of these teachers, older people who grew
in that kind of culture, the American Indian Boarding School kind of culture and I'm referring

to this kind of culture which existed say prior to 1935. These teachers are the ones who
bought this system of discipline from middle-class white Americans. And so now, unfortunately, they instill this same feeling and still use discipline with children. That is why I was
very careful to point out that we have to be extremely cautious in selecting our teachers, and
we shouldn't always restrict them to Indians, because very often we're going to get some of
these teachers who value discipline because they've learned and grew up On it and so they are
going to use this. It's a complex problem, but we do have such people, very often, Indians,
themselves.

Q. Dr. Dozier, I'm wondering about the possible postponement of the acquisition of the language
in which things of the future are going to be done. Does this make any sense?
A. Do you mean teaching in the native language first?
Q. Yes. In other words if we're to capitalize upon the natural curiosity and the great variety...
A. Ideally, this is what I would want, but some of our American Indian tribes are so small that
you may not find the teacher who would be willing to teach in the native language. In such
groups, there may be only a couple thousand speakers of that particular language group and
when we draw our teachers from comnmunitites, some communities are no larger than 130 to
200 people in one community, and the community is a basis of Indian life. Indians tend to be
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suspicious of other groups in their own language group who come from other communities. So

ideally you should choose your Own teachers from that community, but often with a Sinai'
population Of 150-200 people you are nut going to find enough resources.

Q. Your objective here is to respect the existing culture and show this respect. If this respect
could he certainly verified in other ways, would it still remain important that the pre-schoolers
or beginners be taught in the native language?
A. I think so, I certainly feel that the Indian language should H.2 used much as possible. In the
initial years you're still training your teachers as well ,)11 may have to resort to white
teachers but eventually it should be all all Indian prograi an all community program, not
just an all Indian program but a runtntunity program as We
Q. this then is sort of a transition phase?
A. Yes, I think we are going to go through a number of ye
in this transitional phase before we
sell

the ideal of early childhood training in communities. It's during this early period of

training the Indians in the communities that is going to be the difficult period.
Q. Did I hear you correctly that you anticipate some reluctance on the part of the Indian people

to teach in their home town? What pressures are there that cause them to respond that way
and are they capable of understanding our reasons?
Well, partly this is because perhaps as teachers of students themselves, they have only been
taught in English and the vocabulary doesn't lend itself easily in these communities. So as
teachers they are more than likely going to want to teach in English because this is how they
have been taught and they don't very easily find words in their own language.
Q. In other words, we're going to have to train them that pre-school education is a different kind
of teaching?
A. The only expeitence that teachers have had up to this point is kindergarten and first grade and

upwards in most schools, where it

is

telling children what to do. Your Indian teachers,

themselves. arc going to come limn this kinktof previous training.
Q. I'd like to challenge it though in trying to help them to Understand the importance of the little
kids.
go right back to their cwn feelings about how they felt when they were forced at the
age of six to speak in a strange language. I think you can trigger back enough of their own
feelings. (Dr. Akers)
A. There lias to be a training for Indians as well as non - Indians. There is going to have to be a
training program to tell the Indians that it isn't like when they conic into a first grade. This is
a kind of informal training. You might even say to them, "Well how do the old people train

you within their own family? How is family training conducted?" Try to think of early
childhood training as the kind of training that goes on in the family, in the kinship groups.
What the father's sister th....:!s, what the mother's brother does, and this sort of thing. Visualize
pre-school education as this kind of thing, and not in the role where you are standing at the
head of the class and you've got a group of ohedient children who are listening to you.
Q. Dr. Dozier, we're talking only about kindergarten children. I've got the same kind of feeling
about the lives of six and seven-year-old children. I think six and seven-year-old children
should be working in schools the same way we're talking about. Is there Any chance of
breaking the old tradition'? (Dr. Akers)
A. Well I suppose so, but that's not just an Indian related question. It's a common one. I think a

whole new reorientation for education and the way education ought to be conducted is in
store for all of us. I think we have to re-think what education is.
Q. Will the new hi-lingual education act that his just been approved this spring have a real impact
on first, second and third grades, especially with the number of Spanish-speaking people?
A. N' es,

I

think we have a lot to eain from the work that haN been going on in bi-lingual
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ethic:Urn), 1110 live already sort of spaded the w;iy ahead of us so ;my kind of help I think
can .,.t21 from other people is important.

think it is real important to .uld to the comments you v-ere making a while a,!.!.0 about the
patents appo al, «i liae .1 complete
ith the Sp;inish-speaking people in the Southwest. Nlany of the people who .ire the parents now 01 si\, eight and ten -year -old children,

Q.

I

because they suffered the \vay they did when they Were 1\. eight or ten and were disk:rimmated against and were Ina& to t.k....1 their language w.is inferior and that their culture was
interior, .ire insisting more strongly now that their children be made to talk Higlish and not
Spanish bk.,,,,use they think you have to suffer to get through.
.

It's a very complex prohlem. I here are all kinds of enr,tional ideas that are involved in this
thing. Its going to take time rue parents to realise that actually their language and culture is

equal to that of any other culture. In other words, we have lo bring in the relativity of
colluies and have people believe in them.
Q. In
places the schools have integrated with public schools transporting children from
reserN,',itiow. or villages to other schools. Now what: do you see this early childhood education
taking place? In the removed school by transportation or hack on the reservation?
In the Indian communities. I can't see it anywhere hut in Indian communities. Perhaps this
will pose some difficulties. I don't know, but can't
early childhood training divorced
I

from the ommumity.
Q. I'm wondeling about more involvement of parents with the teachers and the children,
A. I think initially you're going to find sonic resistance. A form of re s,s,ance
t
because parents
have not been given this opportunity to interact with teachers, so you are going to have some
problems initially. And the people who are components of early childhood training are going
to have to, with considerable patience, talk with parents and so on and emphasite that their
participation is essential.
Q. You see what Dr, Akers to.lked about this morning. and he and I talked about this hefore. for
instance, in the family liouokceping role family cite playing if the teachers could really
know. what goes on at home and really bring it in with the parents
A. What Dr. 1)o; ter was sayi14.! was that in order to help train the people who are working with
young children in these programs. WC.1...! going to have to find out how to make their lives an
extension of their hfe at home, and we don't know that and here's a chance for us to go to the
parent's with a very honest sincere request. We need their help. We can't do it, and we can't do
it well without their help. fogether we'!-e going to find out how family life can be extended
from the home on into this place we call school. l flat's real! (Dr. Akers)
A. l lhey have it in the Head Start programs. I think the most succk..yful teachers of the Indian
Head Start programs in New Mexico have been the ones involving the parents. I think that
there has h:_.211 a big change in the attitudes of Indian parents in the last lew years. Just a few
months ;igo here at a conference of the All Pueblo Indian Education, it was stated over and
over again that we. the Indians, want the teachers to collie and visit us in the homes, we want
to be involved in the schools, we want to go and visit the schools, we have been cut off from

our children in the schools and it was a very pc dive statement of what the Indian people
want. And they want to be involved in the schools.
Q. Do you think it's possible that perhaps the environment of the pre-school child does not stress
:nigh) vallIt.'s?

A. I don't think that is possible. I think I see a compromise where it's bringing sonic Indian values
into the envir011111Clit, hecause they are too much a part of the anglo culture. They see it all

abut them because by the time the children are two or three years old they are already

interacting, going to the supermarkets and what not. Hie most is-trted American Indian
community has considerable contacts with anglo merican culture ver, early,
Q. Do we have to impose competition?
A. No, I don't think so. liut that would be one of the areas that we can complement, I think.
O. lluss much (lo you think television has entered these communities?
A. 1'ery much so, I he American Pueblo Indians :ire. I think considered to he one of the most
conservative American Indian eoinumnities, and perhaps the Hopi more so than any of the
puehlo.'s. We cannot escape the white culture, that is impossible. Rut I think by the patient

careful teacher, both white and Indian. we can insinuate some of the better things of the
Indian
into tite (vac-161W situation and hopefully into the future Indian families,
There ar, in any things in this more tranquil nature of Indians, I think that arc good for all of
us. I think we will have lover neurotics among them if we can maintain this system of less
Anxicty amtnp,!. them.

2:3

Chairman: Mr, Tom Hopkins.

A significant number of you chose to ask questions of Dr. Dozier and Dr. Akers. It shows that
we are getting aroused, we are beginning to think and probe.

Among the many purposes of a conference such as this one is getting to know one another
particularly within the system which I have referred to as the Division of Education, Bureau of
Indian Affairs. As some of you know and yet many of you may not know, we have many new
people with the Division of Education in Washington. One of the values of these conferences in
early childhood education will he for those of you in the field to get a chance to see these people
whom you probably have heard about and no doubt will be hearing more about as our early
childhood education program materializes and develops. One of these new people with the
Division of Education is serving as session chairman for the next portici of the program. Without
further ado, I am going to introduce our next session chairman, Administrative Assistant, Mrs.
Donna Jones.

Chairman: Mrs. Donna Jones, Administrative Officer, Division
of Education, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Washington, D. C.

I have absolutely no claim to expertise to the field of childhood education but have had the
(pportunity to listen to quite a few of the discussions. Since it has been stressed time and time
again this morning that this is an evolutionary period where no set patterns have been established,
I presume that there will be some conflicting ideas. As an Administrative Officer I can, therefore,
be a referee in any conflicts that might develop.
Our speaker on the topic
he Learning Process in a Comprehensive Early Education Program- is Dr. Glen P. NUnnicht, a member of the Far West Laboratory for Educational Research
;tad Development. Dr. Nimnieht is currently engaged in research in this area and also has a great
deal of past experience of a related nature to bring to bear on this topic.
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THE LEARNING PROCESS
IN A COMPREHENSIVE
EARLY EDUCATION PROGRAM

Speaker: Dr. Glen P. Nimnicht, Program Director, Far West
Laboratory for Educational Research and Development,
Berkeley, California
Since we 'Are concerned with the kindergarten, I would like to tell this story. I had a kindergarten teacher come in to me once. One of her children had brought a rabbit to school and the
other children were looking at the rabbit when one of them finally said is it a boy or a girl? Well,
the child that brought the rabbit didn't know and the teacher didn't know and she wasn't quite
certain what to do next. Of course there is always a little boy who speaks up.
fie spoke up and said. "I can tell you how to find out."
She said, "How?"
Ile said, "Let's vote!"
From that story I want to point out there are sonic things you just don't vote on even in a
democratic society.
I have been looking forward to this conference and this is an unusual experience for me. I have
been to my share of conferences. given my share of speeches, and I've come to this one for
several reasons: one, it has as its theme a sinaificant problem to be looked at and two, I think this
problem doesn't pertain just to Indian children. If we can solve some of the educational problems
that we are confronted with in working with Indian children, we will learn a great deal about
solving some other educational problems that apply to other groups. We might even improve the
education of white children. So I see this conference in a broad context.
will address my comments to sonic of the issues the two speakers before me have raised. The
last speaker introduced what think is an extremely significant question. Why do we want to
have early childhood education for Indian children'? Really, if you look at it. these children are
not deprived, that is, deprived in the same way we talk about deprived children. They do as well
as whne children do in elementary schools, at least a great number of them do. It' you look at
achievement records in the elementary grades, their achievement is not significantly lower. In
sonic instances it is. but you cannot generali,e ,:bout the group and say that these children come
to school With a lack of sensory and perceptual oevelopment. 1 hey don't. l'hey conic to school
with sonic sensory and perceptual development. You can't say that they come to school with
poor language development, unless you use English as your criteria for language. They do grow
up in a permissive environment the first six years: there are a lot of people there to pay attention
to them; they do get feedback from their talking they do get adults responding to them; the
kinds of things that we do see as important and kinds of things that children from other groups
I

often are lackin,..1, as the last speaker pointed out. So why get involved if this is the case'?
I'll eive the positive position fir,t. One reaso
n we want to get involved is because we have a

.)5

belief that early education will improve the intellectual development of all children. A second
point and maybe a inure significant one is this idea that's been kicked around called positive
self-iniage, a healthy self- concept: the negative aspect of this is the problem of alienation. This
shows up later in school but the seeds are sown ill the carly y .ars of school, so we are concerned
about doing something akin( it.
Now the other reason I think we arc becoming involved at this time in talking about kinderarten editeatkm is because we have been uncomfortable about our accomplishments to date. I'm
all educator so maybe I can speak murr bluntly about this than perhaps an anthropologist feels
that he ought to. We as educators, have done a pretty miserable job of trying to educate
American Indians if you measure by our standards, if you look at these things that you would
look for to say we had been successful. We have not assimilated the Indian people; we have not
educated large numbers, large percentages of Indian people; the dropout rates are still staggering.
Where we have, we have often created a mixed-up, emotionally disturbed individual.] he suicide
rates are high. The rates of alcoholism of Indians in the city are the highest of any group in the
city. The crime rates ;liming Indians in the city are the highest of any minority groups in the
cities. So if you look at this situation from the white man's point of view, I don't think you can
say that we have been too successful up to this point.
don't believe in boogiemen. don't believe that it is the fault of the MA or some other
-!1.0111L I don't think it does much good to go hack and point fingers and say we made mistakes. 1
think it just suffices to say at this point in our history it is pretty obvious that we haven't done as
well as we would have liked to. and our problem is to look to see why and try to correct those
things that need to be corrected.
It's interesting when you look at this from our point of view and say we have tailed. t have a
hunch it l were an Indian sitting in the audience, I might be chuckling to myself and saying,
"Yes, but you white so and so's, I've won in a sense. I've retained sonic of my culture; I've
retaith'd sonic of the tribal traditions. We still are intact as a tribal group of people."
N1y response there would be, ''Yes, but the price has been extremely high."
And it has been high. It's not a matter of having won or lost because in a sense the Indian
I

I

people have lost either way it has gone.
What are some of the problems here? We have imposed an Anglo-Saxon education upon a

different culture. The situation may have changed drastically now in the schools for Indian
children, but not too long ago All Indian child was likely to read more pages of history dealing
with the l'ortugese exploring the coast of Africa prior to Columbus coining to this country than
all of the pages in usury devoted to all of the Indian history in the United States prior to that
time.

As it has been pointed out, we have tended to say the language is 1.inglish. I go back and
igree with the previous speakers with good intent, because Indians do need to speak Lnglish. We
have chosen almost to ignore that Fnglish is a second language. 1 here is no real question among

many Indian people whether they will be hi-lingual or not. If they come speaking an Indian
language And they have to learn English, the question is resolved. English is the second language.
A child will be In-lingual. The question is how do you capitalize 01 the First language to learn the
second language? How do you encourage the first language, perhaps perpetuate that first language, to give a person sonic sense o identity?
;Another interesting thing that we have done when von think about it: we have used Dick and
Jane readers to teach reading. The pictures in these readers are there to clue middle-class children
to the ,,..ords that are associated with the pictures. So, a nice suburban home, with green grass, a
nice living room and dining room, three bed rooms upstairs. a nice grandmother and grandfather,

a dog and a car are all things that this child can associate with, How much relevance does this
have for the Indian child'? First they have to find out what the pictures mean and alter they find
out what the pictures mean vicariously, but with no real experience, then they can begin to
associate the various pictures with the words. Well, obviously, we are going to have to find a
different text for many of these children. The very thing that the structure of the book was
designed to do, it cannot do with this group of children.
The last speaker pointed out the price we paid for this imposition. We have created a group of
people who are alienat:d or withdrawn or indifferent. They do tend to think of the school as a
white man's school or a 131A school. But not their own, They do tend to associate the kind of
education that goes on there with something that is external to them. If this is the case then,
there is a real question, I think about the wisdom of introducing early childhood education
because this is another inroad upon the family. Now 1 am in favor of this introduction and the
reason I am is because I think we have a tremendous job to do in trying to undo some of our
previous errors. First, we have to give a child a healthy self-concept because when he is a little
older he is going to run into things in our society that tend to erode his self-concept. Ile has to
have a good healthy notion of himself in school. flow do you do this? I would like to recommend
several ways. Don't criticize the language of the home. Focus our concern upon teaching the
language of the school.

This is what we say in school, Don't say that, that's not nice, people don't say that." The
devil they don't, someone must have said it for the child to hear and repeat. It probably was
someone in his home and when you say "that's not nice, we don't say that", you are saying the
person who said it is not nice.
Another suggestion, and these are practical operating suggestions, there ought to be in each
classroom an Indian speaking person of that tribal group where the majority of children cones
from, who speaks the tribal language. The other point is what we start with ought to be ii.laant
to the child's background. The material we give him to learn to read ought to be relevant to him
where he is at the time. These are simple notions that we have accepted in education in general
for a long time, but I don't think that we have applied them as well as we can.
We never should be demeaning when working with these children. Adults are sometimes
demeaning without intending to he. What is your inclination as an adult when you see a group of
five year old children? To bend down and say, "my name is Glen, what's yours ?'' "Are you
having a good time today?" What if he said NO? The point is we don't start with a very good
point for a discussion. If we would be patient and let that child start, initiate the conversation, he
would come up with something that is a lot more meaningful.
I
can't pull any examples of what an Indian child might say, but know what NlexicanAmerican children might say:
saw a dead cat on the way to school today.
Nat's a point of departure for a pretty good conversation.
Or he might say, "I saw Batman on TV last night,- or "My daddy left and went
Nevada and
is going to he gone for a
I

Meaningful points of departure. What you're sayi.ig to a child, if you never pass up this
child-initiated conversation, is, "You're important, you're important to me, if you say something
to me I'll respond to you." I think this is an important feeling for a child to start out with.
come hack to this later on in terms of procedures that I would recommend in the educational
process that I think are consistent with developing the positve self-image.
One other aspect I want to deal with now is the One I brought up earlier and that is that there
are two legitimate functions we can perform: First, to help the child develop a posr:ive self-image
and second. to help the child in his intellectual development.
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The one I am omitting is values. I think this is an extremely difficult and touchy problem.
Anyone who grows up in One culture who attempts to teach a child who has grown up in another
culture is always in danger of getting into value conflicts. 1 would like to suggest extreme caution

here. We can teach children how to think without teaching them what to think. There is a
distinction. Education by its very nature implies some teaching of values, but we can certainly
leave this to the family or let the child work this out later without our imposing a set of values
that we see as extremely important. If a person has a set of values it is hard for that person to
step outside that frame of reference and apply another system, so he tends to apply his own
system.

Let me just challenge our system a little bit. I see myself, because I've got a positive selfconcept, as a fairly successful person.
living fairly well. I've got a doctor in front of my name
and sometimes people say "Doctor- and emphasize that and it's a pretty nice feeling. I live in a

fairly nice home. I recently got a boat that I put out on the San Francisco Bay. I don't have
enough time to use the boat, which is typical of our culture, but I've got it. But when I look at
my children, two children were horn in Wyoming, one was born in California, they have lived in
California, Wyoming, Colorado, New York, Colorado, California. Where is home? As I talk to
some of the Indian people
beginning to know, I'm somewhat envious because they do have a
home. It's identifiable, Its a place that they can relate to, and I'm not so sure that I'm so well off

or that my children are, when we're confronted with that kind of choice. I've got these other
things but I don't have that kind of feeling.
And as a point that was made by the previous speaker, I don't have any extended kinship
group, If something happened to me. I don't think I would have any ready takers to take in my
children and step into my place and raise my children. There's no either/or here. There are many
things to look at on both sides. Nor do I want to he romantic about the Indian culture. I think
there are many excellent things in it. I don't think it has all the answers. So it's not possible to
say.

I'll

take all the good things and leave all the bad things because somehow they get

intertwined and you usually can't separate these out, It's a matter, I think, of being able to live in
a mouth-cultural situation and benefit from this kind of experience. So I would say it's extremely
important as another element in developing this positive self-image that we make a real effort to
help that child maintain some of his cultural identity. I would suggest there are far more places in
the school for use of Indian folklore, use of local Indian music, use of local Indian art. This sort
of thing will give the child some sense of identity that will help hint later on, and he is going to
need it.

[here are certain values I would certainly make an effort to stay away from. Little things like
you're dirty, you should wash.- It's awfully difficult for some of these children to come to
school clean. It may he the hest thing that can happen here for the teacher to tolerate a little dirt.
Now if it's a health problem, I would suggest that we attack a health problem through welfare
services or health services who work directly with the parents to help them clean up the health
problem. Rut it's not something that the teacher does for the children because again it starts to
erode the child's self - concept to be told to wash, you're dirty, or tell your mother you need a
bath.

What kind of educational system should be used to satisfy the things I'm suggesting'? Let me
offer just one model and I claim no great significance for it except 1 do think it is consistent with
what I've been talking about. I think it is also consistent with what has been mentioned earlier
about the common elements of Indian culture. First of all I would suggest that there are certain

operating procedures that we ought to follow. The first procedure

I

would mention is that

activities that the children undertake should be done for the sake of the activity and not because
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they expect sonic reward or punishment that is unrelated to it. Our reward and punishment
system certainly has not worked very well in a dominate culture and it does not work with Indian
children. Just to look and see that there is no motivation there is enough to say that we have

been very unsuccessful in trying to motivate these children by the conventional reward and
punishment system that we have used. So I think that we should search for those things that are
intrinsically interesting. Now I don't know how far up in a grade you can push this notion, but I
do know it works extremely well with three, four and five-year -old children. There are more
things in the world that are fun and interesting and intriguing to them than we can possibly use.
So our job is to choose among those things that are interesting the ones that have the greatest
educational payoff.
The second principle I would suggest is that the system we should introduce should he a self

pacing one and the room should be set up so that there is freedom for exploration. A child
should be able to walk into a room at eight or nine or whenever he gets there, pick out an activity
and stay with that activity as long as he wants to stay with it. The way I would control what he
does if I don't want hint to do something would be to take the necessary equipment for that
activity out of the room. 'She things that are in the room I would consider important and worth
using therefore, the child could stay with them as long as he wanted to.
111,:se two ideas brought together have interesting ramifications for the concept of attention

span. People told me when I first started teaching that children of three and four have an
attention span of approximately three to five minutes. Well that's when they are doing what you
want them to do when you want them to do it. If you allow children to choose what they want
to do, they choose what they want to do. We had one child paint twenty-seven pictures in a row.
We had another child who had to be read to for an hour and a half, It's questionable in this type
of situation whose attention span wears out first. In another instance we had children match
pictures in a game for as long as three hours, only taking time out foi milk. The la.A. time I was at
Greeley, and it's too infrequently now, observing in a school, one little child was working with a
puzzle and four adults observing made the judgment that this child could not possibly complete

that puitle. It was too difficult. We very patiently watched for fifteen minutes. Forty-five
minutes later the puzzle was completed without anyone intervening. Now the inclination of
everyone was to pitch in and help the child solve this problem. Interestingly enough, we often
like to enslave children by never letting them develop any real degree of independence. I think
this is a tendency on the part of people who work with young children. They love young children
and want to be loved by them and they continue to intervene to help the young child at times
when it is best to let the young child help himself.
It's the same old saw applied a little later up the line. It goes back to my comment about
language. If you want someone else to talk, one way to do it is stop talking yourself. If you
continue to fill the vacuum then there is no need for anyone else to say anything. If you continue
to solve all the child's problems for him as they occur, there is no need for him to solve his own
problems. Maybe this is one of the worst things that has happened to Indian people. There have
been too many people around willing to solve or who thought they were willing to solve or who
tried to solve the problems as they caine up, and deprived the Indians of the opportunity to solve
their own problems.
Nis brings me to another concept. A kindergarten classroom for this group of children should
he set up so as many things as possible are self-correcting. Thus the child learns immediately
about the consequences of his act. If he makes a mistake, the things he is playing with will
correct him. Hie teacher is there to help the child learn, more than she is there to teach. And
other children, of course, act as correctors too. Now this principle cannot always he met but I
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think it is a desirable one. The choice can he made between something that is self-correcting and
something that is not. Let me give you some examples. l he typical toys in the nursery schools
often include those concentric circles which go together only one way and are self-correcting.
les are self-correcting. Cones that stack are in the same category. Well, this is what I mean by
trying to develop things that are self-correcting or semi-self-correcting. A child can discover
mistakes for himself without someone saying, no you're wrong, do this or do that. Now this leads
to another principle.
I would suggest that the environment should he set up so that there is a chance for discovery
to take place there. Intentionally you build in things which the child is likely to discover for
himself instead of having to be told. One technique is to silhouette the shape of blocks on the
cabinet where they are stored. Don't tell the child that the blocks are silhouetted there. Wait for
him to discover this concept for himself and once he does then he systematically starts matching
them hack. lining up the blocks where they go. A real thrill for one child is to say to another, "It
doesn't go there, it goes here.I hese ,ire the basic principles that think are consistent with what we are trying to accomplish. Nov. hat purpose do they serve? One purpose they serve is they all tend to enhance a
self-concept
at least they do not cut away at a Self-Concept. The Child is not competing with
someone eke. \ 11 the tasks are interesting because there is sonic stress there-some stress on the
part of the child to solve a problem. but this is his problem. It ceases to be interesting when it
ceases to have any challenge to hint So this kind of environment would have to he changed
frequently to keep it interesting, to keep a challenge there for the child to make the next step.
What purposes do these challenges serve? I have lumped them under intellectual development
and sell image. We ought to start out with developing the child's senses and perception. Now
probably with many Indian children. their senses and perception are probably pretty well developed but have never known any child where you could not extend the development of his
senses and perception. Children need to learn to listen to things, they need to learn to look more
carefully, they need to learn to observe.
The next step in this development is language The reason I group language development with
intellectual development is because the language we're really concerned with is the language of
the thought process. The child, whether he speaks Indian language or English, has developed a
language by the time he conies to school. It is generally adequate for communicating with his
family and his peers. It's what you might call an informal language and often depends upon a
common Nekgiound, depend; upon the use of gestures, loudness, and inflection to convey,
meaning. l'he problem we have is that the language of the school or the language of the thought
process cannot depend upon the common background, cannot depend upon the use Of gestures.
It has to stand alone. It has to he a richer, more complex language to express wove complex
thoughts so our problem is really to teach this second language of the school. I think, if we focus
our attention there, then we get out of the problem of being critical of what the child is saying at
home, because that language at home is adequate. It's a perfectly accepted language: it is a very
useful one. and many of us learn tki speak in more than two languages. I am certain that I address
this group in a different way than l speak to my children at home. I fall back into the habit there
of using a great many short expressions. where they carry meaning within that family or within
I

,

I

the immediate group of our acquaintances, but do not carry meaning outside of them. So
language development at this point is part of developing the intellectual process. Language is the
tool of the thought process.
Another thing I would come to have its consider here is concept development. I would like to
break this down into two ca tegories: first of all we have simple concepts that the child has to

know and we make the assumption they do know them and this is often not true, particularly it
they speak a different language. You can start out with little prepositional concepts like: over,
Under, between, beside behind, in front of. I liese arc all fairly complex notions that we often
overlook. You cannot relate the notion or between back to a specific JCtloti Or thing. It doesn't
relate back to that. It's a pretty subtile idea for children to get hold of. Another difficulty for
young children is learning veibs. A technique you might find useful, and I think relates to the
kind of material am talking about with verbs might serve as an example. Go out on the
playground with a Polaroid camera and take pictures of the children doing something. Al the
same time tell them "Nancy's running. Jesse's walking across the plain, Jimmy is jumping doWn.What you are doing is having them associate the language you would like to have them use with
the action that is involved at the time, and you give them a clear example of what is happening.
Now, we take this picture and put it on a language master card and run it through a machine that
records what each child is doing and then the children can listen to it and get a real kick out of
listening to what they were doing yesterday on the playground.
Looking at these concepts then, I think an adequate educational program must isolate them.
We need to teach the notion of "over" and "under", we need to teach the notion of "the same as"
and .,not the same as ". We need to teach these because there are expectations that people have
for this child later on and they also are the basis for an elaborated language.
l he second kind of concept is a concept that applies some sort of a category and a classification system. Included here are things like fruits, vegetables, food, fatuity: these are all categories and classifications and children need to develop some kind of notion of these in order to
be able to classify and. if you want to consider it, be able to retriey.: information from their
minds in a more elaborate way than they would without the use of these concepts.
The last thing in intellectual development I want to talk about, and the whole structure set up
to help promote this. is problem solving. How are children going to learn to live in the two
cultures? flow are they going to start it'? One of the big issues is to give them a basis for problem
solving within this frame of reference.
I would like to point out to learn to read and to learn to count is not ,:notigh. Most of our
curriculum deals with what I call physical problems. that is, one person dealing with Ins environI

ment. Solving a puttle is a physical problem. The child manipulates the pia/tie but is not
manipulated by the puttle, I he chemist who mixes up a formula is engaged in a physical
problem. The ,:hemicals will behave in predictable ways. This is a physical problem.
We have another kind of problem and this is in an area we should he very concerned about. An
interactional problem where the individual is not only manipulating but he is being manipulated.
Even as I speak here 1 try to pick up sonic clues from the audience. I see all occasional affirmative
nod and this is encouraging and I pursue that line. I see someone else nod in another way and this
is not so encouraging and I tend to drop that line, or cut short my comments. We are interacting
and one of the problems these children are confronted with is this interactional kind of problem.
They do need some kind of experience on how to deal with this kind of problem and so we need

to turn our attention to this sort of thing and it's not a Mee. clean, neat problem. I can't put it in
a neat little package as I can some other things. But it is obviously something we must be
concerned with. We must help children understand what's happening to them, how they can go
ahead living as they are and still participate in a broader cultural system. 't hese are problems that
think we need to turn a great deal of attention to. This relates right back to my first idea of
taking on the basic problem of lack of motivation of the children and the alienation of too many
parents who see the school as something that is foreign and unrelated to them.
Now to summariie and answer questions. I think our first order of business is to pay attention
I
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to this problem of intellectual development. think V,L.* (.311 accomplish this when we start to
incorporate more things into the school that relate to the child's immediate background. When
we start to give more regard and respect for his culture, his language, and when we try to set up a
school structure where he can be successful and he can be self-pacing we can solve these kinds of
problems. I don't have too much concern about his intellectual development under these conditions although any good school has to be concerned with this.
1
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Chairman: Dr. Richard Keating, Chief, Branch of Instructional Services, Division of Education, Bureau of
Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C.

I hey tell the story of a city slicker who went out into the farm land to purchase a donkey. lie
and asked him if he !night purchase a very docile and obedient donkey.
The farmer said, "I have just what you want.''
Ile brought out a donkey and sold the donkey to the city slicker.
Ile said. "Are you sure that this is an obedient and a docile donkey?"
"Yes sir."
So he went to take the donkey home with him but the donkey wouldn't move so lie pushed
and pulled and tugged. The donkey still wouldn't move.
He went back to the farmer and said, "1 have pushed and pulled and tugged and this donkey
will not move. lie is not a docile donkey." The farmer went inside the barn and got a baseball bat.
Ile wacked the donkey over the head three times and the donkey started to move. The fanner
said, "So you see it's not that lie's not docile or obedient, you just have to get his attention
came upkni a

first."
Now that

have your attention, I'd like to introduce you to Dr. Ralph Wetzel, Associate
Director, Research Development Center of the University of Arizona College of Education and
Associate Professor of Psychology, University of Arizona. Dr. Wetzel re.;eived his Ph.D. in clinical
psychology from the University of Washington. Dr. Wetzel was formerly the Director of the Child
Development Clinic at the University of Washington. Dr. Wetzel will introduce us to a new aspect
of this program of early childhood education.
I
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A COLLEGE, TEACHERS, AIDS,
ADMINISTRATORS, AND
PROGRAM ASSISTANTS WORK TOGETHER
FOR A PLAN FOR STAFF DEVELOPMENT
IN A COMPREHENSIVE EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAM
Speaker: Dr. Ralph Wetzel, Associate Director, Research
Development Center, College of Education,
University of Arizona, Tucson. Arizona

11 his title sounds like a description which is our intention this afternoon because we are going

to describe to you some of the events that are occurring at the University of Arizona and in
Tucson Public Schools. Many of you, I know, are wondering where Dr. Marie Hughes is we are
bringing her regards to her old friends here. She recently felt ill and was unable to attend so I am
substituting for her in this program.
You may wonder why a psychologist with a 13.S. in Zoolc.Ty is addressing a group concerning
early childhood education. I was wondering the same thing this morning while sitting in the back
of the room listening to the conference. It suddenly occurred to me that less than 10 years ago I
was running rats in a laboratory. really do know quite a lot about how rats learn if any of you
would like to know about that, Now all of a sudden here I am discussing learning in children and
the problems therein. I was trying to recall what happened to me in the intervening years that
brought me from the rat laboratory to this particular situation. Things did happen. Time were
the many changes in my own profession: the social scientists have been coming out of the ivory
tower at a pretty rapid rate. But the major thing taut happened to bring me here was that about
I

2! 2 years ago I met Dr, Marie Ilughes.

Those of you who know Marie Hughes know that one doesn't just meet her, you collide with
her, you interact with her. We have been carrying on a kind of dialogue ever since. We don't think
at

all alike: we both come from different origins and different points of view. I am just a

psychologist while I think of Marie as an Educator ex traordinaire. In a real sense, th droblems of
cultural confrontation resemble the problems which occur when disciplines conic together. As
psychologists and educators we come together with different backgrounds, with a different language, and with different concepts. We tend to spar off and spend a great deal of time arguing
about whether I should use your concepts or yot. should use my concepts. Whose language we are
going to use here? Am I going to teach you my language or are you going to teach me your
language'? We spend a great deal of time on these issues.
One 4..)f Dr. ilughes' characteristics is that she is a very persistent individual and very open to
all sorts of ideas. Sh.: w a, very interested to see if we couldn't develop a common language if we

couldn't develop a common way of interacting. We now have as a result of some of this early,
work ',11 the University of ;\ riiivia the Arizona Research and Development ('enter, It is an
IIIICIdltiCiplillary center. Not only are there educators and psychologists but there are sociolocists,

anthropologists and people from several other departments and colleges in the University of
campus.

As a psychologist, I became interested in what was going on in F.ducation after I had my
confrontation with Dr. Hughes. I fancied myself to be quite art expert in child development and
learning. Rats are pretty good teachers. and one learns a good deal about learning, about the
process of learning. For a long time I labored under the illusion, tbat since I knew so much about
learning I could teach, particularly little children. One of the things 1 discovered, however, the
first time I went into the classroom was that there is a lot more to program, to teaching, than just
the learning process. There was so much going on in the classroom, that I couldn't see it all, ,ind
the learning, process I thought I knew so much about was very much imbedded in what Dr.
Hughes insisted was the tutu! program. 1 kept saying to her. what is this total program'? What is
the total environment? I've spent a while now trying to understand what the total environment
is, and I ant presumptuous enough to think that I flow know what the total etiviroptm.it is that
I'm here to tell you what the total environment is I still speak a language whieh may he foreign
to educators and, amongst other reasons, this is why 1 have these two excellent translators with
me here. Mrs. 11:11:ne Weaver and Mrs. Violet Nelson in our program are called Proxram
ants, a role which we will elaborate on in a few minutes. They are teachers extraordinaire and one
of the talents winch they have or are at least acquiring is the translation of the concepts and ideas
which psychologists and other social scientists have, into something meaningful in the classroom
and to educators. We are working at the process.
The Cooperative Project which we would like to describe r .0 you this afternoon is CUFIL'Ilt [ 111

its third year in grades one through three in the Tucson public schools. It is currently implemented in 6S classrooms and is itself a remarkable kind of cooperative inter.ict ion betw.:,..1,
university and a public school system. The project was originally designed to deJT
kind of early education experience for the Mexican /American children n 1 tic ,,,11
come from poverty areas of the city. I t has oecn an impressive and enormous emc;
an on-going program. lhat is to say, we do not wish to convey for a minute !fiat
now well-defined and complete. What we have is an organization for cornino.ill\
L

grams. What we hope to describe to you this afternoon is the way we
programs and to involve teachers and other prople in the process of evolving pry i:

would he very presumptuous for any of us to say that we know so much al,,,at
process, the educative process, that we now have a program. Anyone who s.ty. that h.:
program' is already through. There is continual input. We learn new thim:s every-LH
children, about cultures. about the process of learning and unless there is some process ley which
this new information can be incorporated and program be changed and continually changed,
then, of course, we are lost. So we hope that we have an organization which can bear the weight
of change.

We have sortie basic beliefs. concepts and ideals from which we draw and design the essences
of this program. [nese may sound unnecessary to describe but there arc many programs, many
classroom techniques for which the rationale is hard to find. Sometimes, you know, what goes on
in the classroom is a function of budget problems. or the way the teacher, herself, was taught. So
one of the things we regard to be very important in the evolution of any program is some kind of
rationale.

will briefly describe to you front where we draw our rationale. Now you may not want to
dra,. your rationa!e.s from these same sources, but they are rather convenient. One of the
I

questions that we ask to develop our rationale is: "what is the nature of the culture for which the
children need to be prepard?" 1)r. 11)o/ier spoke this morning of the industrial society, the
industrial character of the society; Mr. Hopkins reported his discussion with Dr. Akers about the
rapid rate of technological development in our culture. One of the facts we discussed a great deal
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as we talked about the nature of our culture is that the broader culture is 1 %cry technical and
scientifically Base[[ culifire. If it is your ;coal to prepare an individual to Like his.place in and
i.ontrihnte to this Lai ltuie. then It important to keep in mind that this is a teehnically based
scientif wally influenee cuhute. For good or lift hit!,
is OW of our culture's very important
and essential char;ieteristies,
lit developing our rationale ;Ind goals, we ask, "what are the behaviors, what are the skills and

Ibilities ;Intl Latitudes which are ;irrupt Lite in A Very 1011IV Child AIR! his ultimate place in the

technic:al and scientifically based culture? Ate there skills at the four year level which are
important for him to acquire so that he may enter situations winch will help him acquire the
necessary teclim..al skills?" I Iles it Very tough questions and I don't propose to say that we
have answers to them. but I \VOUld propose that these :Ire important ;ireas c.)1 consideration. What

are the behaviors. what
skills that may help the ehildren eventually? The nanire f)/ the
tet.limeal 'dime determines out classroom goals. Now we don't yet know what the specific goals
What I'm saying here is that we need to have goals of some kind. We have to know the
direction in which we're heading.
Another source from which we tira1V our rationale is the nature of the child we're dealing
with. It became perfectly obvious listening to the morning session that children come to the
educating situation already learners. t hey have already learned a great deal: they already have
developed all kinds of skills. \Vhether we recognite them as such is another question, but they do
come to us with repertoire, with skills already learned. If we're going to work with children
from this point. we have to know about the nature of this repertoire, what they do bring. For
this reason we need to know about the background, the ASSelS Or the deficits (if we want to talk
about deficits) which you can determine only with respect to a particular set of goals. We need to
have some was of defining who it is we're workint with and where he is now. 'The »inure of /hr_!
(had is another source from which we draw information.
In our particular program, we're Very interested in the nature of the Mexican/American

culture. in the nature of the skills which the Mexican American children bring to the early
education environment. We are interested in what is eommonly called "the poverty culture" and
what kind of skills and what kind of behaviors the poverty culture develops. This is where you
have to st.;rt where the child is. I he educators (I think this is true) know a great deal about this.
After all. it is the educator
really has contact with children over the years. 1 he researchers
have out hail the wide experiences in the variety of settings which educators have. One important
contribution which many people can make and do not make, is to tell its more about the children
and what the children are like,
Finally Vie draw for our rationale from what we know at any given titre about the nanire of
Icarning, ilor, do human organisms learn'? What is the process by which a child acquires the new
behavior'? We hope to he able to develop a program which uses information about the acquisition
of behavior. to move the add from wherever he is to wherever we want to get him. It behooves
its to understand who our child is, where he is. where we want to get him ',Ind how we gci him
there.

want to stress the fact that our knowledge, our beliefs, our experiences about all three of
these areas, the nature of the culture, the nature of the child, and the nature of learning are
continually changing. We learn a great deal. We learn from the anthropologists new ways of
10i)kill at and understanding culture. We've learned from several people new ways of underI

standing what children are like and we learn from psychologists anti other researchers every day a
great deal more about the nature or learning. Because this input CollnilUeS, we have to expect to
he in the process of evolving programs continually. We must never think for a moment that we

the program.' for unless we build in from the very beginning a way of change, a way of
continually evolving, we are ,going to be stuck very soon no matter what we begin to do. I think
many of you would agree that one difficulty in many of our educational situations today is that
they do not tolerate change. flicre are very few change agents in most school situations and static
have

old ways of doing things continue even though everyone in the organi/ation would like to
change. We have to pay a great deal of attention to the process whereby change occurs or doesn't
occur.

Based upon Our explorations of these sources of our rationale, we have developed about four
principle goals which we think are important in any program, inan!,' of which Dr. Nimnicht
already described this morning but which I will reiterate. One goal is :he development of itingria,i,,e
shills. Now I don't mean English, I mean languaee; this discrimination was clearly made this
morning. Language is still the principle form by which we mediate the behavior of children; the
principle way in which we interact with children. It is a very important learning tool: if nothing
else, it is a very important tool of the technical culture, Language has all kinds of uses which, of
course, you are probably perfectly familiar with, The development of language skills is one aim of
our program.
Another aim of our program as the development of what we call the intellectual base. This is a

collection of skills difficult to describe and we haven't completed their description. What we're
talking about when we talk about the intellectual base is a set of ,kills that individuals Ivo, e which
help them with later learning and which relate to several different areas of behavior. For example,
to understand the relationship between cause and effect, that certain events have cause, is an
important concept to have in all one's dealings in the technical world. If you don't understair.1
that events are caused, you may have some difficulty getting around in the technical world; that's
part of the intellectual base. .A sense of time is a part of the intellectual base, not because there's
something absolutely wonderful about having a sense of time, but because it is an important skill
to have in the technical culture. It is part of the intellectual base for learning. The skills of
ordering and sequencing things, of discriminating objects, knowing ways in which one object

differs from another. These are all part of what you might call the intelloctual base. It's not
entirely definedall of these skills. One important thing we have discovered is that there are alt
sorts of important skills which we've never formally taught. Many of the skills nobody formally
teaches the child. For example, to be able to plan. I don't know what all it takes to be able to
plan. You have to recall things; you have to order things; you have to "expect". f do know that
I've never yet seen a classroom in which planning is taught directly or whore planning is part of
the curriculum. We talk about giving the child choice. Where do we teach choosing? Choosing is a
skill: you have to know something to be able to go about the problem of choosing. These are
some of the varieties of behavior which many researchers are now attempting to define. We call

them the intellectual base, because they underlie many other skills and they underlie later
learning and the acquisition of many other attitudes and abilities.
Our third general goal is the development of a group of behaviors and attitudes which we call,
again for lack of a better name, the motivational base. There are all kinds of things to put in here,
and I would encourage you to think about what the motivational base is. It is at this point that
we introduce the "self-concept'', the attitudes that one has towards ones211, and towards learning
and towards education and towards himself a', a learner, How does one acquire the concept of
himself as a learner'? Or what a learner is and does? How does a child come to understand what it
means to learn? flow does he come to understand that he can acquire new behaviors'? flow can he
come to see that there are all kinds of new skills vvhich he can have? ('an we help children want
to learn'? Not should we: can we'? It is part of the motivational base to want to learn, to want to
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aeqillre, 10 Want to L'11,111'T. I ins I' sMIlethnil.!

rot cieVOted a great deal of attcnition to.

Many cat us though nut
ns, sine always
hide Att;ild to change. Vet We ask children to
L hange
the time, to continually change. tk 1Ck.11 turning. into 0111C()11C else which is always
little itightelling for all of us. Well how do v.e get child to lace up to and not he afraid (lithe
process of tinning into someone eke, of acquiring
skulls and becoming someone today that
he wasn't yesterday'? So the nunivatioaal base is something that we attend to.
he fourth goal area is what we call the sue icidi cuts and skills. fhis is where we put reading,

writing, :mil arithmetic and the arts and skills of our society, however you may want to define
them. I rose ill ;I gellet.11 way are the four goals of our program, lire development of a language,
the definition and development of an intellectual base. the definition and development of a
motivational base and, of course, the development of culturally relevant societal arts and skills.

Now I am going to talk a little bit about what the program is and what it looks like and then
Mrs. Weaver and \lrs. Nelson will klemonstrdtc to you some 01' what goes on in a classroom,
I.00king at the ht0gt:illl t Will the outside. and impressed with its form because it is the form of
the program which remains constant. What does that
It means that the COniellt chances.
here is no particular material, there is no program package of material which can be put in the
I

mail .incl sent out. l lhere are all kinds of materials that can be used. The essence of the program is
the form and the way in which whatever materials there are are used. file form dictates the kind
of experiences the child has in this educational system, For example. iodiridua/ization.
It we really do believe that children are different when they come into the educating environment at any age. if we really do believe that children bring a different set of attitudes, a different
set of skills. if we really do believe that children have to begin from where they are in order to he
brought into the educational process; then I don't think we can escape the tact that children have

to be worked with individually. I don't know any way of getting around this.
One thing everyone is interested in is how to meet the individual needs of the children. Now
we can't just let that become a cliche. It's a very nice thing, sounds lovely. We must deal with
children individually.'' Who will argue with that? Anything that is good for the child is good for
the nation, but why? Why do we have to deal with children individually'? One of the reasons is
that they come to us so differently, with different skills. Another is that they learn at different
rates. Many people are doing important work with program learning, with machine teaching, with
all sorts of techniques to find a way of dealing with children on an individual basis so that they
might be self pacing. They can move at a pace for which they are already prepared since we don't
begin with an organism that hasn't already acquired skills for learning.

In our program this dictates several form characteristics of the organitation. One is that the
children .ire most often taught, it' I may use that term, or interact with. adults in small groups of
usually not inure than five children per adult. Now this, of course. has a lot to say about how a
classroom is organited. and probably many or you are questioning how one teacher with 30
children can interact with children in groups of five. tale think we know a way which we hope to
explain to
Small group interaction is one characteristic.' of this program. This allows the
adult to analyte where the child is it any given time and to make decisions about what that
particular child needs in terms of interactions, ways in \Odell he acquires new skills, ways that are
commensurate with his particular world, his particular place. There is a skill to this and we think
We have smile ideas about ways in which adults can do this.
pother characteristic of this program derives from the tact that many children :..equire skills
in the classroom in certain ways, in drill, the traditional classroom passion, and never learn how
to use these skills in their particular world. sometimes because the relevance of these skills to
their particular %wild is neva pc anted out. Alter all, the traditional classroom is an odd world for
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anybody to be in and does not have a great deal in common with the world in which one moves
the rest of the time. We ,ire becoming aware of this. Then.' were several references in the morning

talks that indicated the used to break down this artificial distinction between the educating
world and the living world. You don't learn in one and stop learning in the other as I think Dr.
Akers pointed out. Learning goes on all over the place and 01k' of our problems is how we insure
that the skills which the child begins to acquire in our educating environment move out, get into
situations which are meaningful to the
Id and which are meanin ;fill to the culture and the
environment in which he lives.
One of the ways in which this is accomplished in this program, in the Cooperative Project, is

that the skills are taught or the skills are acquired in a variety of settings, They are always
acquired in a setting. Here is an example and I am sure you will have many, others. Arithmetic.
One can sit dawn and write out page after page of addition. Now it' you leave it at that then you
wait for the child to discover, if he over discovers, that addition is a very useful thing to be abie
do when you go to the store, when you have to make change, when you're following a recipe,
when you are measuring. There are all kinds of ways in which this skill can be used.
One of the aims in this project is to teach these skills in those situations to begin with and try
to insure generalization and transfer 1,, these real situations. The skills are taught in a variety of
settings. This has a lot to say about the way the classroom is organized. What the classroom, as I
look at it. really con,,ists of is a series ()I' settings. They have the label 'interest areas'. They are a
series of settings in which all of these skills, the language skills, the intellectual base, the motivational base. and the societal arts are taught. They are distributed over these different settings, In
this way, it is hoped that one can promote the transfer, the generalization of these skills so that
the child finds them useful skills and graWing skills. In psychology we talk about reinforcement
and some people talk about feedback and Dr. Ilughes talks about gratification, and in Las Vegas
they talk about the payoff, but the important thing is that skills do something, something results
from having a skill, and we want the children to know this.
We think this contributes to motivation, to the acquisition of these skills. Reading is a very
useful thing, It's not just something you exercise, it's something you use. It dues something for
you: it entertains you, it guides you, it brings you information. Information is a darn good thing

to have. And the way we try to communicate that to these children is to make information
useful, We teach and help them acquire these skills in the variety of settings in which they will
use them and can use them right now, today, in child appropriate, culturally appropriate fashion.
These, then are two of the form characteristics. One is to work with children individually; the
other one is to promote the generalization or the transfer of these skills to the real life of the
child, to break down these barriers between the educating and the living environments of the
child.

Now there is a third characteristic which this program has which is a little harder to get across

and took me quite a long time to understand.

It is that the behaviors in these four areas:
language, the intellectual base, the motiv.dional base and the societal arts, are taught rather
simultaneously, They are not taught in an order. They are not taught sequentially. 'Hie children
do not have 20 minutes of language, 20 minutes of intelt''ctual base skills, then 20 minutes on

some skill relevant to motivation. then 30 minutes of arithmetic and 20 minutes of reading. That
is the sequential way. That's the linear way, a and b and c and d and e and then you go back the
next day just like a typewriter carriage returning and start it again. These skills can be taught, I'm
convinced, almost simultaneously, The program assistants will demonstrate this to you today.
Reading is not something that one sits down and does over here and then stops and moves on to
another interest area. Mrs. Nelson will be demonstrating for you what we call the reading

env/rum/rent. because leading spreads over all the interest areas. Reading is always there. Reading
is ab.k.ays a useful thing. At the same time you are teaching reading yon can he teaching language,
rs
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think she will be able to demonstrate. At the same time you are teaching reading and

language, you can also be working on the child's self-concept because if one is aware of the kinds
of interactions he is having while teachi»g reading and working on language, he will also be able
to develop certain attitudes which the child may have about himself, for example. And the child
could rust as well be reading ;thou t cause and effect relationships which means he is developing
something in the intellectual base.
It is possible to work at these four areas of language, intellectual base, motivational base, and
the societal arts rather simultaneously in different interest areas. Dr. Hughes calls this ordiev(ration and I think it is a very good term, 'the classroom is orchestrated and it is the adult's role to
integrate and to orchestrate. there is nothing mysterious about it. It sounds difficult, so does
leading an orchestra sound difficult, but it can he learned and I am convinced that teachers can
learn to do this. If you don't know how to do it, don't worry about it, you can learn how to do
it It is a very interesting experience, Once you get into the swing of it, you can even begin to
contribute ideas to the ways in which it can be done. One of the roles of the program assistants is
to help teachers learn this. It is the teacher's role to explore and expand techniques. Together,
program assistant!; and teachers evolve this process, evolve the kind of classroom, the kind of
environment in which a variety of skills can be learned and used in meaningful ways and in
integrated ways by the children.
Those are the general essences of the program. It is for this reason that we don't say that you
have to use this material or that material. That's not the important thing. The important thing is
when you are using whatever material you are using, you want it to be useful, meaningful to the
child and meaningful to your goals, to this ' vulture, and to the goals of the classroom organ-

iration. Maybe this is the time to illustrate the reading environment. I'll ask Mrs. Nelson to
illustrate this to you by talking to you for a bit about what the reading environment is and how it
operates.

Speaker: Mrs. Violet Nelson, Program Assistant. Research Development
Center. College of Education, University of Arizona,
'Carson. Arizona

rin most excited to he here today to talk to you about language development, to present
illustrations of some of the work done by our children in our program, and to show how this
language ledmiii,j, leads to and ties into a meaningful reading program. Having been a teacher of

young children ror the past years and now as a program assistant in the project, my greatest
interest and conctnns have been ,ind continue to he centered in this challenging and most
important area of language learning and reading.
Children come to us with a wide variety of language abilities. Itch child has his own personal
language .ind in many cases the children who conic to us have had no experiences or very few
experiences in the use of the
language. Spanish is the main language taught in many of
the homes. Others come to us with other lack of language abilities due to economically deprived
situations su they have a very limited and narrow experience in this world arotnid them, It seems

to me then that the stage is set for us. \Vc must plan an environment or a setting that gets the
child to talk. An environment that involves him verbally. giving him meaning or a reason for
speaking. It !mist he an environment that offers opportunities for verbal interaction for as a child
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gains in his ability to speak, to interact verbally, he gains in his abilities in other areas Or it:M.1111V.
We need to he aware of his interests, his needs and his concerns, Language learning is viewed
more than just as vocabulary building. It is a symbolic organiiation of his experiences; the
present experiences, the past experiences and the future experiences. It is all exercise of imagination, so that his wishes, his aspirations and his feelings are his own personal reaction and he

can find expression for them. It is acquired in these early years largely through interaction with
adults as well as with his peers.

We are constantly looking for evidences of language learning. Our first line of course is the
child's willingness to interact. to speak in his own language and then to speak in hnglish. Maybe

it's only a single word or a label for a toy, a book, an object, a ball; something that's in the
classroom. We latch on to this effort and so We are accepting his speech, his effort to speak. We
reinforce by saying, 'yes, it is a ball', and then we elaborate his language through our modeling of
the language by saying, 'the ball rolls', and we demonstrate, or we say, the ball bounces', and we
demonstrate,

to show how a child's ability in language development leads to reading, I'd like to talk with
you and show you sonic material that have collected from the first grade classroom in which I
taught last .year. phis is a hook belonging to Javier. lie is a little boy who came into the classroom
in September without the ability to speak English. lie enjoyed the classroom and functioned well
with the children, speaking to them in Spanish. With the help of an aide, who was a Spanish
I

speaking lady, he learned to interact in the many activities that were going on within the
classroom. About Christmas tune lie began to say a few words in English and so alter the
holidays, because of his interest in books at this thne and because he liked to cut pictures from
magazines, we took the time to sit with him and let him choose the things that he would like to
have in his own book. We modeled the language and talked about the things that he chose. If he
had a word for it, we used his word, if he didn't have a name for it, we gave him the name. This
book, as you can see, is well used. i heSe are things that he cut 1'1'0111 a magazine and talked about.
Ilis father came to a parent-teacher conference and we talked about the possibility of sending this

book home with Javier so that he could read to his father and to his mother and his family. Ile
took it home with him each night and brought it back each morning. It was his own personal
reading hook which was evidence of his own personal language.

In a further effort t,.) keep track of Javier's language development and then to offer him
opportunities to read,
it s4ith him during the time the children were having their free choosing
activities. We had a primary typewriter in the classroom, and ;liter he had finished drawing a
picture
would sit at the typewriter .ind he would tell ine his story. [his is in January. Javier
said, -fins is a mountain, I his is the flowers. I his is the fence. This is an egg. phis is a star. I ha H
car.
Notice the change in sentence structure there, and the 'this is' repetition had
,:en from his hook, ;1111 sure. Iins is a red ball', and ;1, lie labeled these things for ink:, he
pointed them out and [lamed them is lie went along.
is a boy and he is swimming, I his is a
tree. I his is the clouds, I his is a rocket. Ins is water, I his is the rain. phis is a candle. Another
candle. I his is the clouds. This is the sky. [his is the fish." his is the boy fishing.' And. a month
later I have an example of his art work and most important this example of his language.
I

I

I

February.. 2S: 'I IIi< is a mountain. The egg is breaking'. :A change in sentence structure again. and
about something that was 1111pOrtailt to 111111. AA e were hatching eggs in our classroom. '1 his is the
flowers. phis is the moon. This is the sky. The cactus use in time mountains. We went to the
mountains. We went in the school bus.' Again. I think you will notice the several sentences that
have a ellai14' in structure. :A month later in March. Javier said, '1 his is a dinosaur, Ile wants to

eat something. lie wants to eat a fish. 1 he dinosaur, he have a gun in his pocket. 'then the

dinasaul. he wants to swin1 in the water. Arid then he found a crocodile. Ile found a heat. Ile
tOlind the tIlOnstQr. Hien the dinosaur, he killed tltr Onsta. 11,Q found the lion. The lion killed
the dinosain, I hen the lion killed the crocodile. I hen the lion killed the little duck. The lion
killed the horse, Hien the lion killed the little boy. Then the lion found the little egg ;ind he
break c egg to see another death. Lien lie found the Laster eggs ;ind then he found the little
rabbit. A perfectly marvelous story that started out to he about a dinosaur and then, with the
picture that he had drawn. he suddenly found all this joy in language and the story evolved. A
month later in April: 'this is a boat. l'Ins is smoke, the man saw a cave. Then the man saw a
monster, The monster killed little chickens. Then tire monster he killed the lion. The monster saw
flowers. I lien the IllOrtteli saw a rabbit. Nen the monster saw a little rabbit. Then the monster
a butterfly. [hen the bunny saw carrots. Then the rabbits they eat the carrots. Then the
rabbits saw a monkey. Then the monkey climbed the tree, The [nil.' This is the first time he had
ended the stories with *Hie hid'. I think he had probably seen this in the books around the
classroom and t1 1011;211t it 1VaS quite appropriate. I think the interest in the monster come from
television shows, May 1 2:
cut to see the monkeys. I Ise monkeys want to climb in the trees.
N,11N,

Fite inonkk.ys. \\ ants peanuts. Can i give him peanuts? I see some pigs. Me and Martin climbed the

tree and then we drank Koo!aid and then we ate the lunch. Then we played and then we played
on the sw rotas. the Fuld: Again, this is the end of a story and this particular story, I thought, was
very interesting at this stage of his language development because it was sequenced. 'Hie activities
of the day were well- presented in their order. By using the picture and the language that I typed,
he watched me very carefully while I typed the story) he started to see the 'dinosaur' up here
and a 'monster' down here. Then I would ask lion if he wanted to have the word 'dinosaur' on a
word card and he said "yes", and I would make one for him. Each child in the classroom had
their ow in card work boxes and we would take their favorite words and put them in their boxes
for the records.
At the same time I was interested in watehing this reading and language development in Javier,
I saw it as a good way- to really analyze the language development with the rest of the children in
the classroom. I chose three different themes in pictures from magazines. This is my own kind of
idea of something I thought might be interesting to the children and rather provocative.
this \\ as the language of one child in January: he car is in the field and Mrs. Nelson put an
eye in the trice. There is a sot;!. 1 here is a table with coffee. There is a lady sleeping on the sofa.'
then again near the end of the year in June. presented the pictures to the children again and
they told me a store about the Sallie picture. Non pasted on it. 11 hat does it say?' I like the
question here. "Mrs. Nelson pasted air eye on the girl. Ilse gill is sitting on the sofa. The girl has
in her feet car. I he girl has ,LOeell hands. I he eye is looking at the car.] he girl likes to sit on the
sofa. I see the sea. I hen.: 1s NOIFIC water in the city. I hats a silly picture,'
I thought. was the kind of a situation that the children might relate to more easily. This
was Rosemary 's language in January: he little girl is reeding the baby. The father is looking.
The little girt is having Irio. I here is sonic fall trees. I he little girl is tip toeing. The mother is
sitting down. The mother is i101dinia the baby. The [rid.' Now this is her story in June. lie little
girl is reeding the baby. She is feeding him because lie is hungry. I he leaves are falling down
because it is tall. the mother and the rather and the little girl are happy. T he little girl is happy
because she is feeding the baby. I hey are
home. I he futha is .)2mmg to drive the car. Then
they are going to change arid D.) to tilt pie rile. I hey are going to have a good time. The little girl
be ILApp, because she is going to teed the baby again. The little girl and her father are
,oing Route to eat.* .again the sequence pattern ,rnd a whole story about the picture which came
alter her first story with just the labeling.
I

Here is another example kit language along the same lines, Ibis is in January. 'The water is
blue, It's beautiful. Hie green trees are big.' In June: [here's a lot of green trees. The water is
blue. jhe mountains are in the background. What do you call the shadow of the tree on the
water?' Another good question, and of course, supplied him with the language that he wanted
and told him it was the refleetion. Ile modeled this language after rue and he said, 'the reflection
from the trees are on the water.'
Another way of giving the children an opportunity to express themselves quite freely during a
more structured time in our committee work was to use pictures like this. Because so many,
children were talking at one time, I wouldn't bk. able to type and record the language, so I always
had a tape recorder close by. Later when I had more time, I would do the typing I would keep a
record of the language of that particular group in an effort to know which children were really
I

expressing themselves. I have the records of all the children's language from the classroom.
I think that you can see from this that language development and an interest in reading come

simultaneously or nio,t certainly an interest in books and what books have to offer. With this
kind of use of tire child's language in the classroom, a reading environment is established. It is an
environment in which there is a relationship between reading and speaking and writing. It is the
environment that lusters a positive reading attitude in each child. It is an environment where
readiag is thought of as an expression and interaction of the child in his surroundings. it is an
environment lull of invitations to read because the more conditions or opportunities for learning
to read or being aware of the printed word, the greater Ins personal involvement and motivation.
I have several other illustrations and examples of how the reading environment is in evidence
in our classroom. Each teacher has a door chart each day, and this is a book of door charts from
one third grade classroom. "I he door axis act as a clue for children toward the activities of the
day and I think motivates them in what they are going to do throughout the day. ibis hook is
placed in the reading where they can go to it and read it. They are very interested, particularly if
it is their birthday, for example. and it has been mentioned on the door chart.
Another thine that we have in the reading environment are the talking murals. This is a talking
mural front a first grade classroom. Lorraine said, the cake smells like all orange.' Armando said,
the cake tastes like orange ice cream.' 'Put the frosting on top of the cake.' suggested Joe, Here
we have the sense Or smell and the sense of taste. I bus, the recipe, ties in with the idea of the
importance of how mathematics works into the reading environment and how the total thing,
with the measurements, because the children actually do participate in this activity, is very
important to them.
phis is from a second grade classroom this year. 'We compared oranges, cantelopes and
tangerines. We looked at the color, site end shape. Which was the heaviest? Which is the liglth.sst?
We weighed them to find out. «e ICI( the pealings. Some of us even tasted it. We guessed 110\
Many seeds, then we tasted the citrus fruit.' 'I)o you want to read w hat we said?' like that nice
invitation. I hese talking initials. as we call them, are placed at the child's eye level as Mlik.11 as
possible so that they can really go to it and say 'this is what I RI and this is what he said about
something'. Again this is a nee velour lesson ire dasS111Cati011 01 the kind of trust that vve have.
Here U a LumpalksiM: l',,trh;m1 said, 'it's Mic:ier than the orange but it's sour.' 'Something's the
matter,' said Frank. 'it's dry, maybe all of them ;ire'. See lire inference that he is making. Alaybe
the wind made it dry', said Rosa. 'Golly I can't believe it has a lot of seeds inside,' said John.
Again the idea of all the mathematical things happening, the estimating and so forth.
We make great use of the classbooks. 1 hese are the books that are developed or come from the
I

children's experiences within the classroom and outside of the classroom, phis is a rainy day
book and I wanted to show an example cif the children-, language. 1 his was done in my first
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grade last year. "1 here are some trees. Hiene are sonic clouds.- He is just labeling the things he
has drawn in this picture. this is a inure recent book from the Saine child in his second year.
Robert said, -1 like to play in the rain. I like to feel the rain.- The idea of being sensitive to the
feeling of the rain, even though the first one was just a story about the rainy day as he labeled the
trees and the clouds.
One other example of the children's language from the saute experiences, you see this was a
rainy day's experience in the first grade and this is a rainy day's experience in the second grade
which brought about two different kinds of reaction. Now here is a trip to the art show in the
first grade and the language of one child. Cynthia said, "we played with some dolls inside then we
went in the tree house. 'then we saw the fountain. Then Miss Bufkin was tired. Then we went to
see some faces." This is another example of language from a trip to the art show. It shows how
children see different things even in the same place for the second time around. Cynthia said, "we
went to the art center. A guide met us. We saw a lady, that when she goes swimming, she leaves
her clothes on. 11 wasn't there so don't know what she meant.) Cynthia said, 'we went to the
art center. We were asked to come in by the guide. She told us that this brand is to put on a cow.
She told us that this is an old stove that we used to cook in. She got in an old car and she played
we k.crit somewhere. We went to africa.' Two visits to the same place and such different reacI

tions.

Now as the children make use of the writing center and experiment with the many different
writing materials available, the felt tip writing pens, pencils and crayons and anything the teacher
can think of to put there, e.g. carbon paper, and all kinds of paper lined and unlined, they begin
to have a real interest in writing.

These are things from the second grade classroom this year in a structured activity with
reading and writing as the basis. Example: 'On a rainy day I like to catch frogs, On a rainy day 1

like to play inside.' Even though it was structured, it was so open-ended that the child could
express himself very freely. "On a rainy day 1 like to get wet.- And another example of the
open-ended structured reading and writing opportunity that the children are given..r his is about
a listening walk.
heard a bird. heard a dog: he was barking. lle was mad?" lie has a question
mark so I think that's the way it should be read. "I heard a bus." "1 neard a footstep."
I

Also along this same line, of including our experiences and our activities in a language environment and a reading environment, we have the shape books. This is a fire engine shape book that a
second grade child had done on a recent trip to the fire station. the children do their own cutting
and stapling. This particular shape hook has about a do/en staples in it so it is holding together
very well. ''Going to a Fire. Ihree bells ring. The firemen are getting up. NIL fireman is cleaning
the fire engine. The firemen are watching TV. in the night. Ile is getting up to clean the room.
They keep the room very clean. he end of my book about Dire Engines."
I

have here an example of how the writing and the reading work into our science interest

centers. I his k from a third grade classroom and the teacher has a form which the children may

or may not use to make some kind of a record of the experiments in which they have participated. Sometimes the language is taken and used in large class hooks like this and sometimes it's
typed off on a primary typewriter and then each child can have his own individual class hook of
the stories of all the children. From these stories come their interest in reading and their use of
word patterns and sentence strips to add to their reading ability.
I hese are some shape-books from the third grade to show you how this can develop and what
a nice thing has happened here. This is a roundup book. We had just finished the rodeo in Tucson
so this was very important to them. "Cowboys are rounding the cattle up to put in the corral.
After they arc in the corral they eat the hay and drink the water. Sonic calves get milk and some

do not. Some cows are taken to town and sold.'' I know you can't see these illustrations but after
we're through you will have an opportunity to look at them. "All cows are branded with the Bar
S Brand. !List about all c n.vhoys sell cows to other cowboys. On rodeo days some cowboys ride
bulls. Sonic cows are just for imIllighting. (Cow for a bull). Another example with a real surprise
on the end. ''Once there was a cowboy who had lots of cattle. One day they branded them with
the bar S. Until one day something scared the cattle. Even the baby cows called for their
mothers, baa. Rut they killed the mothers. This is the one that killed the cattle. lie is known as
the toughest ,guy in Texas. But the man who owned the cows, his name is Joseph Durantes. lie
saw the cows die. lie was so angry you could see his face. (You must see the picture drawn of his
face.) lie knew who it was, he said. lie saw him and bang down he fell. And that was the end of
the toughest guy in I exas. Poor man. he had two children and his wife.
Well, with that I'll leave you. think you know now how excited I am about this language
development and reading in our program. I'll be happy to talk with any of you in showing you
these illustrations.
I

Speaker: Dr. Wetzel.

always feel two responses when I listen to a report like that: one. I wish my own kids could
go to a classroom like that and two, I wish I had gone to a classroom like that.
l think Violet has illustrated very nicely how several of these classroom elements can really be

orchestrated simultaneously. She not only works at the typewriter or with these children in
modeling, reinforcing, elaborating language, but she is leading these children into reading. She is
typing, and you will notice, while she is doing that she is attaching these to the pictures so the
child can go up and read what he said. It's always very nice to go and read what you said.
You know that whenever there is a conference, records are kept and it all comes out in a little

book. I'm sure that everyone quickly' leafs through the book to see what he said in the conference. It's always nice to see what you said, and there is plenty of opportunity to read what
you said. That tells us something about the function of reading. One function of reading is to put
down what people say.
There are several other things think you could see just in the way she reports. In a way I
think she demonstrates the way she works with the kids that she does orchestrate because, for
I

example. she is typing away and I'm sure you can imagine that she does not criticize the little
child when lie says that the mother cow says baa. Lots of teachers would stop right away and say,
"No. no, what do little cows say ?'' She just types it down. If that's what he said then that's what
it is because that is the function of typing and writing. You write what people say: not what yon
think people should say. Write what people say that's an important aspect.
She is very aware of the child classifying things. She is very aware. when a child has made an
inference. She saw that herself and was aware that the child was making an inference. She also
keeps records Isom the beginning to the end of the year to get some kind of idea of how the child
has changed. She was aware of the cause-and-effect kinds of relationships on the child who came
to her and said. "1 he leaves are falling because it is fall. This is something she is getting across all
the time she is working on the reading and writing. She is aware of the labeling. You can see that
she is some kind of an orchestrator. She is working on several aspects of the child's development
all at one time all the time you are sitting there interacting over the child's own experiences and
integrating his own experiences.
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The rooms are arranged. When you go into a room you can imagine a lot of activity in there.
[here seem to be lots of people doing lots of things. There is nobody sitting around. The rooms
are arranged so that there are several areas, the so-called interest areas. The way the furniture is
arranged, tables and chairs and materials, makes it difficult for many more than five or six
children to get themselves into any one area at any one time. there are several of these areas and
they vary in number and content. Filer: may be an area for blocks, there nay be a housekeeping
corner, there may be a cooking area, there may be a science area with something related to
science in it, a number and measurement area, and a writing area.

There are all kinds of things, all kinds of paper, pens, pencils, typewriters, etc., so that the
child can move into the writing center and really find out what kinds of materials there are and
what's involved in writing. I here are reading centers; there are art centers. Now how do you find
Out what to put in each center and how many centers to have? This depends on what children
you are working with and their aL!es. If you're working with pre-school Indian children then you
can have an entirely different set of centers which are appropriate to their skills, their needs and
their interests than you might have if you were working with third grade Mexican/American
children in Fueson.
l'hat's why I'm saying that the actual content of the program is not as important as the rum.
What is important we think in this program, is the way the classroom is organized, the content,
and that actually the number of centers in the specific arrangement vary in accordance with what
you are up to as manager of this classroom. It does permit small group interactions because it
keeps the children in small groups and it does permit individual contact between the adults and

the children. in all the centers. the activities of the children are mediated by the adults with
spoken and written language. the reading environment which Mrs. Nelson has described consists
of records of the child's own utterances, talking murals such as these which record their own
activities and own utterances and many other materials which have been described here.
A teacher and an aide are the permanent classroom adults, Both of them participate in the
b:aching, both of them participate in the active interaction, both of them need to have the kinds
of skins that Mrs. Nelson has in orchestrating these goals.

It is the child's participation in these centers which form the basis for his learning. The
activities in these centers are focused and they are structured. t his isn't just experience for
experience's sake. Now you can't open the door with a lot
stuff in the room and throw the
child in and shut the door and open it nine minutes later and have the child come out having
learning taken place, Just exp,:rience alone doesn't do it. I here is structure, there is planning,
there is organization, and sonic of the activities are quite structured. We don't think that drill is a
nasty word, its just that we may have a practice drill but by gosh we put it to use right away. if
we're practicing on measurement then we work. Maybe there is a cooking lesson so that measurement means something. I t'S cry nice 0) have a skill which allows you to double the recipe so you
can have twice as much ice eream is yOu would have if you weren't able to double the recipe. It's
a good skill to have doubling recipe,.
It is assumed that all of these skills. these four areas, must he exercised in several contexts and
situations to achieve the generality that were atter. Une characteristic in the classroom is that the
lines Of demarcation between the conventional curriculum and areas such as reading, writing, and
social stlidies have been abolished. I hey tend to extend over the total classroom all the time. We
may use, for example, the study of numbers and measurement. I hey may be studied in cooking
experiences, in games, in construction, in many other activities which require orientation to space

and to size. The child's own experiences are used as the basis for building skills of labeling,
identifying, recalling. planning and understanding cause and effect, as he moves from center to
center.
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One thing that Mrs. Nelson didn't point out that think is important, and I know she has
examples of these with respect to language, is that there are many things that are written down
and typed out in Spanish. When the children come. we don't just type what they say in English,
and nut type if they don't. It is whatever lie s.iys, I hat is Hie 1011)1)14,11)i thing,
is
essentially much more important than language, particularly' if we begin from where the child is.
I

Elie adults' role in the situation is to move from group to group. t hey instruct and they
demonstrate. I'hey may sit the occasion for a particular activity. l hey organize the centers and
often they organize the centers in such a 1Va1 that IllOy Can eo away again. I understand that it's
very hard for classroom teachers to believe that the child can learn if the leaelier is not present,
that somehow learning only takes place if the teacher is there. [hat it' the teacher goes away,
learning stops. One of the things that this- adults in this classroom have to adjust to is leaving a
;croup of children.. group of children may become organized or you may oi-!imite a group of
children in an interest center and then off you go. I hen you nay come back to check on them a
little later. You may watch them as they move about but you don't have to hover. In this way,
you don't have to he stuck With a task of trying to interact personally with tweiily fiye children
simultaneously which is just not possible. The way that these classrooms are orpHzed since there
are only two adults in the classroom is that no more than two groups of children can interact
with ail adult at any
time, You find only one group of children in close one-to-ono demonstration kind of contact with the teacher and you find only two of the groups at any given
moment working with one teacher. The others are ell,.!..a;,!ed in all kinds of activities. Mrs. Weaver
and Mrs. Nelson can tell you much more about how they keep an eye on things and what actually
goes on, but in general I think that's probably the general situation. ( Mrs. Nelson interrupts to
say, "May I say that in a third grade classroom, we notice now that the children came from day
to day and go to their own particular center of interest without any particular instruction in any
way from the teacher. It is something that is on-going all day long.-)

You know I suppose that one of the intellectual base skills is now to organize your own
activity. fthat's an important
to have how to organize yourself. and i don't see any reason

why that can't be taught when we teach arithmetic. Surely you can teach how to organize
yourself if we just sit down and think about what it requires, and at least the children may have

an opportunity to learn these self-organization skills, an important skill that I would think
usually is involved in most formal curriculums.

In every confrontation with the child, the adult consciously models_ elaborates, extends and
reinforces language. I just can't believe that we could watch MN. Nelson demonstrate this and
believe that she ever punishes children for language because she doesn't. It's whatever they say.
Still she works at elaborating, providing new words, reinforcing the child, and to give the child a

kind of concept of language. I've heard in the classroom sometimes a program assistant or
teacher say something hike this if the child says, "the truck is hauling the wood," "hauling is a
good word.- I hey try to communicate to the child he has done something pretty neat. used a
nice new word. Words are nice, %void,. are good, that it's nice to acquire new words. If he doesn't,

there is no punishment but he does get reinforced in order to give LIM a concept of language
learned.
('lassroomn adults need to have tetAlIliglIeS of social reinforcement. of ways to praise and to

attend and so on to help the child develop these skills. In addition. their materials are developed
for their interest value. their reinforcement value, and the activities are arranged so that they
naturally result in reinforcement of events. 1:()i. example: after you take part in a cooking
experience and you double the recipe an .1 you stir and you measure and you add and subtract
and cook it, you eat it. And that's a good thing to have happen after you've done all that work.
Its a Very tlatUral kind or payort for hakang those skills.
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is intended that through these multiple experiences a basis for positive attitudes towards
school can be established, where this experience is a source of gratification to the child. in
addition, the children leave the class frequently. You can tell from .it.)ine of the materials that
they go oil on walks and field trips on a listening walk, You go out and you listen as you walk
along. That's the structure, What do you hear, describing it, learning the labels for it, elaborating
the language for reporting your experience on a listening walk.
It is particularly a characteristic of the organization of this program that the children take
their walks and their field experiences on their home grounds; for several reasons: we want the
children to know that where they live and act and where their parents are, are all places that one
can learn about; that all sources of learning don't require getting on a bus and going someplace;
that your own environment is a source of learning and that you can learn about it, and that it is
worth learning about; to communicate that no matter where you live or how you live, it is worth
learning about and that there are things there that need to be learned.
Children go off through the neighborhood perhaps on a door walk. I low many doors can you
find, what kind, in what ways are they different? You know you don't have to go far to find
doors in our part of the world and if you don't have doors in your part of the world, you've got
something else. The natural experiences in the home base of the child can be a source of learning.
You can teach him that you do respect this, and you respect it not by telling him so, but by
teaching him there. That's how you show your respect for it. The general rule in the program is
that for every field trip out of the child's natural environment, there have to be [vu trips in his
natulai environment.
We're exploring ways in which parents and community members can now begin to participate
both as the children move out and also in ways in which they can be brought in. We are very
interested, for example, in the coming year to take out of our early first grade or pre-school
classrooms certain so-called interest centers and put them in the home, and work with the p rents
in their development of these interest centers. Now you may go into a classroom and find an
interest center composed of some of our concept formation kits. Mrs. Weaver is going to demonstrate these to you. It may be something like spoons children explore. What are spoons and how
spoons can take different shapes and sizes and forms. More often the mother can do this so there
are several ways in which the parents can participate in some of these education goals.
Mrs. Weaver is going to discuss what we in a general way call the intellectual kits which will
demonstrate to you sonic of the ways in which concepts are taught in these particular classroom
saturations.

Speaker: Mrs. lialane Weaver, Program Assistant, University of Arizona
Cooperative Project, Tucson, Arizona

am c(mcerned today with one aspect of the cooperative program, the development of
intellectual tasks through the use of stnictured kits. These kits can encompass the heart of the
content. Material is chosen to help develop cognitive awareness in the individual child. Our major
premise has been that most of our children come tc us with a lack of much experience in depth;
part of the purpose pit the kits is to relate to the depth and breadth of experience in various areas.
We find it very useful to seek materials which ..'ncourage manipulation and labeling. but are also
designed to remain sufficiently' stimulating to the children to lead them to skills such
classifying, prediction, recall, and estimating. I o design them to provide lots of concrete experience
I

which relates directly to whatever activity is going on in the classroom. It might. be a follownp on

a neighborhood walk or a field trip. Sonic of the objects, or most of them, may come from
regular classroom materials which are arranged or gathered together in an interest center. They
might be brought together by the children after a discussion, or they might be the result of a
hunt by the children and the teacher. For example, if the children have just read or have had read
to them a book about round things, the teacher might ask them to look around the room and see
what they owlo find that was round. Objects from home might be added and a kit is on its way.

After an appropriate time to explore and handle the materials by trying on different things,
shaving \tith each other and playing with them, the children then would use them in a structured
lesson with the teacher. Now her questions will relate to labeling in a very open-ended way, such
as asking: Is there something here that you know about or have used? Does someone else see an
object that we use in the playhouse?" 1.1. adult in the situation used her language to label and
explain and compare and speculate. Then the children begin to recall previous situations when
they may have used one of the objects on display or predict how they might use them. Both the
least able and the most able of the students are able to profit from these experiences as we
develop the kits with more depth and understanding.
Violet and I are program assistants and as such. we act more or less as change agents within the
classroom. We help the teachers in an in-service fashion to develop the use of materials which,
perhaps, are new to them or used in a new way. I caliers very quickly identify gaps in the
children's experience and are able to deal with them openly. When the children are allowed to

express themselves freely, we can know what they don't know and can work with them to
provide materials to help them learn.
l'he most stimulating of the kits we've used recently, we used in the very beginning. They are
kits related to color, The children may hear the word 'red,' They may be asked to go and get the
red book or the red crayon, and we don'[ always know until we ask, that they really don't know

what red is except in relation to one particular object. They can't transfer or generalize the
concept of reCnOsS to anything else, so we begin to develop a kit of red things. This might come
from what is right in the classroom; for example, a red pencil which might start the kit. We would
add other things; we would ask the children to make contributions. he kit before you contains
objects which have been contributed partly by the children and this is just one classroom and one
kind of thing which the children and the teacher have developed. In labeling the items, when we
ask if they know what this is (a piece of gift wrappingi, they say 'present.' This is accepted as
correcP.. Then we elaborate with, "Yes, it's used sometimes to wrap a present." As the children
develop an awareness with this kind of kit, they begin to see the blue reds, the orange reds and
this kind of thing, and they can begin to discriminate. With this scarf, the children will often say,

'to put the head,' with the tie;' to wear.' they don't often label with the actual name of
something, but rather give the use of function. My own child said 'valentine' about this; it
happens to be heart-shaped soap. You will have to translate this into your own situation. The
children will have quite different experiences and you may provide the things from your classroom setting. It doesn't nave to be a pin cushion or a pot holder or a flashlight; it can be anything
that happens to be in the environment.
As we grow in understanding how to use the kits, we sonlettlites work from the opposite
direction. We provide an interest center which ilaS a certain amount of things which relate to
some concept and they are sometimes purchased or provided by us. This kit contains chains
which appeal a great deal to our boys. They will do a lot of manipulating and pulling. investigati:ig, having a tug of war: lots of the children use them for a rhythm or Music experience and
they like to dance with them and make different sounds. We have little girls that things like this
appeal to and it's very interesting because all of the little girls will conic up and hold this delicate
chain; they will say it is a necklace or beads to wear. but they will not accept the fact that it is
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also a chain. They don't generahte it's a particular thing that some of them might wear. The
same is true of this plastic belt. I he girls often say belt, they try it on; they wear it; they pass it
,iround and share; and they still quite often will not recognise the fact that although it is a belt, it
Is also a chain. So these things are developed a, we go along and after they have had much time to
play with, manipulate and discuss among themselves, we might introduce some questions. Which
chains are heaviest? if you were stuck in mud, which chain would you want to pull you out? The
boys quite often say, 'That's no goo..., that's just good t'or artificial flowers.' "Fhey are right, this
raffia chain is limited in its use Do you see anything thi,, is not a chain? Here again, the boys

often say about the raffia chain, 'This is not a chain, it is too ,i0t, it won't hold anything.' These
are the kinds of things we try to do with our strut:tined kits. We try to keep questions openended and we have sonic More :2,enc.1.,11 type questions that we try to help the teachers use. "Have

you seen anything like this before'?' to help recall a previo'ls situation. "flow do you use it?''
[hey begin to project and think about how they might use a favorite piece. They can choose
whatever they like. "If you had one, what would you do with it?" Can you find something in this
room that does the same thing' ?'' I was using this kit with some children last month and we were
on a stage something like this one the boys went around finding the pulleys and the chains that
opened the vents and pulled the curtain and this kind of thing. There were many chains up on the
stage they were able to find. "Where would you go to get something like this?" !fere again, every
time we give them the opportunity to choose, they are setting their gears in motion and they are
having to make choices and think and project what they would do. They are helped to plan and
to learn to plan. Then we ask, "Can you tell what this was before:" With the chains it is very,
interesting because they say 'steel,' usually this word is in their experience. Then you begin to
explore other possibilities. "Well, what may not be steel?" and "What else could this be?" These,
of course, are the on-going things which we've mentioned many times before and it doesn't
happen all at once. Sometimes these chains, for example. would be put away after a very brief
experience and brought out again after a trip to the neighborhood. Last year I worked in a school
whore nearby a new housing development was going up, and there were many chains in use. So
again and again as the children experienced a crane working or a man hauling things, we brought
out the kit of chains and they related it to the new experience, extending their knowledge, and
seeing how one of our chains might be hooked together in the same manner that the chain they
had seen used that day was hooked.

We try to encourage the teachers to be very careful not to limit the children to their own
educational background. In other words, we have to keep our do irs open and our responses open
bee, use children may come up with something that we haven't thought of; we try to keep the
children turned on and not shut off with responses such as, "No. ;rat is not the answer." In other

words, .vhatever they say about something. we try to explore to find out their background
experi _ice which provided the frame of reference they
In trying to get this kit together to bring up here on the plane, I was somewhat limited with
weight ;Ind was trying to cut out some of the things. I had it all spread out on the table and there
were two ti year olds in my home. One of than said, "What have you got all that stuff together
for?" I said. Can you think of it mason why I would put it together'?" 1 hese children have an
extremely traditional classroom and they have very little choice. even in the kind of paper they
are going to draw. on. So they looked at the thMgs, they looked at them pretty carefully, and one
of the children
hey are all made in the factory." I said, "1 hey are all mostly made in the
laetory. they are all man-made thin,,.!s, airen't they?"
hadn't thought of that," I lien the other
one said. 1 hey are things the children in your classroom liaven't seen." I replied. Some of them
they probably haven't seen." I hen. "1 hey are all different slt;ipe." and the other, "[hey have all
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different designs.- Then one boy said. "Well, it you look at them, Aloof, they are all either
Valentine or Christmas because they are red," The other child noticed, "By golly, everything
you have has sonic red in it doesn't it?" Ilere was I very interesting thing tone because these are
second grade youngsters who have had ver. little experience in using their mental gears in the
classroom situation. I find that lots of our first grade youngsters with many experiences with kits,
are able to make rather rapid deductions of why things go together. think this is partly what
we're about. We want to help the children learn to operate in the world which they will face.
hone of us know exactly what this will be, so our main concern in the use of these materials is to
help the children be able to change mental gears as the situation demands.
had a very interesting experience when my youngster was in kindergarten because the
I
teacher was a very creative person and did a great deal of this Lint of kit teaching. She used a
magnetic kit with the children. She had many things that a magnet would pick up and would not
pick up. Vilest.' children were allowed to explore for a long time and someone finally reached a
conclusion and announced proudly, "I know what this is all about, magnets will pick up every
kind of nail there is." The teacher said, .,This is a very interesting observation." The next day in
the kit were copper nails. there were no comments, they were just there. When the children
I

began to explore. this put a situational demand on them to reorganize their thinking and to
adjust to something they had pretty well decided was fact the day before. But what had worked
yesterday was certainly not appropriate when the copper nails were added.
wide open in
I think in a sense this is what we're about in the use of these kits. The door
what we use, but again as Dr. Wetzel pointed out, it's how we use it that must be consistent and
open-ended in a way that children can respond freely and within their own experiential background.

Speaker: Dr. Wetzel,
In our closing minutes I'd like to say just a couple of words about what we might call

implementation of this program, that is, how this program is organized or becoming organized in
sixty-eight classrooms with sixty-eight different teachers and under variety of administrative
conditions.
hh ale of the program assistant which these two individuals represent, and there are about
nine altogether in the program, can't be over-emphasized. The program assistant, as NIrs. Weaver
pointed out, is the change agent. She is the individual who cariles the program into the classroom. Any attempt to implement new ideals in a new program must really attend to the process
by which this is done. We don't and I don't think we will in the near future, try to wrap this all
up in a manual which is put in the mail and sent out for a teacher to open up. We try to provide a
change agent, an individual who can work with the teacher. I don't mean telling her what to do
and telling her how to do it, but working with her in evolving this kind of classroom. The whole
process is an exploratory one. Where are variations. If you came to look at the sixty-eight
classrooms, you would see sixty-eight variations. There are certain essences that we work very
hard to hold the same. the ideal of centers, the ideal of exercising these skills in a variety of ways,
and so on. But the way the classrooms tre actually organized and set up physically and run would
be highly variable.
Different teachers are at different stages of development. 'en ,eacaers, themselves, contribute
to the development of ideas,
w this is wind I referred to earlier in the idea that you don't
I
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JUS C have a program, the program assistant's rule is not to impose a program on a teacher, or
impose programs in the classrooiu. It is to help the teacher, her administrators, to help the
evolution or programs, help
feed into progranIS and to develop new ideas, new ways of
working around this core or basic principles which we hope to FV;111/0 from our rationale. it is for
this reason we don't have a given set ul materials or a given set Of imposed teacher behaviors.
You've been an extremely kind and attentive audience to sit for virtually two solid hours. We
appreciate your attention and will be happy to answer any questions that we can.
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WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6,1968
MORNING SESSION

Co-Chairman: Dr. Peter Campanelli, Chief, Special Education
Section, Branch of Pupil Personnel Services,
Division of Education, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Washington, I). C.

Early childhood educators believe that each child is a whole organism, a unique individual
different from every other child. Early childhood educators believe that each child responds in
his own way to learning stimuli. On this belief, experiences are provided so that each child may
progress in terms of his own background and abilities. Fatly childhood educators believe that
learning is an integrated experience and that each child takes from any experience only that
which has meaning for him. In any group of randomly selected children, there will be individual
differences. These differences might be termed natural differences between children and create
no particular concern on the part of society or school. Rut when the differences are pronounced,
there may be need for specialized supportive services. 'rite process of education is not something
that Frippens to a child, rather it is the child who causes something to happen, and this something, this change, can only be optimal if the child brings to the learning situation maximum
readiness in the areas of physical, mental, social and emotional development. To insure such
readiness at the pre-school period, it requires the cooperative interaction of special and supportive community resources.
One of these is medical and health relative services. Oi,r first speaker this morning will discuss
ramifications of his professional specialty, with reference to supportive services to early childhood education. lie is Dr. Angel Reaud, who received his inedi'al degree and subsequent training
at the flavana University School of Medicine with post graduate work in nutrition and public
health in the United States. For sixteen years Dr.
was Professor of Preventive Medicine in
Public Health at Havana Univer.:ity Medical School. fie also served as President of the Havana
Medical Association from 1952 to 1958. He has been with the Division of Indian health of the
United States Public Health Service sInce 1962. At present he serves as Branch Chief of Community Health Services and Maternal and Child Health for the Division of Indian Health and
Washington, D. C. I present to you Dr. Angel Reaud who will speak to you on the Health and
Nutrition aspects in a Comprehensive Early Childhood Education Program. Dr. Reaud.
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HEALTH AND NUTRITION ASPECTS
IN A COMPREHENSIVE EARLY
CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAM*

Speaker: Dr. Angel Reaud, Chief, Community Health Services,
Division of Indian Health, U.S. Public Health
Service, Washington, D. C.
GOOd morning ladies and gentlemen. I did not realize how tall I am until I started my career as
a public speaker and I w'ts put behind a podium so the audience can usually see my eyebrows and
some of my hair but cannot see my whole face. Usually when I have time, I request a little bench
in order that I might stand up on it so that people can see me.

fins morning I will try to discuss the responsibilities of our two agencies: the Division of
Indian Health and the Bureau of Indian Affairs in a comprehensive program of health and
education for our beneficiaries; selling off these responsibilities and then integrating these
responsibilities because to separate and not to integrate would he elusive of our time and our
efforts.

HEALTH SERVICES

Illy preschool age has been called the neglected age. During the preschool years, health
services ar: usually inadequate, children are difficult to reach, immunizations are often incomplete, and physical, emotional anti social problems may go unrecognized and uncorrected, thus
handicapping the child's growth and development and his adaptation to school.
In a recent research project in South Carolina sponsored by the National Institute of Mental
Health, the most important problems uncovered in preschool age children were the following:
speech difficulties, poor personal hygiene, dental and medical problems, low initiative, too much
or too little curiosity and stunted physical, social and emotional development**
These findings emphasize one more the importance of the close coordination of the efforts of
teachers and school personnel with those of parents, medical and paramedical personnel, social

workers, departments of health, and community health agencies. Lspecially significant is the
understanding of the interprolessional nature of the school health programs.
The educational program for the Indian children is the responsibility of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs; the health care of the Indian beneficiaries is the responsibility of the Division of Indian
Health. In the comprehensive educational program for the Indian children the efforts and activities of both agencies, the Bureau and the Division, have to be closely integrated since successful
education relies upon good health and good health relies upon successful education.
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Health supervision in the preschool years In addition to its intrinsic value, health supervision
is important because many einldhood disabling, illnesses, both physical and emotional, have their
origin in infancy Or the preschool age. Health services for children of school age are part of a
continuum of child health supervision beiziinnine in infancy and extending through adolescence.

Effective health supervisiou for children during the years before entering school would help
considerably to get them ready for school and reduce the extent of the need for school health
services for children in the first year of school. Recogniting the importance of the preschool
years, the American Academy of Pediatrics' Committee on Indian Health recommended (May
1967) the following:

"Since the proper placement of students, and the staffing, facilities, and instructions
necessary for students are contingent upon health status of the student, the Committee recommends that the Division of Indian Health exercise continuous health
supervision and surveillance over beneficiary children prior to entry into school and
that they provide a complete health assessment and examination of the child prior to
entering school."
Basic divisions of the school health program The school health program .ne,uc es numerous
activities in which many different persons participate. For convenience, the program is comI

I

monly dividel, and this applies also to the preschool program, into three interrelated parts:
Health education, healthful school living and school health services. In actual practice the various
parts merge: school health services contribute to health education and healthful school living.,
healthful school living becomes possible when school health services provide a healthful environment; health education encourages healthful living and Will/es school health services for educational purposes. Nevertheless, this division is useful liar focusing attention on some specific
aspects of the whole program and setting responsibilities for action. In the comprehensive educational program for the Indian children it may be said that the responsibility for providing school

health services rests primarily upon the Division of Indian Health; teachers and other school
personnel have a cooperative role. ('he Bureau of Indian Affairs is responsible for the health
education component of the program. It is planned and conducted by teachers with consultation
from physicians, dentists, nurses and other members of the health teams and it is an integral part
of the curriculum. Ilealthful school living that embraces all efforts to provide physical, emotional
and social conditions which are beneficial to the health and safety of pupils, is a common
responsibility of both the Bureau and the Division. It includes the provision of a safe and
he.ifthrul physical environment, the organisation of a healthful school day, and the establishment
of interprofessional relationships favorable to mental health.

This presentation is concerned primarily with the health services component of the school
health program, and specifically, or the preschool health program for the Indian children. l3cfore
going farther, let me say at this point, that an objective of the Division of Indian Health is to have
every Indian chil,la healthy child when he enters school.
School health services The Joint Committee on Health Problems in Education of the National
Education Association and the American Medical Association defines School Health Sc .\ ices* as
follows: School health services are the procedures carried out by physicians, nurses, dentists,
teachers and others to appraise, protect and promote the health of the students and school
personnel. Such procedures are designed to a) appraise the health status of children and school
personnel; hi to counsel children, teachers and parents for the purpose of helping pupils attain
needed treatment or for arranging school programs in keeping with their abilities; c) to help
'School Health St rriccs
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picVent communicable diseases; di to provide emergency care for injury or sudden sickness; el to
promote optimum sanitary conditions and to provide proper sanitary facilities; and I') to protect
and promote the health of school personnel."
I he following is a summary of the appraisal, preventive and remedial aspects of the school
health services activities:
1, Appraisal Aspects
Screening tests weight and height measurements,
vision, hearing, tuberculin, hemoglobin, etc.
Medical examination.
Dental examination.
feachers and muses health asstissinent,
i'revent ive Aspects
Communicable diseases control -Immunitations.
Safety environment and safety measures.
Proper sanitary facilities.
First aid for injuries and sudden sickness.
lechnical assistance and consultation in regard to
the content and evaluation of health subject
matters used in teaching.
3, Remedial Aspects
Follow up services.
Health counseling.
Correction of remediable defects.
Practitioners physicians, dentists services.

Appraising the pupil healthUsually the term, health appraisal or health inventory, is applied
to the systematic efforts that evaluate pupil health through use of (a) teacher observations, (b)
screening tests, (c) Health histories, and (d) medical and dental examination. In some instances
These procedures will be supplemented by psychological tests and examinations.

Certain procedures to evaluate health are required by law in some states. Although legal
provisions must he meet, they usually embody only minimum requirements. A better program
results from local actions based on locally determined needs and resources.
Members of a group formulating a program to appraise pupil health are likely to have different

views cmeerning its purposes. One may think it is primarily concerned with physical health;
another that its greatest value is in relation to emotional health. The classroom teacher may
consider that the program is designed to help him learn the health assets and liabilities of his
pupils, whereas the physical educator considers it a means for determining pupil fitness to engage
in various physical activities, and the health educator believes it is a means of providing a valuable
educational experience. "I he physician and dentist will rightfully focus their attention on the
diagnostic aspect of appraisal procedures while the principal may be concerned primarily with the
procedures' contributions to pupil education. Actually, appraisal procedures are multiphasic or
multipurpose in nature: they satisfy a variety of needs.
Screening procedures Screening procedures should start in the preschool age so that damaging

conditions can be brought under control while still amenable to treatment. Although not (hagnostic. screening procedures. like the teachers' observations, "screen out" those who need further
attention. they are performed by teachers, nurses or technicians and may uncover health problcms not identified by observation of pupil appearance or belho ior.
Numerous SCrt:CilitW tests are available. In the Indian preschool health program, the following

are required; measurements of weight and height: vision and hearing tests: and tuberculin lest,
with chest x-ray of positive reactors and follow-up of their close contacts. Other screening
procedures such as measurement of hemoglobin level are optional. Trachoma detection is a must,
particularly in the Southwest and is conducted as a part of the medical examination or through
specially or±:aniteti trachoma teams.

Weighing and measuring is a procedure usually correlated with health education related to
physical growth and the factors that affect growth. Good practice is to weigh and measure pupils
three times during the school year. Comparison of measurements among pupils however, should
be discouraged. Emphasis should be placed on the individuality 01' each pupil and on the variations among his previous measurements. Pupils should compete with their own past records of
growth, and only incidentally with others. Physiological development may vary five years or
more among those of the same chronological age and rate of growth is not constant. Interest
aroused in pupils when they are weighed and measured can be used to help them increase their
understanding of how growth takes place and what factors influence it.
Sight and hearing are of particular concern. The educational reasons are that these two senses
need to he functioning at optimum level if the child is to make full and comfortable use of his

educational opportunities. 'Hie medical reasons are that the most frequent sight and hearing
problems of childhood have their onset in the first year of life when they are most susceptible to
treatment, and tend to get worse and inure difficult to correct as time goes on, lingering through
childhood to become permanent defects carried into adult life, In the United States all races, it is
estimated that one out of every five school children has defective vision and one out of every
twenty-five is hard of hearing.

The high incidence of tuberculosis among the American Indians (six times higher than the
incidence for the U.S. population all races) makes necessary the inclusion of the tuberculin test in
the Indian school health program. It is the policy of the Division to conduct annual tuberculin
testing of all children attending Federal schools. those found positive receive a chest x-ray
examination. For the Young positive reactors, a chemoprophylactic program is initiated and a
follow-up examination of the contacts is conducted.
Follow-up servicesIt is imperative that wherever screening is done, there are arrangements for
subsequent diagnostic examinations and needed medical or dental care if the screening and
diagnostic examinations are to yield desired defect correction.
In the U. S., in general, provision of medical and dental treatment is a function of private
practitioners of medicine and dentistry, not of schools. School health services identity health
problems and call parents' attention to conditions requiring treatment. 'Ile parent then takes the
pupil to the family physician or dentist. Those unable to afford such services are referred to
community agencies designated to provide treatment to the needy.
In the Indian health program the Division of Indian Health has the responsibility of providing
for the American Indians and Alaska Natives, in addition to the conventional school and preschool health services ;11 the Bureau of Indian Affairs school system, complete medical and dental
preventive, therapeutic and rehabilitative.

cat

The importance of early detection and correction of defects before starting school is constantly emphasized in the Division of Indian health. Indian children after the first year of life
visually are in need of booster immunizations to maintain the protection acquired in infancy.
Chronic infections not amenable to biological prophylaxis, such as impetigo and trachoma are
prevalent among preschool Indian children, the latter limited in extension to the Southwest.
Debilitating ear and eye diseases increase the need for correction,
hearing defects and sight
conservation. Orthopedic and other cosmetic and functional difficulties such as cleft palate and
harelip, missing front teeth and disfiguring defects from burns or other accidents are not infre-

cluent anong preschool Indian children and require correction before the child enters school.
In the age group three to live years, six decayed teeth per child were found among 12.191
Indian children examined in FN. 1'417. in addition, in the group examined fifteen percent of the
males and sixteen percent of the females had incipient peridontal diseases and three percent of
both hart mato,.:du,ion requiring. treatment.
Emotional and behavioral conditions and nutritional deficiencies are such important health
problems among preschool children that I will consider them at some length,

Mental and emotional health of children A school health program that does not include
attention to mental health is incomplete. Today in many population centers, the schools report
emotional disturbances and behavior disorders as the most common health problem. A number of
studies have shown that when children get into serious difficulties, the Onset can usually be
traced back to early childhood.
Mental and physical health cannot be separated: each is one aspect of total health. Some
mental health illness is caused by such physical factors as endocrine disturbances, inborn error Of
Inhel.Ihulisnl and detectable or undetectable injury to the brain or nervous system. Conversely,
physical illness may be caused, aggravated or prolonged by mental or emotional complications.
I'motional and behavioral problems are intensified among the American Indians by the struggle between cultures. FdticatOrS and members of the health team nave to overcome the problems
associated with the change in the cultural pattern of these people. Among Indians the conditions
that predispose to emotional and mental instability are aggravated by the Indian's struggle for
recognition and self-sufficiency in I new social setup. I he transition from the old and secure
Indian culture to the competitive and aggressive Anglo society sometimes presents unsurmountable obstacles to the Indian mind, thereby increasing the need for the mental health
c.o
in child guidance and counseling and demand ingenuity in the development of
methods to prevent further trauma to the growing child.
It is extremely important to identify the vulnerable child before the symptoms of mental or
emotional problems become too serious. Certain indications of emotional problems are readily
observable by teachers.
Emotional, Diagnostic and and Counseling. Clinics, and I prefer to use this title rather than
l'sy'cliiatric Clinics staffed by psychiatrists, psychologists and social workers are first class tools
in

a school mental health program. In general terms, school and/or preschool mental health

services should be designed:
to promote positive mental health in all children
I o prevent emotional disturbances
3. Fo help pupils with emotional problems
NUTRITION

Nutrition and nutritional problems Good nutrition is essential for good health. Nutrition
directly aiTCets

developmelit. reproduction, well-being and the physical and mental condition of the individual. Health depends upon nutrition and total health is such a basic fact of
health knowledge that it needs no further elaboration except in the following remarks concerning
the relationship of nutrition and intellectual potential.
Eor years it has been known that the deficiency of some nutrients, for instance thiamine or
niacin, is associated with emotional or mental derangements. The psychotic manifestations of
pellagra are well known in medicine. It also has been known for a long time that stunted growth
due to malnutrition during childhood is an irreversible process in later life. It win; shown many
years ago that the Mental age of undernourished ch ildren is lower than their chronological age

and that this gap is reduced vlica the nutritional conditions are improved. New in the field of
nutrition is the growing evidence suggesting a relationship between malnutrition ;Intl mental
retardation. "the recognition that undernourished children may emerge from childhood lacking
ability to leach their full genetic intellectual potential introduces a new and perhaps a 1.1'01k:111V
note into theories or national development. I his was written by Alan D. Berg in an article that
appeared recently in 1:14eIgn ;Affairs insigatine. the vicious cycle of malnutrition, mental retardation. unemployability and poverty affects poor countries as well as poverty stricken minorities
in more affluent societies.
From a practical standpt..thil, the school is coneerned with two types of nutritional problems:
obesity mid deficiency diseases. While obesity is an individual or family affair, deficiency diseases

may affect the individual, the Family, the community and the whole country, For this reason
they will be discussed at some length in the following paragraphs.
Deficiency diseases Hie term "deficiency diseas,- indicates a physiologic dysfunction due to
um insufficiency at the tissue level of one, and usually more than one nutritional factor necessary
for health and well being. I lie deficiency may be primary or secondary (conditioned).
Causes of deficiency diseases Primary deficiencies are due to inadequate intake of nutrients
b!,

reason of lack of food I poverty, regional factors) or lack of education to select the proper

foods. Secondary deficiency diseases may he due to:
al failure of absorption, e.g,., diarrhea and other
gastro-intestinal diseases,
hi impaired utiliialion .ind sb.dage,
liver
diseases. inborn error of metabolism.
increased requirements. e.g.., pregnalley,
lactation, growth. fever.
d) excessive excretion, e.g., nephrosis.

It is obvious that the primary deficiency diseases are not only of medicinal woodlice; they have
also educational, economic. social and political implication.
Nutritional deficiencies among Indian children Gross malnutrition of the kwst..hiorkor,
beriberi or pellagra type of disease is rare among Indian children, but mild and even moderate
nutritional deficiency exist in greater numbers than is commonly supposed. Primary' deficieneics
and deficiencies secondary to diarrhea sire the most lb:gut:in etiological entities.
Nlany beneficiaries, especially prenatal patients. infants and children. suffer front nutritional
ds!fic.ieneies. A large number of the pediatric adrnn.sions to hospitals show signs of malnutrition,
primary or conditioned. which occur most frequently in children t>I preschool a,,,,::Ltitt.1 are More
severe and damaging under one year of age. Artioll:.! time NaVato, It is estimated that twelve
percent of infants hospitalited have anemia of
iron deficiency type. In general, there is little
understanding in the Indian or Alaska Native family of the relation of food to health, growth or
disease. Diet histories taken by public health nutritionists support the impression of oilier professional staff that the Indian diets are generally inadequate: high in carbohydrate and fat: low in
protein, caleitim, iron and Vitamins A and C.
Recommilded dietary allowances for preschool children and level of income of Indian and
,Alaska Native families 1
Food mmmd Nutrition Board of the National Research Council recommended in 19(13 the following dietary ;allowances for children three to six years of age: edit)] ies.
1000: protein. -TO
calcium, U.S gm; iron. It) ing; thiamine. 0.6 nn.. riboflavin, I rig: niacin, i l
ascorbic acid. '",t) mg, vitamin A, 2501 units: vitamin I), -MO units.
Well over two-thirds of time Indian and Alaska beneficiaries reside on land with nisiOnal or nt,
eeonomie potential or m areas where employment opportunities are limited to occasional sea-

social stork. The Bureau of Indian Affairs reports that the average annual income for a typical
reservation family ( five to six members) is between S 1500 and 51700. .fhis is barely one-half the
family income of 53000 considered as a "poverty line" for the nation.
It is virtually impossible for families with income at this level to have nutritionally adequate
diets without substantial supplementation of what their limited financial resources will provide.
Toward solving the nutritional problems of the preschool Indian chikkeyThe problem of
adequate nutrition is different from other health problems. It is vast in its ramifications as it
involves such diverse issues as crop production provrams, farm machinery, fertilizers, manpower.
food preservation, transportation distribution and storage, proper food preparation, level of
income, and nutrition education. It is evident that such problems cannot be solved by any one
agency.

The nutritional problems of the Indian families cannot be separated from other socioeconomic problems of the American Indians. Housing, employment and income are closely
intertwined with health, food and education. But we cannot wait for the total solution of all the
problems confronting our beneficiaries to undertake action on sonic urgent and remediable
needs. Impro,ement of the nutritional status of the preschool Indian children can be attained
with a three - pronged approach:
)

Social assistance to make an adequate diet available to Indian families whenever the family
income is unabk to provide such a diet. United Stat(!s Department of Agriculture donated
(commodity) foods have made a significant contribution to the diets of the Indian families
who received them. Unfortunately, not all Indian families in need of help are reached by the
program. Indian and Alaska Native children enrolled in kindergarten classes and Head Start
programs should have the benefits of some type of feeding program like the school lunch
program this may provide the one good meal of the day for the child. Even when donated

foods are distributed in the maximum quantities permitted and added to other food
resources of the family, there is no insurance that an adequate diet for any family member

2)

will result. The preschool child will be competing for food with other members of the family
unit and may not fare as well as his siblings. This is another reason to favor a feeding program
in Head Start and kindergarten.
Education of pupils and their parents in the proper selection of foods, it must be realized,
however, that modification of dietary practices cannot be accomplished overnight. Education

of the pupils is a task of the school program. Education of their parents is the task of the
Division of Indian Health nutritionists and dietitians as part of their family-centered educational programs.
Party diagnosis and prompt treatment of specific deficiency diseases in infants and preschool
children. .[-his is the responsibility of the health team of the Division of Indian Health.

The total child and the team approach The school health program approaches the child as a
whole. including his physical, mental, emotional and social growth and development.

Unfortunately, there is no one test at present that will evaluate the whole or total child,
including his physical, mental, emotional and physical makeup. Periodic inventory and evaluation
by the physician, using all available material, are the best means under the circumstances. The
rate of progress can be determined by a comparison of previous surveys and is most valuable.
Concerning the physical aspects of a child, it is helpful to make comparisons with standard
height and weight charts or. as many prefer, to use such methods as Wet,el's grid. Roentgenograms of th,n wrists and hands reveal the skeletal age and progress. The clinician may also want to
consider the amount of subcutaneous fat and muscular development. But no one type of examination or measurement tells all.

For mental and emotional evaluation, charts and tests are helpful in assessing performance and
behavior. A number of intelligence tests have been devised for children, but below five years of
age the information obtained is less reliable than after that age, For the evaluation of emotional
progress, projective personality tests. such as the Rorschach, may he useful. But many of these
tests have to be adapted to the needs of the Indian school program and their reliability evaluated
before drawing valid conclusions.
At present, a combination of the subjective opinion of a trained physician who uses his clinical

judgment and insight into the child; the parents and their environment; the observations of
teachers; and the results of all the objective tests and other findings available, provide the most
reliable evaluation of the total child.
Many agencies and individuals in the community share the responsibility of protecting and
improving the health of the school children. Teamwork is necessary if the greatest possible results
are to be achieved. School health services need to be conducted in consort with the other parts of
the school health program and with the total school program. Clearly defined and frequently
used channels of communications will improve coordination. And finally, a comprehensive health
program for students requires the services of the entire health team. The team approach cannot
be overemphasized.

In the fertile field of education, the common task of both agencies, the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and the Division of Indian Health, is to develop, coordinate and implement policies and
procedures that will help the Indian children to grow into young men a nil women, physically
strong, mentally sound and socially LI will 1; capable of living an effective and enjoyable life.

Co-Chairman: Mr. Vernon 1', Shook, Chief, School Social
(York Section, Branch of Pupil Personnel,
Division of Education, Burem of Indian
,Affairs, Washington. D. C.

hank you, Dr. Ream'. I think that there is no question in oar mind that you share with us
the belief that this society's greatest asset is our children. I am impressed with two things among
many others in your speech: First you have underscored the ten 'comprehensive' which is in the
title of this conference; secondly, you have impressed me greatly with the many faceted aspects
of a good health program and its importance to a successful education program. I know more
than ever before the need for us all to work together closely to a common end -a successful early
childhood experience in education. Thank you.

SOCIAL SERVICES IN A COMPREHENSIVE
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
PROGRAM

Speaker: Dr. Ira Gibbons, Director, Social Services,

Project head Start, Office of Economic Opportunity,
Washington, D. C.

[hank you very much Mr. Shook. Ladies And gentlemen I am very grateful to Mrs. Jessen for
the invitation to speak tc yon this morning about such an important subject as Social Services in
a Comprehensive Early Childhood Education Program. As I listened to Dr. Reaud, it seemed that
you may not find it necessary to have a second speech because he gave us enough food for
thought to spend the rest of the day mulling over and kicking around. I am sure that you will
discover in his remarks many of the same things I am going to be talking about. the only
contribution l could make would be to re-emphasize s'inie portion of his ideas. i suspect that
because a lack of experience in social services per se, he did not emphasize that component. But,
I like the spirit in which he presented his concern for this whole program.
think it is very important for us to understand what is meant by a comprehensive social
service program, I would like also to take this opportunity to say that it was a real pleasure when
I met with Dr. Reaud and ()tin rs in preparation for this particular program which represents the
beginning of my work with the li,ireatt of Indian Affairs.
When we talk about a comprehensive social service program, I'm thinking about a familycentered prolHrain. All too often what we think of is the child and what happens to the child in
!lead Start. Instead, we like to think about the whole program as a family-centered program, not
just education for the child. As a matter of fact, in regard to education, I \vould like to provid,'
you tis tlt my way of looking at it. Going back to its Latin root, educo means to lead out of, it
does not mean to hit up as one fills up a jug. but rather to lead out of the person that wh" ch is
I

within him. With this kind of an idea, we can better see its relatedness to a family-centered
program, we visualize at once the kind of a program we ought to have. Education begins in the
Amt in that program, the social services should serve, as for example, the kind of mortar
one puts around bricks to hold them together and thereby constructing a wall. 111 Other words,
social services could be conceived of as those integrative activities in the [lead Start program
which tend to hold the whole wall of family living together, to support it and to strengthen it. We
can see this as Dr. Reaud talked about the health needs of the child and that of the teacher and
education, when we talk about the community and its concern or the concerns it ought to have
for the child and his family , we see social services intermingling and bringing together those kinds
of activities of specialists winch tend to strengthen the family as a whole unit. Social services are
developed through policy-making. Ncw this is what is necessary for building a comprehensive
program. We are after the integration, as Dr. Reaud said. of services for the whole family as a

family, and then for several groups of families in the community as the comnn;:iity. he social
service needs of the child are in reality community needs.
would like to underscore his mention of the importance of mental health because, to my
mind, the programs that we have for children before entering school, formal school, really
represents an opportunity for theng to learn how to live. These years should not necessarily be
given to learning the alphabet alone, the abc's and the I,2,3,'s because this world of ours is
becoming much more complex, We have a tremendous task in learning about human relations.
fins is the area in which the social worker can be helpful. I suspect that there are many
contributions he can make. One service that the social worker offers is in getting people to
communicate with one ;mother. phis is perhaps to my mind anyway, one of the most important
of things because you can educate a child very well; you can bring out all of his intellectual
qualities and still find him a misfit in this society. Now, with all of the problems that we have, we
cannot afford to neglect helping people to learn to live meaningful lives with other people. We
need, therefore, in early childhood education to stress the opportunities for leaning to live, how
to get along with other people, with his parents, with adults and with those in authority. This
requires a sense of self-direction, self-esteem and sensitivity to others essential to achievement of
positive mental health. Mental health is the feeling of well-being which helps the individual to
maintain desirable human relations.
This means that we must underscore our entire program with mental health intervention, so
that the individual can have a feeling of well being about himself, It is only when one can feel
well about himself that therefore he can extend to other people the same kind of courtesy. For,
if one is frustrated, is frightened and full of fear, he cannot be expected to extend to others the
feeling of well-being because he doesn't have it himself. Another, it would seem to me, that social
workers can help with, would be helping the staff and parents with understanding the meaning of
mental health intervention and the construction of program activities to make it possible,
But let us look for a minute at what we think of as social work. in this instance, I suspect that
in these new programs such as Head Start, Follow Through, we need a reconsideration of what
we mean by social work and social services. Since the beginning of the industrial revolution we
have been living in an industrial-technological society and have regarded the people who need
economic help as expendables. They are not treated as a part of our major concern. In this
re ,wet we approach consideration of their needs on a crisis basis. It is when the fire is lighted and
the family is burnt out that the community will rush, not alone with fire fighters, but the whole
community is there to lend a hand. The fire may have been caused by some old oil stove. The
family next door also has an oil stove and live in as wretched a condition but it just didn't happen
that they had a fire this time Sc) we do not pay attention to that family; we circumvent that
family and all the other families who are not in a crisis situation. It is only when a crisis occurs
I

that we then provide a battling ram and put all of our money and all of our concerns into
provisions for them. But this is only one way of looking at life in a great industrial and technological society. In so far as production of goods is concerned, we act as if people are expendables.
When they are not really contributing to production it is not important for us to consider them.
We tend to consider people only dilri»g their productive years. If you're too young to produce
then you become expendable. 'that's the kind or attitude we have in an industrial society. "I-his is
referred to as social darwinkm.
Well, I'd like to suggest another possibility that could be described as an institutional arrangement. An institutional arrangement is that which Dr. Reamd described when he said that ahead of
time you expect children will be suck, you expect that tbcy will need nutrition, you expect that
they will need to ,,..!rov,' and develop, so that developmental provisions are prepared ahead of time

tit

with the expectation that if and when these provisions are needed, they are available. Under that
condition we do not have to summon our energies and our concerns in a L'riSiti situation to furnish
them. they are there because they are part of the institutional arrangement, much as the school
is, the church or whatever other institutions we may have developed to ineet the growing needs

or people.
I would like to remind you of something that sometimes we overlook. That is, in the preamble
to our constitution there are these words; ". provide for the connrcn defense, promote the
general welfare." Now what Dr. Reamt and myself are talking about is a concern for the general
welfare, Could we just take program services off the shelf of special and just make them general
,

so that they may apply to anyone and everyone who have the need for services? In that sense we
will then be supplying in so many instances, what might be regarded as social utilities. When this
building was built, the builders built in the light electricity. It was built in. They did not wait for

the occupants to come in and say "you know, I would like to have a little light." Then the
builder would have to go out and ask the electric company to come and run wiring for the light.
No, when the building was built, necessary equipments were regarded as essential for using the
building and they were built in. Can we build in provisions of all kinds of services, in terms of
social utilities for the general welfare? 'Ehis is what is required of us in a highly technological and
industrial society. We are still using the agrarian approach in an industrial society. That is, every
man had his home for his family. Can we move to a larger opportunity for illumination where
titer is plenty of light for everyone just to turn it on? That is all we ask. This is the kind of thing
we're looking for; we, therefore, would like to see social services extending from programs in
Parent Child Centers through Ilead Start, through Kindergarten to Follow Through and even
beyond. Our situation is such that once those of us who have had this kind of experience get
started, we can see the goals to which we ought to be moving and there is no question but that
program services will move from childhood through to old age. This is the nature of life in our
society. Provisions for developmental growth must be an essential part of planning in our
communities.
We need, therefore, to be concerned about human potentialities. That which is within each
person should be brought out. Asa teacher I have tried this idea several times in class. Students
discuss in the beginning what they know about the subject tinder study. For it is only after that
experience that I am able to put anything of significance in. The process of education is such that
when people are filled with something they want to say they rarely ever listen to others talking to
them. What is said just goes over rather superficially. As it was once said, there are times when
whatever is said goes from one ear through the other and nothing sticks between. In this kind of a
society with all of our problems, we cannot afford for people not to listen,
There art some other things i think of that are important in terms of social services in a child
development program. It seems to me that the image we have of social work and social workers
must he changed. Social workers have to help us with that change. We often think of a social
worker as a person who enters at the end of the line of frustration and wants to bring in the
bottle of milk and the loaf of bread from providers who are probably saying that because in our
society we really don't want you to die before our eyes, we will give you enough so that you can
survive, not really live. It is the social worker who selves as the middleman. lie is not thought of
as a resource but rather as a person who deprives.

Now this kind of image which we have of the social worker as the middleman is not that
which should enter into a comprehensive program for our early childhood education and a
program of early childhood development. Social work and social workers have much more to
contribute than to fulfill this role. 'there are some other things that social workers are educated
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to do. have some examples. Social workers, and I'm talking about graduate professional social
workers now, have to study subjects which will enable them to have knowledge about human
behavior, that of individuals in interpersonal relations and in groups. II seems to me that in any
mogram it would he helpful to have such a person help with the development of the curriculum
for the kiaily activities of the children, I here are ObSelVatiOliS about individual children and the
small group which should he helpful to the teacher iic building the curriculum. As a matter ()I'
faet. in planning for the development or the program the social worker, who not only has studied
human development but also those interacting processes in human relations can help to hring
about positive human relationships on the staff level as well. I Ice social worker can help the s'ailf
working with the children and with the families to understand each other. here is no question
but that we regard the family as a group Of interacting personalities and it shout(' '.)e known that
the social worker can do family ck.,unselling. Fssentially the menthers of a family constitute
group of interacting personalities. You are very likely to find the same kind of individual behavior in the family group is you find in other small groups outside of the family. But it is there,
I

within the family, that the child first learns how to regard himself, his own self-image; and,
therefore, how other people look at him because ever after this as he joins other groups, the
linage lie has of himself is related to the image which he developed in his family, his status
position in tire family is that which he carries as an essential part of his personality. 'fire social
%%mser understands that development. The social worker can help also in the training of the
social service aides both in the pre-service and in the in-service training of members of the staff
and the volunteers. in addition, the social worker does have knowledge about social and cultural
differences, and we can expect the social worker to help us in this regard. You see if you exclude
these from any possibility that the social worker has had this kind of knowledge, you may never
call on him for help. 1 he social worker can serve also as a resource person for the staff and he

conies to know more and inure about the community and families in the community. This
information can really be translated into activities within the center. For example, working with
parents in all of their programs is of the highest priority as a social service. Sometimes we tend to

dismiss the parents and not include them. Rut, they are important in any child development
program. Instead, we May try to work with the child outside of the family and what we are doing
is really causing more confusion for the chi .1 because his sell-image is tied up with his family alit;
they are left out of the program. I don't care how poor or how ignorant they may he, they are his
paients, members of his family. I he staff imist confront that kind of situation and learn to work
with the parents. If this be not so, you are not going anywhere. For example, the teachers will

help the child to make two steps today in the classroom hut he will be one and a hair steps
backward over night. l he teacher gains one-hall a step while she could have had the family to
hack the pro..lram, so that the child that you provide with two steps will he had: tomorrow with
two and a hill steps bc,:ause the other half was provided by that family, by the kind of supports
that a child is able to get from his family.

I hen, there are several other things we nnght mention about this but I think one of the
concerns we should have here today is where .,ire we going with these programs, where can the
sticial services Make a contrihntion in these mograms? Well my feeling is, notice 1 said my feeling
is that the whole ineanlip. of these programs go hack to the Chinese philosopher, Laude who
lived in the 13th Centel} B.C.. and I paraphrase the words of that I3th Century 13.C,,,
philosopher when he said -It is when the people can say we have done this ourselves that you
realty iLive had good leddersitip-. Now that is where' :ire coi ic. We have been doing things for
people newt eyell Willi people. I he trine teas Collie III LIM:, of ;I reCOnSider:111(111 of our social
services vhcre we are really helping people do things for themselves. Now we talk a lot about

hi)

helping people to help themselves and having said that, we go ahead and help them anyway. Now
let us take that seriously to have people do for themselves. Now this is where the social service
aides and the families come in. People need to learn skills to live in this complex world of ours.
Social services and other professionals can help with this. Not only are there some things families
can do to maintain adequate nutrition that no one else can ,to for them but they are in a position
to teach others these skills and know that they will carry on. For example
people learn about

health and prevention of ill-health their coming to the physician will he less and less frequent
because they know how to take care of themselves. We must come to know that training of
people so that knowledge and wisdom can be a resource for the every day man and child are
urgent needs. They lutist develop skills to do for themselves what they really need to do in this
kind of a complex world. We are moving up to higher things. We are moving upon the moon and
perhaps we could share our technology and know how about community services with the
common man. It has been said and rightly so that this is the century of the common man.
Vevelopmental provisions are necessary for growth. ('restive leadership must he found to
mobilite them for social services.
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As a start perhaps it might be of some value to restate the two objectives of this conference.
We are here to take advantage of an opportunity to consider, explore and exchange ideas about
the objectives and factors involved in planning, establishing, and implementing comprehensive
early childhood education programs.
We are also here to take advantage of the opportunity for continued dialogue essential to the
development of these programs. Our panel hopes to provide "food for thought" that you might
use when you engage in continuing considerations of this new program.
We would like to share research findings, to share experiences, to point up pertinent issues, all
of these intended to supply you with a way to engage in a "food for thought" operation. At no
time shall we try to prescribe or dictate thought. l his shall come out of your own deliberations
and what you do with the give-and-take action that happens here. Our pattern will at first be that

of a symposium. Each person will fake approximately tell minutes to present, from his background, carefully selected packages of information which represent "food for thought" for you.
We may then engage in a little cross-examination of our own remarks. At this point the pattern of
activities will change and become an open and free forum. We would like to hear reactions from
some of you people who have been listening to the speeches. You may want more information
from any one of the speakers who are here before you. You inay want to fill in some gaps that

you think are important or you may want to raise new questions. And when all of this is
recorded in the reports and given to you, you will not only have the words of the speakers who
were originally designated to speak on the symposium platform, but also the very valuable
information which I am sure will come from the floor. We hope that you will participate to the
extent of your interest in that phase of the program.
Our speakers are: Mr. Jule Sugarman, Associate Director, Project [lead Start, Office of
Economic Opportunity, Washington, D. C.: Mr. Francis McKinley, Associate Director, Indian

Education Project, Far West Laboratory, Berkeley, California; Dr. W. Bruce Welch, Chief,
Guidance and Counseling Section, Branch of Pupil Personnel Services, Division of Education,
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C.; Mrs. Stella T. Lee, Education Specialist, Shiprock
Agency, Navajo Area Office. Division of Education, Shiprock, New Mexico; and Dr. Minnie P.
Berson, Coordinator of Early Childhood 1 ducation, Elementary and Secondary Education, U,S.
Office of Education, Washington. I). C.
It is with pleasure that I present Mr. Jule Sugarman, our first symposium member.
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THE ROLE OF THE PARENT AND
COMMUNITY IN A COMPREHENSIVE
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAM

Speaker: Mr. Jule Sugarman, Associate Director, Project
Bead Start, Office of Economic Opportunity,
Washington, D. C.

very happy to participate in the birth rites of another new program for young children.
As I was coining out here last night, I was recalling that it is just about three years ago to the day
when Head Star had its birth rites. We went through an announcement at the White House and
then began speaking around the country about what we originally conceived to be a relatively
modest program but which very quickly became a very large program. I also recalled that when I
started talking about Ilead Start, I was primarily talking about a program for children and was
talking about all the wonderful things that were likely to happen to young children if they could
have a Head Start kind of experienc.:. One of the things I think we learned from Head Start is not
only just what it can do for children, and we found that it can do a great deal for children, but
what it can do for parents and what it can do for communities. And I have come to the point in
my own thinking where I find it difficult to discuss Head Start or really an early childhood
program worth its salt, without talking about the impact upon the communities and upon the
parents involved. And in fact, we came to find that it is not really possible to run a very effective
early childhood program unless one somehow finds ways to involve the parents and the members
of the communities in general.
I took the occasion of being in Albuquerque this .morning to go out and visit a program at the
Isleta Pueblo. I'm sorry to say that it is the first Indian program I've had a chance to see. But if

they are all like that, we're in good shape because it is really an excellent program under a
sensitive group of people and under the personal patronage of the tribal council. While I was
there this morning, there were three 111C111hers of the tribal council who came in, not to see me,

but because they had something they had to do today for the Head Start program in Isleta,
looked on the wall and there was a list of the meetings that were being held by the members of
the tribal council and by other persons in the community interested in the program. It is almost a
staggering kind of thing in terms of the amount of time and effort that people within the tribe
are willing to devote to tins program. Finally I walked into the classrooms and in every classroom
was a parent and I was told every day it is a different parent. Sometimes parents come back
repeatedly but the point is that it is an open classroom, that it is a place where parents not only
feel free to conic to observe, but feel tree to be a part of that classroom, feel tree to sit and
observe their own child, feel tree to talk to the teacher about children in general, to work with
the aide in helping get sonic of the things done that always need doing in classrooms. take the
children on field trips, and to do a hundred and one things that make them feel a part of the
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11. ce is now, it seems to me, a base of people, a base of concern and a base of interest

whieli if you can capitaliie on it, llaS a great potential fur C1e1101* y011 are doing in the 131A

progiains m terms of improving motitation, in terms of improving ;ispirations, in terms of
impioving just plain old competence. NOW On the other hand, it possible that you Can destroy'
the kind of thing that seems to be happening. Its possible that the formulas which ma have
been appropriate hi the past. which may have been all that we knew how to du in the past, are
dead Its nut outs' possible, it's eettaill that OIL'y are dead. It is eettain, nut for just the Indian
population, but for all kinds of people in the hilted States and for all
of people around the
world who can no longer he content, who can no longer he isolated, who can no longer be told
how to live their lives. Once you decide that parent partieipatiOn is Worthwhile, it's a v'-'1)'
difficult question to know how to start it and how to keep it going. I suppose that the best
answer I c;in give you is to find somebody on your staff who cares ,ibout it. I o find somebody
who plays the role of Oirector in the program. or teacher in the progr.tin or member of the I3121
staff who believes that this is important. whit) is willing to devote the time and the energy to take
the time to net it done. That is why the Isleta program is good one. because at Isleta there is a
51 intim) tvlio lives and eats ;Ind breathes the belie! that parents are important and that they ought
to be involved in the program.
I here art some formal things that you can do. In Head Start we hat.e sonic rules: I'm not at ;ill
sure that !het are the best Riles in the world or that they are the tight inks for the ILIA program,
1,10 let MC tint tell
ms hat tile\ are 50 that you can lase them as SOIllethillt! to think about and
the possible pond of depai tore lot forming your own rules.
I Ile nest rule is that parents ,ire
s welcome in the classroom. I hey inay come there is
I
bey
Ina come as volunteers or they may come simply
c111111"!, es's
1)1012-bunhceause they want to see tt hat is going on ill tile Cia,Nrooln. I ile,Y are not only welcomed, they
are encouraged. t iiven the real opportunity. ;Ind they are given special invitations, they ;lie really
made to feel that they should he :I part of what's going on in the classroom.
bite second rule in Head ,Start is that the staff is expected to spend sonic time in visiting with
parents in their 4)5\11 Immune so that the stall Call Understand the kinds

prOhlell1S. the kinds of

eoncei ns that the parents have. and so that the static:in work with the parent in terms of giving
them ideas as to limos they can be more helpful ;Ind most cflectite in Wolkillt! With Children in the

Ile third rule is that there needs to he complementary educational (ictit dies for patents as
\\ell .18 Children. I Mal those dctik iticN (101t

he the kind that ;tie a response to what the parents
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are interested in, to ss hat the patents led that they need, r :ether than the hinds ()I' things that the
start feels they need. And these take all limns. consumer e(luation, ca.(t.
1111 psychology to gener;ii
educational development wink. to ails sort H thing that collies out of the needs 1)1 the parents. It
r. Hut ,dy,ays, cast in the r(e.rinnin.! to :!et parents to e \press those needs. Again. it you can find
that staff inembei w lb) has the sensitkits, ssho has the ability to communicate with p:trellts, it is
Vel1 likely that s mill get w hat you ant.
Noy, the fourth ride and probably the most contioversial rule. is the Wks that parents should
have a thin Nay akIllt \\ hat nets dale in the programs. We require in (lead Start progams that

there be a pohe1 advisory 0)mmitlee, hidi must be composed of at least 5n, paients, the
remainder of the people heing drawn flom the professional community and other petsons
ested in the program. l hat policy advisins" committee has some rather clearly defined responsibilities, First of all, the request of funds for :t program cannot he sent t 0110 until the policy
advisory committee has approved it. Secondly, the Director of the program cannot he selected
vithout the approval of the committee. thirdly, the policy advisory L'011ithittet: in many situations acts as the vehicle fur grievences, appeals, expressions of concerns, complaints and takes a
very serious view or its responsibilities to he the advocate of the parent, but at the same time the
advocate of the stall.

think that one or the most fruitful things that occurs in good parent policy advisory
committees is when that committee begins to see its responsibilities to the children, to the
I

parents themselves, unit to the staff as being of equal importance. .And they are of equal importance. All of these groups are 11011E111 beings I hese groups are deserving of consideration and
recognition lot their distinctiveness and for their own individual performance. And I suppose in a
that's what all parent and community" participation is about a recognition that we're
talking about human beings, that we're talking (Wont 1111111;1n beings who have character, who
have integrity, who have strengths and who, above all. have a love for their children and a wish to
do right.
I think some of those elements and perhaps otheis as well are the kinds of things that you
need to begin to grapple with in your sessions both here and as you return to your home bases.
It's a problem and it's an opportunity. 11' you will invest the time and if you will examine your
own views and your own attitudes. I think von will find it to be most worthwhile in terms of tire
payoff and the equality of your prnffalll.
Speaker: Mr. Francis McKinley, Associate Director, Indian Education
Project, Far West Laboratory I in cooperation with the
National Indian Youth Council), Berkeley, California.
1\ di I'm vL:ly 1ehac1

to he here to participate in this conference and I'd like to express the

re,,,rcis or Melvin 1 hoar who couldn't he here because of his attendance at some hearings in

Washington yesterday and today. Ile asked me to represent him today on this panel which 1 am
very happN to do.

We have been talking in all of our sessions up until now about human beings, about human
feelings. about human experiences: and 1 imagine that these people ),1r. Warren pointed out had
thoughts and feelings about education as well is about other things in their development and

growth and authority.

I his

is an example of what were talking about. Back in the Indian

.intry, thew are many people w ho arc 1.1:oh:ibis thinking tine same thollizlits, but maybe not as
well organtied or Irlavi)e
HClkot specifically in a way that von professional people like to
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think about them. Now I don't know how you feel about John Dewey; he is criticized quite
severely and unfairly. believe for some innovations which were introduced in the schools in the
111,111h:
111').!reSSIVe education, BLit to nee he is a person who has reflected deeply on the subject
I

or edneation and once in

;iw hile !_'lance
sonn. pages in Ins hook and get a thought omit of
them. in one of his books which I looked at hetore I came here, trying to find something sensible
to say, carne ;teros, in his introductory pages on democracy of education what he says about
education being a practical enteipitse. and that it requires a synthesis between our scientific
I

I

knowledge and competence and our ossl1 beings ptis humans, as man, and that it is our
responsibility- to think about the scientific concern whin our own experience. I thought it was
quite relevant to what we ;ire talking about in early childhood education because what he really is
saying is that too often we forget that the child, specifically the Indian child, is also feeling and
thinking. that he has emotions and that he's experiencing and exploring, that he's trying to find
out ,ibout the world. I assume that the Indian child has for centuries been trying to do the same
thing. Dewey also points out that sehool is a modern invention, For thousands of years, human
beings have been educating them selves. it is only recently that schools have been established to
do this. I hey are not perfect yet; they are still undergoing mouifications. Our purpose here today
is to tly and help with that improvement,
think When WC talk about, with some relevance, regarding taking parents into consideration,
when we are talking about education where the child is, I'd like to quote from John Dewey:
"1 he principal at the school has more education resources than those which exist outside of the
school. Fite sort of material that instructs children or adults outside of the school. The sort of
material that instructs children or adults outside of school is fundamentally the same sort that
has power to instruct within the school.I

We must hear this in mind: that it will help us think about the kinds of contributions that
parents can make for the education of our children. Now that I've given you the impression that I
know what
talking about,
proceed to tell you about some of my experiences in education.
About ten years ago I was fortunate enough to he working for my tribe, the Lite Indian Tribe.
We weren't w(..n.king

trying to improve the educational system, we didn't have 0E0 and all
those other government programs those days so that there was private financing of the organi/ation to the tune of Fifty to seventy-five thousand dollars per year. One of the first things that
we set up was a slitlitilet kindergarten program. Later we modified this because the school district
felt vve were doing pretty good
this and applied it to the whole school district. So we
established instead a nursery school program for three ,ind four-year-olds in the summer. Later
we developed a year-round program with these pre-school children. And the thing that I
remember about this is that it provided an opportunity to look at hlllnall relationships, human
interaction. and developm,mt. It gave us an opportunity to look at culture change, culture
conflict, and culture adaptation. It was a real learning experience for us because we were given an
opportunity to see in a kind u f panoramic view what everybody had been talking about but really,
it

never had seen in a line Sittlallorl. WC had listened to people talk about theories and all this sort of
thing. but they did not ,,ioduee programs for us in time flesh. liut here we were seeing some of the
very things we vvert. talking about. something that was a great learnin,! experience for us and the
prents whom we were working with.
I'd like to list just a fee, of the things that we saw. 1 he first thing that conies to mind, that Dr.
Dozier mentioned, i s something about role models: it immediately triggered ine to think about
the little games that we play e ss ith these children. We called it a vol' playing kind of situation,
one was to net these children and ohscrve them through 1 one-way window amid watch them play.
Wc would throw o;it clothing to these children and see what they would do with it. Well, little

7

k),), JJ,;,. to phi ,
they ss >Illltt belt
Ihe
an,1 inv;uitHy inosl ut them avoid put
on %,ornen'N g,ah, long dresses and high heeled shoes, etc., and vely few, of
would put oil
11,I1C Ck)11111'W. SO What did that tell us? One thing sv;is that there 1»1151 be a reason Why they lend

to he this wau. 55 In, tileV would prefer to act like females. I he nude figure was either Mconsequential of he was strong. Well. the ones that acted this way happened to he whele the male
tigure was very weak and the mother was geller,111,. FiA1111111!..), the family. But where the male figure

was strong and did not et.t drunk
day. generally the male figure was strong. You could see
it in the pl,ly of the children, it confirmed what the family situation was so WC were able to learn
this and also talk to the parent about the kind of situations which were developing and illustrated
to us in this particular play situation.
Another one was that we used to wonder who their cultural heroes were. We knew that when
we talked about Mickey Nlant lc that they didn't know who WC Were t'Alking ,IHOtit, So We would
\\ ho do on look up to?" Well, it was nut very surprising because my cultural heroes were
say
the same when I us.,is a kid, and it turned out to he the town drunks, You know they were the
only individuals in a kind of placid community where nothing ever happens ar; the only excitement was in the 11011. when the drunks got hauled off to jail. Most of these harmless drunks kind
of just putt this act on by drinking and raising a commotion and so here would come the police
agotiS with sirens and lights flashing and they would get taken in. Most of them would do it just
to entertain the kids; so when the kids played. they would be the drunks. But what was the
meaning of this? It WAS certainly a kind of indicative thing. It wasn't healthy so the parents were
concerned about it. They would say look what my child is doing I don't want old John, who is
.,ths lys drunk, to he a model for my child. I want him to model himself on somebody else. So
here was an AlwouWnity to work with the parents.
But iii)w do we go about this? Who shall we set up for models if this is what we are looking for
because in school they had models. ,As Dr. Dozier said, models that our Indian children have are
,

scarce. Ihey do have some but these are not the ones which the schools like to emphasize.

Another particular learning that we acquired here was in terms of child rearing practices. '\e
could See that What many of the Indian people were telling us was not related to the present
situation but rather what had occured years ago and which was kind of an ideal situation but no
longer applicable. We knew very well that this didn't occur now There had been a change of
sonh. type, so in talking to them they would say "Well gee, I didn't know we had changed,- Well
sir. u ou must have because you're not doing what you just have been saying. And therefore, in
talking to them we were able to say, "Weil how can we do it?" We can give you an idea of what
k:ind of child rearing practices the school people are looking at. I hey would say this is kind of
not very good. For instance, tins permissiu e attitude of the parents. I here ought to he a
little more .structur. there: have your child do things by numbers. get used to being alive in some
these things like that instead of fighting one another. Well, these things you can work out
toiiet her 'call the parent's participation and preparation for what is expected in school.
Another thing I cause di:WS`, Was that generally parents weren't quite responsible for their
children at all times. 1 hey had their reasons. In smile families a kind of 'child nurse', an oiler
child in that family who actually taught that child in the absence of the old grandmother who no
longer regarded herself aS grandmother or grandfather they like to be teen-agers now), was
taking the ,,!randinother place. '111.. gave us an opportunity to identity that child who was taking
that responsibility and trying to take over the role of a tutor. 1 hese are just a few examples of
iu.it is happening. I think they ,ire means by us inch to
parents to participate ati Weil as
;;;Clilhcrs of the Huilly,
ti like to Mention 0110 till.qC
'i.e Lite ti iiw riots
through our l'ar West
1

ah+,ratory 1'n Trani on some of the Indian icsersations that we are working with and that is the
use of materials in the preschool w here we are working. We are trying to encourage the teacher
and aides to net materials. books and supplies, which will he available to parents; which the
can pick oul ith the help of the teachers Or aides of whatever personnel happens to he
around ,ind lake home and work with the children at Iloilo!. there ale several things that we hope
will happen here, First is that we will be getting children participating in the use of instructional
materials at home. We know that Indians are ;iverse to doing homework and many schools don't
even have homework, I hey do it right in the classroom really and certainly: this is not a good
situation tor it it
provide a complete learning opportunity. We're trying to get the parent
inn)keti in the learning process by taking the materials home and helping these children out. In
Akin
c hope that by beginning this with the pre-school children that the idea will spill over
onto the other children who are dealing with more sophisticated material. We're also looking for
the assistance of that child tutor white we are doing this Some families have this child tutor that
we are
about, so we cant to develop sonic kind of training program for them. In addition
to all of this. is that it is getting the parents to think more realistically and more deeply about
they in turn can help the pre-school, they can help us who are gathering data out
there to see where we can make some improvements. lids is one of the programs that the Far
W est I ahoratory" is 1.1itil. to develop.
I hese conferellees on Indian education remind me cif a possibility; what would happen if we
brought in Indian traders into a conference with the theme being "Indians as good credit risks?" I
imagine that they would say. "Yes, Indians :ire fine people and we know that they are responsible
and weouglrt to respect then)"
lint the minute they walk out of the conference and hack to their trading posts, what do you
think they do?
Well, I hope that this doesn't happen with us,

Speaker: Dr. V. Bruce Welch. Chief. Guidance and Counseling
Section. Branch of Pupil Personnel Services,
Division of Education. Bureau of Indian Affairs.
Washington. D. C.

THE ROLE OF THE PARENT AND COMMUNITY IN A
COMPREHENSIVE EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAM
SLl,lllLl like to e \press my appreciation lor tire opportunit to give some views concerning tire
development or early childhood education with community and parent-adult involvement as
necessary components tor the success or such program operation, First, I would like to point out
I

that our present practices nught reflect a quality that has ignored or neglected to use the
knowledge that we possess concerning the teaching and learning processes. I he causes for this
could he many, imong them maybe the lack of funds. tnadequate staff. and the lack of readiness
in the part of society and the Lducational establishment. Consequently, when the opportunity
becomes available for us to 111akt: use of this wealth of acquired knowledge we have a tendency to
identify the practice
inlinNatH11. In reality we are just beginning to catch up with ourselves by
ipplying what we already ,,now iihout learning to the process of teaching. For instance, we know

Mil well. with all due respect to the recent efforts under the name of Head Stitt, that children
begin to ream as soon as they are born, that parents are the first teachers of children long before
they enter sehool. and tint .r that the total environment has a tremendous ainotiflt of affect on
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programs. If the community is to serve as a resource we must clarify the meaning of or give sonic
type of broader concept to community. What are we talking about when we say community'? Are

11,e talk* about the neighborhood, the tribe, the city of ;ire we talking about the world which
es total interactioh of
people and groups? I would like to ;111v like the concept of the
world as our community since thus is the arena in \vhich life is actuated or fulfilled. It is ;ilso from
this frame or reference that we derive our ide.ls about what life is to lie in terms of interpersonal
relationships between individuals and among groups. In short, our attitudes are developed which
in turn direct bel.avior as we plan the necessary experiences and activities that make us what we
l'herefore. we are going to have to examine the attitudes of the people who support and

are.

contribute to the growth and development of children through education using the goals of
American Lineation is criteria. We must he as certain as we can that our attitude does not make
us address ourselves only to those characteristics that make people different; instead we must see

those charactelisties that make us all people with common goals and aspirations. We limit
oursekes it we plan for the educational growth and development of Indian children, Puerto Rican
children or Negro children as individual groups, What vse mist strive for is to make it possible for
an indis idual ss ho comes through our American educational system to become a person who is
able to link:lion qualitatively, using the sum total of what he has learned, thereby becoming a
profitable and productive cosmopolitan citizen \vherever he finds himself.
Our purpose here at this conference is to hring forth
of the information that we have; to
capitalize upon all of the resources that al,. availabl,' in communities so that parents and adults
will have the opportunite to participate in developing an education program that will have

dN nallne al lk:k.'t upon the growth and development of children.

Speaker: Mrs. Stella I. Lee, Education Specialist, Shiprock
Agency, Navajo Area Office, Division of Education,
Shiprock. New Mexico.

THE ROLE OF THE PARENT AND COMMUNITY IN A
CCV1PREHENSIVE EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAM
I cc first presented her introduction and main points in Navajo.)
si o. thank you and hello friends all over the countiy. (ioing along with Mr. McKinley when
lie quilled John Dewey iii whom our Indian People know ',e,-y little, I would like to say that I
quote
Nlanutito <<1 the Navajo I vibe who once said, hdtication is the ladder, take it my
children ;Ind learn the white man's language." Noss what I said, I'm sure I ean say, more fluently
in Navajo than what I just said in hnglish.
We have today been tAking about early comprehensive childhood education. Now translating
that would he very hard in the klirrerent tOl4lne 01 the Indian people. What do we mean by the
vocabulary that we ;ire ;ill using? Some of you are doctors. Some or you are highly educated.
[hat is wonderful, we scant that. but ..i,i1-1t14 at the grass roots lose) of our Indian people. we
say involvement of Indian people. I think this 'involvement', its a big term,
word. What do
they know about involvement out on the grass roots i)t the reservation? We need to come down

to their level of talking, let's get down to what we are saying. What do we mean by kinder,...!arten? W hat do sse mean by pre-school? by Head Start? What do we mean by education? People

ith whom we arc working have very little knowledge ii these terms. I hey s,i to you people,
you do it. Its yolll prt1L1,inn. You didn't consult us." We hear that day-to-day, over :Ind over.
Yesl So is Indian bale's. how many in here ;ire Indian leaders? How Many in here ...ire of Indian

if

descent? flow many go out to the hogans, to the villages? Very few of us do, And so when we say
get the parents involved, naturally we get opposition. Naturally we say why don't parents conic
to these I A meetings'? What shall we do? Well, we know that the parents will get involved
probably if sa talk On their level and explahl to them what we are trying to do.
We are celebrating our 100th Centennial of the Navajo. 1 always sty, well, a hundred years has
past and what do we have to show for it What is there? Let's re-evaluate our ladder of success of
education with our Navajo youngsters. Preschool, kindergarten, even in our grappling sessions I
have heard Indian leaders say, 'what does that mean? Is it two things alike? What do we mean,
Haven't heard it defined?' Well, I don't know, it's the age level or it's this and that, but if we are
going to get the parents to participate, they have to know. We have to prove to them what we
mean by education. Education to them is to read and write. (here's more to it than to just say

education. If parents are going to be responsible for these kindergarten schools, we have to
prepare them for it. Preparation as to taking care of the child when he is small, they will sa:
"Oh, the child is too small. The child can't do it." [lie child might be six or seven years old and
we get that response from some of our parents and they don't know about the physical and the
growth development of time child. We take too much for granted about what our Indian people
rcally know, [hey know their Indian ways. And we always talk over such things as let's learn their
culture, let's learn this and that. Sometimes teachers try to teach some of the culture of the Indians
and that's fine, but yet the parents want the children to be taught so they know how to converse
and talk and speak English and read and get on to a higher level of education.
Now we know that as educators, we begin down at the lower age levels. One hundred year; has
past in Indian education thy aren't we getting H leaders
want? So I think this comment
about Head Start which was interpreted to me by an Indian is important. Ile said, 'what do you
mean by Head Start? Do you start with the head and redo it all the way down?" Well, literally
that's what the interpretation says of a Head Start program, Now kindergarten, what do we mean
by kindergarten and what will happen? So I know it's going to he a long struggle. We have to
educate our Indian parents at grass root levels; we cannot do it from the Washington level. We

cannot do it that way. I don't want to step on any toes because we need the money; but don't
you agree with me'? We would like to have the beautiful kindergarten centers like we have
observed aver there at Man/anita. I told NIrs. lessen, "My, this would be wonderful it' the dream
conies tre to have a kin,h.lgarten center like this One on the reservations of all Indian people."
She assured me and said, -youll have them." And I thought, sister, 'you're ju,t promising inc a
lot or things.

Hie community role. : he community as it was defined might mean several things kit here
we're talking about the Indian community'. Some live in villages, some live on scattered plains,
some live on scattered reservations. We need to have roads built in to a lot of these distant places.
We are now beginning to do that, which is wonderful. but this should have been done, as I Sa1.,

hundred year: ,0). but the Indian peoCe are not saying, "well, they'll come back to us some
day,- hui that is exactly what we're doing. We'rk., coming hack and were helping them. The
COmml1111t, should want the program.

Sometimes we say, "here it is. we have it all packaged for you. You take it," What will they do
and say? Oh. they will bounce it back at you and say, you take it. You know how to do it. yon
planned IC So there we are. We haven't gotten over the hurdle but yet we keep emphasiring the
need for involvement. So as a community, most m' our people I'm sure realiie that the only way
to get ahead in the American society which we call it, is to get an education. As I said before,
education to Indians is a big term, it's ;1 broad term. So if we can bei,in \cith Head Start with our
different Indian people and with parents to participate in these programs we can get the parent's
suggestions.

kiru

I

miltSide, the forcigi ers as we 'would call them, say, "Oh,
Well, it is true. But when you are
tkA() tOrV..1CS ;hid VOli have to rc-mtcrprct, it takes tie. Now,
now. I'm wittching the
dawn' to hn time consLioas. But \%. hell yoli
out in the Indian villages oh the reservations
011 clay &)W!' reSciVati011

its too long to interpret. I'd sit there till six or scven
time,

I

to talk about the education of children and
pre-school lhat we are ;ioing to put into effect,
you have to forget about time, Again 1 want to emphasitc that we have to start off with the grass
roots. 11 hat's wrong. with that? t he reason is they don't know. We take too much for granted.
I low, call we help parent to ivicogniie a child's readiness for kindergarten? You can answer that
in :I number of was s.
I would like 10 say that I \\ as rely glad to he asked to talk and I know within ten minutes you

cant say much. liut as Mr. Wairen said, what we say here will be just "food for thought,- and I
ain sure that as you go hack you will find that the involvement of parents and the community is a
long strm7gle. Hut with good understanding of the background and what We're trying to do, first
tell the people about it and what the results w ill bring and not how to do it. What it will do will
prove to the people that we are not hale. that we are not here just to leave them holding the gap
hetween the kindergarten and Head Start. t here should he a COilti.,illity in our edneati011. So I
think in the 1011:' riin we \sill, WiI1,111 the IICNA tWenty years. and not a hundred, see this change.
Ilse Indian people .ire ready for change: they WA.:01-11C it Lind they are ready to serve as change
agents.

I

think they

more change agents than a lot of us are. A lot of us are not ready for

change. but the people arc ready. 1110 are just

s'aN here we ;ire now. You come

here and let's talk it over." So

sure all or vim here, some who are doctors and highly
educated, we're very proud to have you people working with Liiir Indian people, Indian parents,
proving to ihem that what they bring is also of value to their children's education.
Speaker: Dr. Minnie I. Berson, Coordinator of Fatly Childhood Education,
Elementary and Secondary Education. U.S. Office of Fducation,
Washington, D.C.

a real 1.1s,k11',111t.1.7C. I'm the last person on this panel and I think everybody has said
had w fished to say. I am al lull .frieement with ;ill of the points that
have been made. I heretOrc. I tit going to try, on the basis or sonic of the thought food that my
colleagues here have gn. en nie. to kind oh suininariie this in terms of what can really be done in a
practical
have been kindetgarten :mud an earls childhood practitioner for many years and I can't help
but take hold of this marvelous challenge II1 .1 very piactieal way. I. as .1
nglish speaking
lealued
in the .1nierie.in schools. I'm very happy because when I picked tip the

mans of the things that

I

I

.1wo.o,11

this morning the headlines said. "BIA Draws I p (Midelines for Indian Operated

Schools. Snick: I have Literal mind, I accepted it es; dells in that way. I wouhl like to share with
wont three paiagraphs of what Is really a ICattire 6,tol. about Mr. (Thal les tellers. hut what appears
to he a real challenge to action:
I he Bureau of Indian .11fairs is presently draw. ing up guidelines for a pilot proam which would annulV Indian I iihes to operate their own schools.
['rider the plan the tribal group would establish .1 hoard of education which would
stall' ill the schools.
set the policy tot the pro.,;rains and the cinp!oment
HIA
would. under contraLt. pro\ idc operational Innis to whatever tribal emits has
responsilnlits

NVithout this type of inv'dvement, we'll never achieve the full participation of
Indian parents and the Indian community in the educational process, said NIr. Zellers.
So let us begin. !Ins is the mechanism, the opening shot.
I'm a groat believer that when
you make interpretation you do it ail in your favor. I hope. therefore. that every Indian parent
will exploit this opportunity for parent power. and carry it to its fullest. And I hope that every

teacher working with these parents vv ill join in a partnership. (WO has really taught us some
pretty neat tricks on how to do this.
Now let us look at kindergartens! 1 his is the child's first step outside of the !Rune, officially.
Children have been to Head Start: parents have been to I lead Start; and here we ;ire about
begin formal schooling. A kindergarten for Indian children can be the first step in the school
initiated by Indian parents suggested in NIL Zeller's statements. phis can be a new education
"enterprise" a StAtQlnellt ;nu taking from Dewey also from NIL
took another expression from Nil-. Dewey. Education is a IltIllan transaction." It is also
partIh'IshIp hetWeell the peOpk, who care most ahout the child. I hese ;)eople are his parents and
the people who have chosen to he teachers. What does this mean? How do we start the enterI

I

prise? We certainly. do not hand parents ;I package, We put them on an advisory board, Wre enable.,
them to work with policy makers. l Fhey join the power structure. We plan. We learn. They have

much to offer us for no one knows better than a parent what he really wants for his child. We,
who ..ire the teachers, are the servants of parents, the partners of parents: ;Ind all of us together
Live to settle down and figure out what it is that these children really need in a kindergarten.
ParCntS have to he in on every phase of it. Who knows better how a child gets through his day?
Who knows better what child ;dready knows? Who knows better what he would like his child to
learn? His is how we start.
People learn from people, and people learn three very important things from people. They
learn how to live. They learn how to love. And they learn how to learn. And this is what life is all
about. it should happen when the child opens that school door and the parent comes with him,
I here is a new piece of legislation l ite Lineation Professions Development Act. In this act
there are all kinds of opportunities for educational personnel to receive training. Is there any
person who would challenge the idea that parents are educational personnel and that they have
ever\ right to receive the kind of training that w ill enable them to work with teachers in the
classrooms of their comc unities?
Ills is the beginning. It will like all kinds of processes. It will take organi/ation, It will take
policies. It will take partnerships. It will take planning. It will take regulation. Hut there are other
way s that y.)ji will have too.
Each parent has a right before Iris child is formally' installed in school to talk privately with the

teacher and other personnel in order that that child conies to school as a familiar person whose
personality. ;Ind biography are already part of that school environment. It is also important that
the people who .ire in ancillary sell ices the nurse. physician. psychologist and others know the
child. We are lookin at every precious piece of lthn. his physical development. his social skills,
his behavior as a learner and a grower. And all of the experts. all of the consultants, all of the
people who are aiding the school need to oi: directly with the parents and serve the parents in
the way that these parents feel they want to be served. I his means that all of us have to take a
look at ourselves. We cannot be teachers in the ray vt e w arc taught. We cannot function AS social
V,t)rkers necessarily the way we were taught. We cannot send home written notes and ultimatums.
through the school
I here is also
obligation for parents to have the kind lu
w inch permits them an C\ tended L'JileAtIOrl Or A SC0.1111 education through their children. When

our children learn. we, as parents and teachers. should take a second look at ourselves. I his new

look is a new educational opportunity. Parents have right to learn new skills for themselves aIrd
receive more knowl,.'dge about children in order to plan ahead for their children. The five-yearold is charming and preeious, but think the way we do the job with him is very important in
terms of the adolescent and the adult that he will eventually become.
he parent has a right to know about the content in the school program and to study it along
with the child to really examine the relevance. We have an awful lot of 'junk' in our educational
curricula, and think parents are pretty smart about telling us the kind of things that children
learn in school and what they forget very readily. The eonununity must also be involved and here
everybody is: all of the institutions, all of the agencies, all of the people, and it is very, very
important that all of them have a part in education.
A kindergarten is a beginning but we have next steps to consider. II' this is really going to be
the first step in a new kind of school, a school in which parents have a voice, should we really
talk about first grade after kindergarten'? 1 hope not. When the good Lord invented people, he
could not he bothered with the petty business of figuring. out grades through 12. This was
man-made and think it was not in the best interests of children. This is an opportunity to
I

I

1

I

abolish and demolish the lock steps in education. First grade, second grade, what does it all
int.san? You parents have a right to decide with your teacher that a child should be permitted to
live in school without the threats of failing a grade.
What is the kindergarten classroom like? Again, we now accept the idea that a classroom is
more than a teacher and children. It is all kinds of people. here is an opportunity to tailor to the

children instead of making the child fit the classroom. Parents need a right to work with the
school and the learning content for the child. This is what makes education relevant and vital.
In closing I would like to say that we are all pretty much the sun Of what we have lived. I
look back upon my own experiences as a mother. I have two suns in their twenties; I have a
daughter w, ho is about to leave my nest and go to college. And when I think back I wonder. Did
all of these wonderful things happen to me? You forget the frustrations. You remember the joys
and the itch;thts, and this is the way teachers feel too. They look back at all of the children that
they knew and they. say:, Did all this happen to me? Wasn't 1 privileged to be allowed to learn all
these marvelous things about people.
All of us have heard and many have intimately kni..)win the poor practices of the past in the
educational environments of Indian children. Let us use tins new opportunity to start a new kind
of Indian school, a WOnlkilLII kind of a school, and let a line kindergarten for each Indian child
be the first stein
that school with parents and teachers as partners.

SO

Questions and Answers prose Acd to the panel on I he 1<olc of the Parent Jim} Community in a
Comprehensive harly Childhood bdueation Program:
\%arren: Otar ohieetive \\ as to offer "food for thought. One of the most important elements
gal the thought process may he
reaction iu w, hat's been said. Im going to start alit Hy ;isking
mestion of Stella I ce. Stella made many statements about the need to do more than just use
the word education When talking to a group of people.

Q. Stella. did you mean that the most important lactor in initiating programs is the need to
cointminicate very carefully with anyone who is likely to he involved? (Mr. Warren)
A. Yes, communication is what I was trying to bring out there. ;Ind that is my reason for using
the Navajo language for greeting the audience. realite that some of you probably realiied
what mean, but others didn't know, I hat is the difficulty one gets into when trying to get
across to our Indian p;irents of
communication. (Stella Lee)
think this is a very important point and one quite iikely to be overlooked, and sometimes
innocently Sonic Of us can look hack over a period of years ;Ind find living proof of this need
when initiating a new program. It's quite easy to say, of course we are going to go along with
this idea. it's good, it has always been good, it's worked everywhere else. I don't need to take
this one step of communicating or explaining adequately to all the people likely to be involved
in the new program.Q. It now ,cents rather generally agreed that federally funded programs must involve parents. I
hope it is ai fair question which pose when I wonder if some of the attention given to
involving parents in formal and semi-formal education programs might not as well he given to
!

I

.

I

a

public relations program or a continuing adult education program, or perhaps inure

reasonably to a program in which there is some reciprocation here in order that the teachers
and school administrators might understand more about the peopic in the homes !tom which
the children come. Perhaps we should ask the homes to aHol\e ti;('
and
administrators in the educational process that takes place theme It I,
to we that the people who are on the cutting edges of ediftatioi
at ainv consensus in any school. .And 1sues, What rni
sonic things which parents know hest and theft: are some
I

worried that some of this involvement might be on a V'1%.
parents to give smite basic foundational directions to e(hh.,,,t,

A. Let me start by saying that

think you are right. Much
beginning. Often there is inure form than substance to it. Ys
parts of time Head Start policy said that once of the Nile,
Hi
homes doing exactly what think you are talking. about
with parents. Another thing that is a part of the Head Scot rub., a-, pi
t,,{
parents. adult education if you will. Now., those are things that otOlt
so naive is to believe they do go on in every Head Start program. but
are Ye'i'?ftl..1, they
;ire goals that at least we think are important and we try to think tit sots think they are
important too. I had smite doubts in my own mind that parents know hest or that teachers
know best. think it is like a jigsaw puiile in that both of them have got some of the pieces
that go to make up that jigsaw putile. 1 he point is. it seems to inc. you really can't get a good
answer until you've gut all of the pieces in front of you You can't get the picture of the child
and you can't lay out a plan until you put the inputs of both sets of people together. I would
say thud in some of the programs where I have seen parent groups in action, they ranged front
very dull pedestrian, nut very significant kinds of activities to some absolutely brilliant people
who. in ways that
don't understand. have developed a depth of understanding and
I

I

1

I

I
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perception and ideas that have been buried for years. .\ nd that is \\ hat makes me almost
w.int to say that this is a human development program; Its not just a child development

S.

S.

program, So l ;11!..R.T \Vith you that you are going to get all levds from the outside And sonic
It Ce:iti
very good. but if you ;iw.iken a ICW
it you bring out It of
fiverage people. that's a very good beginning. iNlr. Sugarman)
I'd like to add a little bit to this. Its been good old nursery practice ;Ind Imrt of the training of
nursery school teachers to really he deeply involved with parents. I think a good nursery.,
chool readier wouldn't be worth her Salt site did not do this: also, if she did not have a
parent program, he it education, be it multi facet. Unfortunately, the nursery school group or
the very early childhood group, or maybe fortunately, this group has been really outside Of
the establishment in nursery schools, private schools, in child development centers and there
has been a great deal of practice in this area. Our public school teachers Were not prepared this
way. I would die each year when it came time for parent-teacher conferences. I hese teachers
were really stage-struck. I hey would say., "What do I say to a parent? I low do I talk to him?
I think we realite now that parents like to talk to us and that the more you do tlds, the better
you become as a person who commit nik:ates with parents. And we also know certainly in any
school where the parents have a voce, there is support for the education, We get back again to
Mr. Sugarman's statement, no, none of us has the answers. Certainly this is why we need
insightful people. why we need a multi-discipline program because there is a time when the
pediatrician can give us both insiL.iht, the time when the psychologist 1.)1' the social worker inay.
Professional Development Act" because hero we're
ow. I go hack again to the
involving artisans, wc are involving people from the community, We are saying to housewives,
"you learn something about children. then conic on in.- i his is part of this whole business of
a community of people, including parents. (Dr. liersoni
I
want to address myself to this question. I live in an area that is largely composed of
university area people. so occasionally I drag myself to a PIA meeting because 1 want to live
up to my own preaLlungs of parent involvement. And each time we go We get a lecture about
getting parent involvement. It seems like they have the same problem, brit here at least they
had grown up with the idea that they are part of the school: in other words, it's a democracy
and ou participate because it's expected. It's part of your training, but when you go into an
Indian community, they've never had this. fhey have never participated in this manner before;
it's all strange to them. So you have this added problem and I think it poses a real difficulty.
So When it does .,_ome. as Mr. Sugarman said, it's on the superficial level. In fact, as 1 go
around, I find that unless you have a few dedicated people who are willing to put in the extra
hours and the extra devotion to it, all of this jails flat. It's a very difficult thing to do. Once it
gets its tooting, then you see progress. Initially, I see the odd:, against meeting success very
great.

S.

sense that 1Irs. 1 ee was cautioning us too, about tempo. about speed. One of the most
wonderful teachers I've ever known was Mrs. Mack in a one-room school. She'd invite parents
in to square iiatice, but in the middle of an evening when they might get a little winded,
of square dancing, they lie,t.c.i to talk about something. One objective that they had was
to put some rAillt on this Neat up old school, they made a decision that somehow or other
would raise tarty eight dollars and paint that school. Now Mrs. Mack was ecstatic because
they had made one decision that evening. Just one, ;Hid it was .1 very important one. 1114
painted that school; they put ,f Copper colored ref f ii on it to match the old Georgia clay : and
they Ina blue shutters on it. And they were so proud of that school, not anybod \ would even
put a lingerpiant on that school. lint the point I want to make is Ili it she was pleased.
I

ti'?

delighted, \ail\

because :II
the\ made one decision, not s.. enty-tive
and neither did they tills pcdagese all that L.\ ening. I he\ talked about human
of human
intelest to them. Now the interesting thing
that
"%lack gait toity-eight sLiittleNs steel
.uadliall\ got school lunch gloiin, Her cluldien
ruddy cheeks. they gradually got more eneigy for
kinds iit things. And then ne\ t dool

chapel was built. And all or this came because 1Ir,, \lack had enornitiiis patience and
tremendous understanding of how people HI d
11L11
hike
their own hands. t
kelilicri
(). Dr, Berson made the statement ill it Indian I'ducation has been dull knife. On \\ hat do \ ou
base this? t \I r. Mains)
A. On \\ hat the Indians tell usInd what man\ people have obset\ ed with great pain and anguish.
NVould you elaborate please'? My grandmother attended an Indian school and i....qaduated.
mother ;Mended
Indian school and took two years po\t-high school and ieceived veiy
tine education
I
see it, I heft.. aren't very many people my grandmother's age in South
Dakiila that have a high school education. {Mr.
A. \Veil, were you here estertlay when 1)r. Di vier spoke? I think he gave us some vely terrible
statistics about \\ hat happens to Indian chililten. the kind of
timt Bets done. and I
think that that VAlls pretty sufficient. Recently 1Ztthelt Kennedy
tours iind
back with some stories. I really feel that this is pretty much public information, I have heard
some people at this conference give some pretty vital descriptions about their Li\ perit...nces ail
IlldYln ,,C)1OOls,
our grandniotia:r and your 11)(Ther \\ ere very ltlekV people. We're
not saying that there are not dedicated wonderful people. but I think it's pretty artificial for

I think it's pretty painful. I think that just by being
around here and listening. to what people tell as gives its ,1 pretty authentic picture. I don't
think 1 auk i)vel-pLtintin,. It t Ur. Berson)
O. I'd like to say this much that we do know what our needs are iind our problems. We come here
to talk about these needs but in order to distribute our ideas In CdLIC,iti011, ill C01111111ThiCAti0115
ith parent teachers ;Ind the students, think WQ need tL) 111.st evaluate MAHN' thill;,!S and then
come together and hring up the word -HOW" are we goin.2 to do this'? We know what \\Li are
after, vye know the problems. Our problem is in giving out ideas to people that do not know or
to \\ hoin might gain front these ideas. I would like to have some ideas on 110W
mig.ht go
forward vcitli programs such as this. (Mr. Singer!
A, Mr. Sweet raises a good question and the agenda pro\ ides tor it. If you will refer to the
ageilda, the very last section of ill\ meeting 1111 I hursda is devoted entirely to -next
steps- the "HMV- clement of the program. I Mr. NVairciff
Our purpose then this afternoon has been to present ideas that might he called "food for
thought.- We hope that our effort proves to he of N. attic
ou continue your thinking ants
planning for more inatiiic levels or progr,im
child of a,e `..i\ to 'Z.k) to a hOdEd111:.2.',Cilk)ol.

I

THURSDAY, MARCH 7,1968
MORNING SESSION

thairman:

loin Hopkins.

11;,
to Na!,' a [etc words this morning kl'OVC tinting the meeting over to the people
listed on the proram. \\ lien we started planning for this Fatly ('hildhood Education Conference,
when it Cline to lily expertise and knowledge of this, you could put it on the head ()la pin. So in
I

designing

the

whole

thing, and providing the very strong group of consultants.

the very,

well-ort!ani/cd program that relates s() well, one part to the other, I relied at times almost totally
On
.lessen to keep its on the track and to keep things going. If you have experienced in this
conference a smoothly, working operation that is intellectually stimulating and practically
oriented, then you must ewe credit where credit is due, 'Mill in this case I think it gOeS to Mariana.
It Nlarianra will come up here, I would like to decorate her for the day with these flowers. I will
have to ask someone here to pin because I'm all thumbs. (Nlaridna: "you've got to do it.-1 (Dr.
Keliher: "a learning experiLtnc(.!)
Now that I think site is properly 'darned and affectionately treated and held in professional
esteem, we can CO on with the morning program.

('hairman:

Miss Elizabeth LiddellNssistant to the
C'ommissioner, Bureau of Indian Affairs,
Washington, D. C.

Mariana Jessen has powers and 1)r. kelilier and I are subsequentive people, I don't know Thout
that I 'iii. if that's air introduction. (Di. Kelifier: "\1, doctor tells me that too, t
Dr. kehher received her Phi.!). from ('olumbia at the age of twenty-seven rind she said that she
had no idea what she was doing (lien I think
of you know already and us others of us
will find out in listening to her this mottling, she has certainly learned since then. Site has been a
professor of Education at New York Lniversity for twenty-five years: is presently in Education at
W heelock College in Boston; in addition, site is a consuitant to the Office of Education anti to the

Office of Economic Opportunity both in their parent and child centers and in Head Start, and
consultant to the Regional Laboratories. She has the honor of being the first I)istinguished
Professor in New Jersey and last summer the entire Dead Start staff front the Virgin Islands was
brought to Wheelock ('allege to be trained under tier direction. t he Wheelock staff has, since
than during the year, \, 'sited the Virgin Islands periodically to maintain that training. I think that
was VerS, cleverly schemed.

1L'Ililer is Ole oriLinatt,r of the entire workshop approach to education it New York
imersity and aS
proltahly seen, many in the materials that are displayed in the gallery
were prepared by her things she has \ iitten. She believes that teachers must get right in and do
What they will he doing with children to he effective and to learn what teaching is all about. She
will he \k,rdppmg up w hat has been takm; place the last several tl,lys as well as giving her own
Dr.

1

vie,`,, tin ethiC,10011 arid .1.11IW ,:ih[Liten. Ur. KCIiher.

CURRICULUM IN A COMPREHENSIVE
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
PROGRAM
Speakort Dr. Alice Ke Mier. Prole,or, 111(.(1(ick (
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build a cage because a normal canary bird cage would never do for them. They found an old
table: they went to the hardware store and got the proper site netting to put around it; they put
in the proper branch that the bird would like to hop on; they did spool knitting to make a swing
for the bird so that it would have lots of color in it. Then came the great day when they brought
that bird back. Now all 300 children in that school knew that this was the day the bird was
coming. There was a kind of hush all over the building. And all day long they held open house so
that one group after another could come and observe this bird they had bought. The very
sophisticated eight year olds came in and said, "if we got a female bird, could she come and live
with your bird?" They made chocolate chip cookies and sold them to get the female bird. After
one failure when the eggs didn't hatch, we had what you'd call a clinic session to find out what
was wrong. An old friend of mine had had canary raising cooperatives so I called him and 1 'said,
"we need an expert and would you come?" lie came. Both groups of children sat on the floor
around the cage. Ile led them through each step they had taken in attempting to raise the babies.
Then they had to come to the conclusion that the eggs might not be fertile and the only way
they would know was to make a decision that was mighty difficult to makebreak an egg and
see. And they did. Well that brought up some more discussion and eventually they took that male
bird back and got another male bird and the next thing you know, they had baby birds.
But what is the story I'm telling you? I'm telling of a kindergarten teacher who used every
experience to involve those children, involve them in thinking, involve them in reasoning. I hear a
lot of people say today, if you put them in front of a talking typewriter they are going to learn.
What are they going to learn? C A T, and the typewriter is going to say cat. Most adults can say
CAT to a child and say it with a human voice and not a mechanical voice. But how rich a
program is it when you hit a couple of keys with your finger nails that have all been painted
different colors? How much learning is in that as compared to the apple, to the apple jelly, to the
store, to the selling, to the getting of the money, to the going to the pet store, to the getting a
canary, and the raising the birds? Where is the reasoning, where is the thinking, where. is the
cognitive learning in these children? I'm now betraying my position on the curriculum and
mean to. It is that the rich experience which involves the children and their parents and their
brothers and their sisters is what brings rich cognitive learning.
What kind of a day would you see if you came into a kindergarten in my school? I'd do it this
way and you'd do it another. You people from Alaska are certainly not going to use the content
that you in Arizona use if you take advantage of what is in your local community and us all the
materials. I would start my day with a work-play time. I like a child to conic into a place that he
feels i,s his own and go to a piece of work that maybe he's even dreamed about the night before.
Maybe he thought, "I'll paint that picture tomorrow morning," And so he goes to the easel first
thing and he's involved in his painting. Don't pry too much into what a child is saying in his art
expression. lie may simply want to experiment with color. Some other child is going to go to the
blocks; some other child is going to go to the dress-up corner, (and old lace curtains are always
beautiful wedding veils). We heard yesterday too, from Mr. McKinley, of how we observe the
children in their dress-up things.

After this time there would be cleaning up because we want to give the children some
responsibility. They are capable to putting the blocks away and setting things in order, then we
come together and talk. Maybe somebody has done something he wants to tell about; it may be
something that has happened at home he wants to tell about, in my first grade several years ago,
we followed the til'.!enancy of one mother pi actically for nine months. I thought she had told her
child a little early, but we followed it through. It came to the point where he told us lie was now
helping to choose out of his infant clothes what the new baby would have including a cap his
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grandmother had crocheted for him. At conversation time they may tell you anything and they
should. We didn't edit it either as we were told by Dr. Nimnicht because we may get in trouble.
There was a little kindergarten boy over in the blocks playing with the trucks that had been
mixed with the blocks and swearing bloody murder. The young teacher went over to him and
said. Jimmy What does all that mean; Why he said, the datum car won't start!" Well, she
stopped right there becau,;-e she knew wh
he heard that. This is whit Dr. Nimnicht has warned
us about.
I would want them to go, I think. next to music and dance. I would beg this team of adults
who are working with young children not to share with them somethir, that they don't like
themselves. If you don't like music yourself, let somebody else do music: if you don't like
poetry, let somebody else do poetry. There's no harm in that, we can't do it all. But music is an
international language. Nlusic doesn't need words always though it's nice to have words accompany it, Music one language that everyone can share: and the dance that goes with music, the
dance that goes with rhythm, the dance that goes with simple productions. 1 was so interested
that the Hartford children did want a canary bird because in my own first grade we had a canary
bird and my mother used to tease me that it spent three years in the first grade. A kept-back
canary. Well, we had a rhythm band and we would do dadadedum on the drums and with the
triangle, deedee, and then the canary invariably would start to sing. We thought we were just the
greatest when we'd do the Blue Danube Waltz to the accompaniment of the canary bird.
Now these are experiences we must not take away from our young children. When are they
going to get them if they don't get them at this stage of life before things begin to close in on
them'?

Then, of course, after that I'd want a eood lunch time, this is essential. We now have incontrovertible proof that diet affects intelligLuce. We know it affects energy, there's no question about
that. And Mrs. Mackland mentioned yesterday that once she got lunches into her school up the
mountain, those children were different children, there's no question about it. They were capable
or so much more. Sonic people are going to tell you kindergartens don't have lunch. Well, yours
will and be sure they do. I think all kindergartens in this country ought to be very careful to see
that children are properly fed.
After lunch time, I would have rest time. I know that five-year-olds and those going on six
don't always want sleep but they need rest, and we ought to make it possible for them to have at
least a short nap or a quiet time lying down. This leads into a storytime. Use the rich beautiful
literature that will come from your own native grandparents, from your tribal leaders. It will mix
with many of these beautiful new books that are being published for children. Children love the
stories and they love the sequences. They tell us that one of the things that affects later learning
is that children don't know how to follow sequences. A beloved story that has sequences, like the
story of the birthday present for mother and finally at the very end the child is told he can give
his mother a bear hug, has a sequence as the child goes from animal to animal to find out what
birthday present to give mother.
Now what we have, and I hope all of you will get the Equipment and Supplies Bulletin that
the Association for Childhood Education put out. It has a magnificent list of what ought to be
there for a child to use to explore with his five senses. I would certainly have in that work-play
time a work bench and tools. I would want older brothers and the fathers and the grandfathers in
to work with the children to help them learn to use tools. That's one thing we can have that is
boyish. We certainly want blocks, we want easels and paint, and we want loads of different kinds
of paper. As I saw the books the other day that the Marie Hughes group brought, I was reminded
of a friend of mine who always had the children make a lot of blank books of different sites.
"They were kept on an available shelf and each one was an invitation to make your own book. If
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on that particular day you felt like a big book, you took a big book. Now I couldn't help but
think of that as we saw those books the other day and heard about the marvelous language
development that came as the children created their own books. We have to have fingerpaint: we
have to have clay; putties: water with all kinds of measuring implements: all kinds of science
items. We heard about magnets and copper nails the other day -,, science table with different

kinds of magnets. They love a scale, the old fashioned drugstore scale where they can put a
weight on one side and then try all different kinds of things to see what will balance that weight.
They lose pulleys and other 10c store items. and batteries and lights and bells and seeds and sod
and living, creatures. Not everybody can have a eaaary bird but there are all kinds of living
creatures that can be brought in or can be kept out. of doors. One of our friends here has seven
new puppies: what a nice experience to go and see the seven new puppies.)

Also, they need housekeeping items and include the native housekeeping items and then
maybe add a few 10c store items. And all those dress-up clothes, i.e., hats. Have a fireman's hat
and policeman's hat and some other kind of hat for the boys so that when you walk in as a
visitor, von know these children aren't going to stop what they are doing and say, "good morning
Mr. lhistleberry"; but a fellow with a firemen's hat on may come to the door and greet you and
take you in and make you part of what's going on which is the way strangers ought to be
welcomed.
Conversation, conversation,

not an expert on linguistics so I have to jump over that but I
have seen little children go through a session of rapid fire drill, "my name is Pedro. my name is
Pedro, my name is Pedro. my father's name is Pedro." I don't understand the rapid drill methods
so all I can say is that deep down in my feelings I reject this method of teaching language. There
is much opportunity for language in all the things I've been talking about. here's the magnet that
will pick up some things and won't pick up others. It' the orchestra team in its rehearsals says,
"we will talk with the children, we will ask them questions, we will draw out what they arc
thinking about," it seems to me that language comes then in content of meaning, and not in a
drill approach.
In helping the children to classify. I saw a Head Start teacher recently working with them
trying to see if they could classify things to eat. things to play with, and animals. And this little
fellow came up and put the elephant in the right place under animals. If she had stopped right
there she'd have been fooled. She said to him, "how did you happen to put the elephant there,"
hoping he'd say the elephant is an animal and therefore that's where I classified him. He said,
"because I wanted to!" Now he still may have knoult why, but children can fool us too if we
don't explore with them.
Well, my time is about out.
going to have to leave the doctor, the nurse, and the social
worker out bat you've had this lovely doctor, a V:011derilll social worker and you know that this
social worker is going to have to become an arm of this orchestrating teacher. lhe teacher has to
become an arm of the social worker who is trying to rebuild a home so that the child will be able
to maintain the dignity that your kindergartens are going to give him.
What have we done in this kind of a program? We've kept the extended family. And. Dr.

Dozier don't ever let us forget that we have to keep the extended family and make it the
orchestra group that is going to work with these children. We've certainly enhanced the child's
self-image with all these varieties of experiences; he surety has found successes and we haven't
had to give him NI&M candies and cookies which some of these other schemes do. lie's gotten the
reward of the splash of color, and the feel of clay, and the presence of the thing he's made and
the warm approval of appreciation of this extended family because of the things that he is doing.
lie's had much use of language, he's had the development of concepts, he's learned more about
time, he's learned more about classifying. he's learned a great deal about measurement, he's
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learned a great deal about causes. He's had challenges to his thinking, he's learned something
about planning, he's learned how to check results. He's solved problems on his own level. He's
had the development of sensory sensitivity. With this extended family team he has learned to see
more, he hears more. He hears more that's worth hearing, doesn't he? He has tasted, he has
touched, he has listened, he has become a more awakened human being because he has had the
opportunity to open his senses.
I want to close with Mrs. Le. 's caution: Why do we have to hurry? We're all living longer.
Can't we take some of that time that's being added to the end of a child's life and give him a little
more time at the beginning?
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Chairman:

Mr. Robert E. Ha ll, Chief, Branch of Pupil
Personnel Services. Division of Education,
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C.

I'm B.ib Hall and I have the privilege of introducing to you the gentleman who's going to be Mr.
Answer Man for the session, Tom Hopkins. Practically all of you know Torn. I asked him for a
vita to aid me in his introduetic ii and he gave me a piece of paper about as big as a match box. He
got his Bachelor's Degree in Texas a long time ago; he got a Master's Degree in Texas a long time
ago, and he's been with BIA for thirteen years. I really don't think this is too adequate for
introducing Tom. I've known lum now for a little over nine months and I've found him quite an
exciting individual to work with in the central office. He gets a new idea about every minute on
the minute and he causes these ideas to become fruitful. He's a knowledgeable individual not

only in terms of MA, the years that he has spent in Alaska and Utah among others; the most

important is he is knowledgeable about children and their needs, how to go about fulfilling these
needs, and I think he is a very good coordinator too. Maybe the best way to explain his ability to
coordinate is this example: Tom ft/es in Washington, he has a son that goes to school in Iowa and
a wife that is going to school in Texas with another son down there, and he is still able to keep
his family together communicating and this is a pretty good job of coordination. So without any
further ado I turn this meeting over to Tom Ilopkins, and as I started to say, he is going to be Mr.
Answer Man. Torn Hopkins.
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IMPLEMENTATION:
NEXT STEPS FOR BIA
COMPREHENSIVE EARLY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION PROGRAM

Speaker: Mr. 'Tom R. Hopkins, Chief, Branch of

Curriculum, Division of Education, Bureau of
Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C.

I he tact that they introduced me as the answer man makes me want to run in the other
direction because I'm not altogether sure that I am going to be able to fulfill the role. In fact
might end up posing more questions than I can answer.

You know we all like to start off with little funnies or jokes and I maintain that a devoted
wife is ihe only one that laughs at my jokes so I'm going to test you to see if you're any better.
Not that ins jokes aren't good, they are good, I just assumed this you see. One that I like has to
do with a little six-year-old boy and is quite a traditional type joke with the early childhood
educationists and it was told to me by our Social Studies Specialist, Max Harringer. He was telling
of a first grade boy who, on arriving home from school, was asked the proverbial question by his
ever loving mother. "Well, how was school today, Johnny?" Johnny replied, "Well, it's all right,
but it sure takes a chunk out of my day!" We hope that in our kindergartens we can fill that day
with something a little bit more eloquent than a chunk.

I'm reminded of when I was a principal-teacher of a one-teacher day school in the Arctic. I
had my wife and oldest son at the time in this small Eskimo village with me. The population was
about 150 people and it was fifteen or twenty miles north of the Arctic circle. I took my son into

the bush country with me when he was ten months old and did not bring him out until
thirty-four months later. I don't recommend this to anyone who is, so called, westernised as I
am. I thought I saw the clear pools of Walden Pond and I went thither and I discovered that I was

a little bit of a city type. so to speak, after about twelve moults or so and then after thirty-four
months I really did have some iniivings.
I want to tell you this because in,' son was raised with the Eskimo children in that environment and behaved accordingly in terms of language, so that he spoke in a bilingual situation until
he was about four years old. lie spoke the Eskimo dialect of the Aleuts and he also spoke some
English and a mixture thereof too that was interesting and that was his third language. And he
called roads "trails". But the thing that really grabbed me was when all his little toys flew. Trucks
flew and everything that he had as a little boy would fly, because he had never seen automobiles
on the trails: he had seen only the sleds.
mention this to you because 1 feel that the emploYees of the BIA are realists, particularly the
school people, who have to deal with the day-to-day problems associated with cultural transition.
And they are realists, sometimes in a very silent sort of way. What I'm leading up to here is that
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we have paid tribute to many people in our conference: to the outstandhig, consultants who have
been here, they have made the conference tremendously worthwhile: to the people on the staff
who organized the conference. I would like to start my little bit by paying a genuine tribute to
the field people of BIA who are here, because I think we have a Very long and rich history which
is not to say that all is well, that this is the best of all possible bureaus, that there's nothing more

to do. It's that they have built a firm foundation on which to launch an early childhood
education program of the comprehensive type we've been trying to describe during these past
three days.
Now when I say realists, I mean in the sense that all of the ideas that have been presented, the

practical as well
the theoretical, have been filtered through a mechanism of experience in
working with Indian children in certain ways. I will harken hack to Commissioner Zeller's
opening remarks w'aere he said that what we want to do in this conference is take the experience
we have, to reorder it into something new, Now this something new, at least we think it's
something new, is the early childhood education program.
I want to get into what I think are some of our problems because in taking "next steps" there
are some that are paramount in your minds because as you filter these suggestions and ideas
through your mechanism, they are real easy to spot.
can't help but get hung up on, first of all, the language factor in early childhood education
programs. I think that this is going to require very close attention because what we're after, I
think, is the implementation of the very creative ideas in environment and curriculum as
described by Dr. Keliher this morning. So much of this is based on a common language between
the teacher and the children and if you do not have this common language, then how do you go

about it? How can you communicate effectively and to the extent that you can excite the
imaginations of the children? This is a problem. I suggest that perhaps we need to be very realistic
again, realistic and less theoristic in our concept of language. 1 could go into a big long expla-

nation of what I mean by that but I'm reminded of the situations in many schools, not necessarily limited to the BIA but certainly including them, where we preach more English than we
learn or if you will, and this may not be the order of the day, teach more English. I think we
need to be aware of the difference of helping a child learn English and do less preaching to him
about language because this can sour people real fast and kill a very important objective of our
program. I suggest that perhaps we may want to use some linguistic models both of English and
the indigenous language. I say suggest, I didn't say anything other than that.
have another story and I'm going to bring it in here because the school administrators are
quite often people who are removed form an early childhood education setting. 1 would like to
use an example of my past experience for this. Mr. Ilall here mentioned that I graduated from the
University of Texas. Right after I got my Bachelor's Degree, I was dissatisfied with the secondary
training that I had received in terms of practice teaching, in fact, the whole secondary education
program, so I decided to go into elementary education. I concentrated on the primary grades for
my training. I took student teaching in the first grade and taught my first year in the third grade
and two subseqsient years of teaching in what we know as the beginners and primary children in
the isolated interior of Texas. I always remember my embarrassment and consternation in this
little first grade room that I had in Austin, Texas, when this gorgeous little six-year-old blond
came up to me and she said, "Mr, Hopkins, I've got panties on that match my dress, do you want
to see them?" I was in sort of- late adolescence and I was taken aback by this because I didn't

know, quite -what to think, but you administrators out there that are going to lead these programs,- whatever they happen to be, may. have to do what I did. I had to learn to take this in
stride and on top of that I had to learn to read "Little Peter Rabbit has a Fly Upon His Nose,"
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with all the pantomine that goes with it. I can demonstrate that to this day, but not without
some embarrassment, So I suggest that leaders be realists in their interpretation of what children
are like and what it takes to stimulate them and to capitalize on their very fertile and malleable
imaginations.

I hope that all of you administrators have a clearly defined plan in mind and if you don't that
you're working on one. Only then can the responsibilities of the various people carrying on an
early childhood education program be clearly defined so that there is no ambiguity, or clouded
understandings as to what's to take place and who is responsible for what. Because the key to the
success of this program is going to be on the administrative level. Administrators have to be the
ones with the comprehensive concepts who can coordinate it, who can implement it. I'm throwing you a real challenge there.
Now in order to help, Mrs. _lessen has literally knocked herself out over these past few months

to contribute to this by producing the kit that was given you here at the conference. I don't
know if you administrators are prolific readers or even moderate readers, but I would suggest that
you look very closely at everything in the kit and relate it to what has gone on this week and to
what you think you should do. The information in this kit can point out what should come next
because it's practical from the the word 'go'. If you haven't already looked it over, I'd advise you

to do so because everything in it relates directly to a specific need in the early childhood

education program.
If you have been reading the news releases for this conference as well as the news releases on
the national level, you will recall that at a meeting six months or so ago we declared this the year
of the Indian. For you Indian members, I suppose we may as well here declare it as the Second
Year of the Indian, because if you will look at last night's paper and this morning's paper, you
will notice that President Johnson has sent to Congress a special message dealing with American

Indians. Our program here- I think quite fortuitously, though not really designed this way, has
fallen right into line with his preoccupation and concern for the welfare of Indians and for the
direction that Indian people want to take.
I'm shifting here a little bit because if you will go back now and read these releases, listen to
what Commissioner Zellers said, there is an element of common involvement. As we filter this
through our BIA mechanism, what does this mean in terms of the way we intend to go about
operating early childhood programs? Can we go along in the way that we have been going or does
it mean that the role of the community, the role of the parent might be modified in our
operations in any particular location?
Some of you will say, well I don't think our program is going to need too much change. Some
of you may be frightened to death of the change it's going to mean, but all we ask here is that
there be significant involvement of the Indian parents, the Tribal leaders, and community leaders
in the early childhood education program that is to be evolved. It must be a cooperative venture.
It must be coordinated by the leaders in education. We are going to, I hope, find new friends. I
hope that we are going to find new relations! ?s in this particular area. Above all, I think it
would be disastrous for us to assume a smugness which says nothing new has been added, that
there's nothing new under the sun. I think you can accept the axiom that there's nothing new
under the sun, but if you accept the concept of newness, then you must question what newness is
because it's within the vocabulary of the Indian language that we use. If it were not there for
some purpose then perhaps we should throw it out.

If we take the curriculum analysis that we had this morning and incorporate it into our
experience, (and remember we were warned about the pitfalls of a written curriculum guide, one
that-doesn't do much for the children but places blinders on the educators) we must be careful
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with what we develop. That whatever we do produce in terms of writing, and you know how it is,
once the speech has been reduced to written form it somehow takes on an exalted importance,
that we be careful in this in our curriculum development. This is a wise caution. On the ether

hand there is a very fine dividing line between creativity and chaos and without adding some
structure, something that puts our curriculum together one way or the other, we can come out
with the same thing that we had with progressive education that required and assumed a very
material type c.f teacher, an almost philosophically inclined teacher, who could manipulate the
very profound concepts that John Dewey was trying to unfold. Now as I see it in implementation
of an early childhood education program, this might possibly present a problem. How do we get
this program established without a certain official articulation so that it does remain free and
creative? I wish 1 could give you an answer to this and I hope that in your grappling groups you
will tackle this problem so that we might go forwaid.
Certainly with curriculum development we will have to have teacher education. I think I had a
most stimulating experience with Milton Akers and Charles Zellers and Donna Jones last night at
the place where we had dinner. I found that in an ordinary discussion with Chuck Zellers that he
has a mind that is very rapid and works like a vise; he can latch onto things, get right to the point
real quick, strip them bare of the tapestry, so that he can get down to brass tacks real fast and
then deal with them in a very forthright manner. On this occasion we had a most stimulating time
discussing teacher education, because for those of us who are interested in and have the responsibility of implementation, you know that the type of teacher that is congruent or relates well to
the talk that has been going on here these three days, is a very rare creature.
What are some of the things we can do to develop this type of a teacher? There are all sorts of
possibilities. Teacher education is being given very serious consideration.
We are most interested in the reaction of the grappling groups to the various sessions that have
come up here because with the involvement not only of the parents but of the school people in
the development of the program these reactions are important. You can't leave anyone out. All
have got to see their contribution reflected in this program somewhere along the line. That's why

pay tribute to the BR education people here because we who are putting this program
together, including you, too, have got to show where you've made your contribution to this. I
think this concept is tremendously important and we hope it can be reflected up and down the
line because after all, our first concern is not with the employees, not with the teachers, not with
the curriculum development, not with the various personal and non-personal resources that can
be brought together but for the children themselves. This is our basic premise. Everything that we
have done here this week relates directly to what happens in the educative process with the
I

Indian child.

I may have time here for a question or two though I really hadn't planned on it. Then I have a
question or two I would like to ask of you for your reaction. But here's one thing that kind of
got to me in this conference. I was over in Manzanita observing the kindergarten there and I was
stnick even before the conference, that is when I was over there, by the feminine nature of early
childhood education programs. Two or three of the people here brought this out, for instance,
that when the little boys would go into an unstructured situation, often they would pick out the
feminine artifacts and deal with them even when there were alternatives. Even though masculine
articles were there too, the children would pass them over and go to the feminine ones.

am reminded of the Writings of Benjamin Franklin back about the last quarter of the
eighteenth Century when he recounts (and I'm sure many of you have read it in Indian history)
where there was an East coast tribe for whom the English'colonists had set up a college and had
taken some of their young men-and educated them in the English manner, the non-Indian way;
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that when the young men returned from the college to their Friends (and it should be spelled
with a capital F in terms of the Indian Friends their tribal members) they lost all of this fine
outpouring of the nun- Indian society given them through the college. Nonetheless, the tribal
leaders felt a strong desire to reciprocate for what their non-Indian brethren had provided them
with: an education for their young suns through their school. Now they wanted to reciprocate
and they said to the colonists, if you will send us ten of your young men, we will educate them
and make them men. I am reminded of this as we go into the new program and that we keep this
uppermost in mind because it's right as the heart of what we're trying to do. As I was sitting in
Maw/nita, I wrote out in sort of a hasty manner, why is it that early childhood education,
indeed in the elementary school, has to be so non-male oriented? It is a bastion of not only non-,
but anti-masculinity. This may be a little radical; maybe I shouldn't read this. Perhaps the
feminine nature of the school at the early level is all that is possible. Nonetheless, as an educator
interested in Indian education, I would like to find a curriculum that embraces mankind in males
as well as females. And I wrote that out and was very curious to find it reflected two or three
times during the subsequent discussions that we have had.
I haven't used up all my time and I think I could go on in sort of a random fashion, but at this

time I would rather get some feedback by way of very brief responses to these statements and
questions:
1. The comprehensive concept of early childhood education calls for full participation of Indian
parents in the community. What changes does this mean for your particular school operation?
Will you make a few comments on how you think the kindergarten program will influence the
first three grades of school, that is in terms of curriculum, in terms of some of the things that
are going on in your schools now?

3. If you have a third item you would like to add; if you have some heartfelt need that you
would like to express; or some comment about the conference or about early childhood
education ideas, please do so.

Comments, Questions and Answers

I would like to say something about the curriculum guide problem with the written printed
material. We're going to do that in Massachusetts right now. Massachusetts has just mandated
kindergartens by 1973 and I'm serving on the state committee on developing the guide. We're

up against this same question. It you put too restricted a proposal on paper, then you are
going to restrict the person to whom it goes. Now at our last meeting we arrived at the
decision to produce a source book or a resource book in which we might have one hundred
examples of how you could teach science to kindergarten age children or one hundred or more
examples of how you could provide kindergarten age children with science experiences, but
not pinned down so that a teacher would feel that he or she had to do it this way because the
State says this is the way that we have to do it. leachers, under this plan, would make choices
out of a number of suggestions. I agree with you that these suggestions are very much needed,
but that we would cripple a teacher who had the prospect of growing if we didn't give that
teacher the oppottunity to make sonic choices of what,he was going to do. We're up against
exactly the same problem that you are right now.
Q. Being a foreigner, I don't kno much about Indian affairs, But in coming from 'Jutland, we
have had to put up with a lot of having no money fOr anything. Also, are there any areas
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where there haven't been kindergartens established as yet? Did I understand you correctly in
that? The best thing would be to first have a summer camp; to make a kindergarten a summer
camp style with the parents involved and then go from there, I think the parents will be a lit tle
bit more interested to carry on after an experience like this.
A. i stand to be corrected on this. We have summer kindergartens. We have about 1,100 children
in summer kindergartens. We have some summer kindergartens located under ESEA programs.
We do have sonic kindergartens in operation. I think your suggestion is well taken. Thank you.
Q. Another thing that I want to give as a sugeestion is getting the parents to help in the evenings
to build the furniture for the kindergartens. If you can get them interested enough to take
part in setting up the kindergarten, it's worth lots more than just having the parent bring a
child to school and conic to pick him up.
A. I was very interested yesterday in this very same thing we are talking about. Two of our
architects said, you know the ideas presented here might mean that we might need a work
space for parents. Mariana Jessen has pointed to parent work space in material which is in
your kits. If you wilt look at that equipment list, you will find that in terms of space in the
childhood education configuration there, attention has been given to this parental involvement.

Q. I was asked a question just before coming in here about the standards that might be used to
employ competent young people who do not have degrees but have real ability and are
proving that they are the right kind of individual. Now, is there sonic consideration as to
standards for employing these sort of people?
A There is some consideration. Let me leave it at that because to go beyond that at this point, I
believe, would be to add something that really hasn't been settled. Dr. Akers, you will recall
that last night in our discussion that we got into all kinds of qualifications, all kinds of people
who could be teachers in the program. I was particularly interested in the Navajo area, when
they came out with the fact that if they could get the cooperation of sonic of the teachers
now that they'd feel that they had enough. Now these are not early childhood education
trained teachers, but they are elementary teachers who are Navajo. "Hwy almost have enough
to complete all of their first unit that was planned with the Navajo teacher and with the
Navajo aide. I don't know if they want to do this or not or whether the teachers, themselves,
really want to go into early childhood education, but most certainly all of these people with
various backgrounds are being given very serious consideration. I believe we said too that BIA
was in a position to waive some regulations. If you found the kind of human being you really
wanted, they are already trained anyhow, then you're going to change your priority. We want,
first of all, a tutor kind of human being, then the RIA can waive the regulations on the sort of
teacher it requires. think that's a very healthy kind of thinga different kind of priority
we're looking for in teachers.
1
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Chairman: Bob Hall.
I think Tom reacted beautifully in his role as Answer Man by being able to turn around and
cause you to give him some of the answers he is looking for rather than being on the spot himself.

Ile did a find job of winding up this conference.
We're just about to close. It has been, from any standpoint, a find three days--a very good
start towards sonic finer things in the future. All of the items that Tom brought up, the preoccupation with children, the role we take in preoccupation with children are significant, I think we
can't be all bad. We're going to get a lot better, not preoccupied with cook books. We have for

years felt that a nice cookbook was a lovely thing to have but we have to conic to realile that
we've conic to the point in life where we must be managers of learning and in order to do that,
we must be resourceful people. The best guide we can hope for is a resource book like the kind
that was pointed out a while ago and not a cookbook with all the recipes. There are no sure-fire
recipes for dealing with human nature.
This session, the whole three days, for all of the work that has gone into the planning, we owe
a word of congratulation to this young lady here. 1 think it is only fitting that she be the one to
make the adjournment. Mariana Jessen.

Conference Chairman. Mariana Jessen
Early Childhood Education Specialist

Branch of Curriculum
Division of Education
Bureau of Indian Affairs
Washington, D. C.

GOOD LUCK AND JOY AND WE'RE ADJOURNED!
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